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Stranger in Paradise
THE WRITER IN HOLLYWOOD
by Virginia AI. Chirk
Aldous I luxley. Rin mond Chandler. William Faulkner. Christopher
Isherwood. and James Agee are among the mam skilled and prestigious
writers who became pi,rt of the I lollywood system for a time. Their scripts
and images have surmed the Golden Age of the studio s stem.

Live Television Is Alive and Well
At the Library of Congress
hr Robert Sandek
For the producer of "arnibus- every night was opening night during the
live television era.

Color and Music and Movement
THE FEDERAL THEATRE PROJECT LIVES ON
IN THE PAGES OF ITS PRODUCTION 3ULLETINS
by Ruth B. Kerns
Directors reports. photos, costume designs. set layouts, plot summaries.
audience reactions, and critics' reviews hound for poster'tv in FTP produc-
t m bulletins provide a vivid picture of a unique and fertile chapter in
American theatrical history.

A Gift of Love Through Music
THE LEGArY OF ELIZABETH SPRAGUE COOLIDGE
hr Elise K. Kirk
The philanthropy of Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge transformed the Library
of Congress into an international center of chamber music and led to the
commissioning of many of the twentieth century's most important
compositions.

Ballet for Martha
THE COMMISSIONING OF APPALACHIAN SPRING
hr 117igne D. Shirley
A great composerAaron Coplandis commissioned to do a work for a
great choreographerMartha Grahamand America is enriched by the
result. but only after agonizing delays.

With Villa North of the Bor ier
On Location
by Aurelio de los Reyes
By 1915 Pancho Villa's days as a film star were ending and he was instead
invading border towns in Texas and New Mexico and avoiding U.S. film-
makers and reporters as well as troops and generals.

All the Presidents' Movies
by Karen 'dame
From a one-reel movie of Theodore Roosevelt to A// the President's Men.
films have done a great deal to shape th- popular conception of U.S. presidents.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

On October 9. 1929. J. S. Bach's Art of the Fugue
was performed in the Library's Coolidge Auditorium.
"We are dazed.- said Mucical Ame'ic.is A. Waiter
Kramer. who felt nineteen uninterrupted fugues pro-
vided a ponderous musical journey for *lie audience.
lie also wondered what the thoughts of Mrs. Herbert
I louver were as she listened to "100 minutes of fugues.
She will probably not be the most inveterate attend-
ant at these festivals in the future.-

This editor has not managed to locate concert attend-
ance reco,ds for first ladies of the period, so we do not
know if Mr. Kramer's assumption was correct. but we
do know that many other dignitaries and music lovers
have journeyed to the Coolidge Auditorium over the
past few decades and that during the 1986-1987 con-
cert season some of them were exposed to The Art of
the Fugue with no apparent ill effects. On October
23rd and 24th the Juilliard String Quartet, with its
new second violinist Joel Smirnoff, treated the audi-
ence to a dazzling performance of this extraordinary
work composed by Bach during the last five years of
his life. Later that month. an exciting choral and cham-
ber orchestra work by Hollywood film composer David
Raksin. Oedipus Mcmnenai. was premiered on Found-
er's DayOctober 30th, the birth date of Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge. Mr. Raksin's work was commissioned
by the Coolidge Fouodation.

Reading through the articles in this year's Annual
one realizes that contributions by benefactors have been
of paramount importance to the study and apprecia-

tion of the performing arts at the Library of Congress.
Wayne Shirley and Elise Kirk relate how Mrs. Coo-
lidge's generosity has transformed the Library into an
international center for chamber music and has led to
the commissioning of many of the twentieth century's
most important compositions. including Appalachian
Spring.

Other contributions which are not so familiar to the
public include collections of scripts for Hollywood films
by such authors as Raymond Chandler, William Faulk-
ner, Christopher Isherwood, James Agee, and Aldous
Huxley (whose photograph appears on the cover of
this volume. The NBC Television ColleCtion, presented
to the Library in 1986, now makes available approxi-
mately eighteen thousand titles and spans the years
from 1948 to 1977, a significant addition to our col-
lection of over forty thousand TV programs. And part
of the research for the article on Pancho Villa is based
upon photographs and films donated to the Library in
1951 by the heirs of Gen. Hugh Lenox. Scott, who
knew Villa.

This year we present the fi act of General Villa's
rise to and fall from power and film stardom, a tale
which we began last year. Next year we will learn more
interesting details about the complex negotiations that
resulted in the creation and production of Appalachian
Spring. We are sorry that our intermissions are so long,
but perhaps they can be spent listening to "100 min-
utes of fugues- or Copland's ballet music, or reading
about Pancho Villa's escapades.

Iris NT-wsom
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STRANGER IN

JOAN FONTAINE AND ORSON

Welles in a scene from
Jane Eyre. Twentieth
Century-Fox, 1944.
Aldous Huxley
collaborated with
Robert Stevenson and
John Houseman on the
screenplay. Photograph
of Huxley by Pirie
Mac Donald, 1926.
Prints and Photographs
Division.

IRTUALI.Y FROM THE BE-
ginning. Ifolh wood and the lit-
erary community haze shared a
peculiar. sc mbiotic relationship.
Hollywood has sought the skill
and prestige associated with "seri-
ous writers, and of these writ-
ers. contemptuous though they
mac haze been of the crassness
and compromises implicit in the
I lolk wood system. few haxe man-
aged to resist the lure of glam-
our, fameand lucre. Writers
were drawn to the films whether
for doing dialogue. rewrite or
polishing jobs, or entire scripts
particularly during the Golden
Age of the studio system. in the
1930s and 1910s. The list of

riters who tried their hand at
screen\ riting, man). of them
prominent no. elists and play-
wrights. goes on and on. includ-
ing: Somerset Maugham. P. G.
Wodehouse, I lugh Walpole, Noel
Coward. J. 13. Priestley. Anthony
Pow ell. Graham Greene. Benoit
Brecht. Thornton Wilder, John
Steinbeck. S. N. Behrman, S. J.
Perelman. Clifford Odets Dorothc

ABA ISE

TIIE WRITER IN HOLLYWOOD

BY VIRGINIA M. CLARK
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Parker, John Dos Passos, James M. Cain. Lillian Hell-
man, Nathanael West, and F. Scott Fitzgerald)

Though many complained about Hollywood as a cul-
tural wastelandespecially when compared with the
New York or London literary circlesthey often enjoyed
the experience in spite of themselves, gathering mate-
rial for their own writing, and making some good money
to boot. While much of what these writers produced
could be regarded as hack work. much is very fine
indeed and of enduring interest both as films and as
examples of what these extraordinary sensibilities could
achieve in the medium of film. I am speaking here in
particular of five writers: Aldous Huxley, Raymond
Chandler, William Faulkner, Christopher Isherwood.
and James Agee. Some of the best work resulting from
their time in Hollywood is also represented in the col-
lections at the Library of Congress. The films, stills.
scripts. and related papers are in the Motion PLture,
Broadcasting. and Recorded Sound Division: movie post-
ers and portraits of the writers arc in the Prints and
Photographs Di% ision.

It is a fact not widely realized that Englishman Aldous
I luxlevlearned and prolific writer of fiction and non

m

GREER GARSON AND WALTER PIDGEON IN MADAME CURIE.

MGM, 1943.

fiction, perh ;Is best known for Brave Neu' Workiaiso
worked off and on as a s reenwriter in Los Angeles,
where he lived from 1938 until his death in 1963. It
seems that Huxley first got the idea to try his hand at
screenwriting while he and his wife Maria were visit-
ing with D. H. Lawrence's widm% Frieda on her ranch
near Taos, New Mexico. There. Huxley wa, approached
by Los Angeles bookseller Jacob Zeitlin with the idea
of buying film rights to Huxley's novels, such as Point
Counter Point. Although that arrangement was not
made, the idea did spur Huxley on to write his first
scenario, Succe,-s. He tried, unsuccessfully, to sell it

in Los Angeles, where he ended up settlinga place
alluring to him for its mild climate and film industry.
as well as for the presence of a growing community of
British. German, and other exiles from the war. Hux-
ley became part of a lively group of artists and intellec-
tuals, including Bertolt Brecht, Thomas Mann, Lion
Feuchtwanwr. Arnold Schoenberg. Igor Stravinsky,
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Christopher Isherwood, Charlie Chaplin. and Greta
Garbo. many of whom gathered at the Santa Monica
"salon- of Salka Viertel, then screenwriter for several
of Garbo's films.'

It was through the influence of his friend Anita Loos
that I luxlev obtained his first screenwriting job in 1938.
on the MGM project ilIadame Currie. slated for Greta
Garbo. As Maria I Iuxlev described it in a letter.

Ile %%ants to project the passion of scientific' curios
IR. and the nohilitc :,I such a Me. the significance of
the disco' en of radium, the 1111111111R and courage of
that cc ()Man Aldous %cants it to he done properl
and nobly... The owat advantage of having Garbo
is that she passionatek cc ants to play that part: she
admires Aldous rind %could do a hit more under his
direction.'

Though I Iuxley's treatment (now in the MGM studio
vault) was decent enough. the project proved pi °Nem-
atic. 111 typical studio fashion. the scenario was .A.,signed
to a series of other cotters in turn. including Salka
Viertel and F. Scott Fitzgerald. ',Fitzgerald 's real Hol-
lywood success would prove to be his insider's view of
the IndustryMGM and Irving Thalberg in partic-
ularin his novel Tire Lem Tycoon. unfinished at his

1

A
1

F. SCOTT FITZGERALD'S REAL HOLLYWOOD SUCCESS

could prove to be his insider's view of
the industry in his unfinished novel The Last
Tycoon. Photograph by Carl Van Vechten,
June 4, 1937. Prints and Photographs
Division.

death at the end of 1940: just as Nathanael West.
who toiled away at B-picturesand who would die
within a day of Fitzgeraldhad a real achievement in
his 1939 novel about the seamy underside of Holly-
wood. The Dar of the Locust.) Madame Curie was
finally relea:.ed in 1943. with a different director, and
starring not Garbo, but Greer Garson, aiong with
Walter Pidgeon. The final script (in the Library's col-
lection). credited to Paul Osborn and Paul 1 I. Rameau
and emphasizing the love story anglestill bears some
traces of I luxley's original work.

For Huxlev's next assignment at MGM. Pride and
Preimhce (1940), he worked in collaboration with MGM
screenwriter Jane Murfin (whose latest credit. shared
with Anita Loos. had been The Worse 'r in 1939. a
project from which Fitzgerald had been removed ear-
lier). This film, starring Greer Garson and Laurence
Olivier. demonstrated the successful handling of a lit-
erary classic, a film effective in its own right. While in
a collaborative effort it is generally tricky to guess who
mote what. we may assume here that Huxley had a
large role in the script's literate dialogue and in the
intelligent treatment of Jane Austen's ironic wit. and
that Murfin made use of her Hollywood expel ience in
determining the structure and pace. As an ex;imple of



their work, we might compare a scene from the script
at the Library (the dialogue cutting continuity) wita
the original sources Austen's novel. as well as I Hen
Jeromes stage adaptation of 195. In those sources.
Darcy remarks to Bing le% about Flirabeth ho over-
hears) that "She is tolerable: but not handsome enough
to tempt me. and I am in no humour at present to give
consequence to young ladies who are slighted k other
men.' In tile script. the latter part of the line is changed
to "I'm in 110 humour tonight to giYe consequence to
the middle classes at play." which changes the direc-
tion of his snobbery from Hirabeth as an "unpopular-
woman to her as a representati.e of a class beneath
his---a key element in the work's constant interplay of
the pride-prejudice motif.

Iluxley's next screenwriting credit, in collaboration
with the film's director Robert Stevenson and John
I louseman. was for Twentieth Century-Fox's 1944
release. lane Ereanother successful adaptation. and
a film apparently bearing the influence of its actor Orson
Welles. in its brooding. expressionistic visual design
reminiscent of Olken Kane. A notable example of
this y isual style of deep-focus photography and low-
key lighting is the scene where young Jane (Peggy Ann
Garner) is punished by being made to stand on a stool
at I owood Institute. surrounded on four sides by her
schoolmates and teachers. the cruelty of this punish-
ment enforced by the looming of deep. angular shad-
ows. As for the treatment of Charlotte Bronte's novel
by Huxley and the other writers, an examination of
the script in the Library's collection reveals a general
downplaying of the novel's religious and moral under-
pinnings. and more of an emphasis on the love story
between Jane ( Joan Fontaine) and Rochester (Orson
Welles).

Though he would work on various projects from
time to time. Huxley's finaland only soloscreenplay
credit was for A WomalA Vengeance (Universal. 1947),
an adaptation of Huxley's own short story "The Gio-
conda Smile.- about a philandering husband with an
invalid wife, and an intellectual spinster who poisons
her to win him. only to discover that he was involved
with someone elsesomeone young and pretty. Hux-
ley indicated in a letter to Anita Loos that the censors
would not permit the actual relationship between Henry
and his young mistress to be depicted, forcing Huxley
to rewrite the script:

The censors demanded the noting of various scenes
tort unatcly not essential ones: and the information
they were meant to convey (about the young girl's
pre-marital pregnancy) Lan be put across, not by hon-
est statement. but by **becks and nods and wreathed
smiles.- the principle of the Johnston Office's moral-
ity being that nothing may be said in a decent way
but that all 111/1V he suggested indecently.'

This tale of love and murder actually had three mani-
festations by I Iuxley, which provide a unique opportu-
nity to study the author's intentions and skill in the
various media: short story. screenplay. and stage play.
In the tense final .hird of the story. it is the film ver-
sion, with its technique of crosscutting between scenes
taking place simultaneously at home and at prison, which
achieves the greatest power. Will Dr. Libbard (Cedric
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Hardwicke) be able to extract a confession from Janet
( Jessica Tandy) that she poisoned Henry's wife, in time
to save Henry (Charles Boyer), now in prison, from
being executed for a crime he did not commit? (Yes.)

When we think of Raymond Chandler, we think of
his hard-boiled detective fiction, with the fallible but
determine,: hero Philip Marlowe making his way through
the noir world of Los Angeles, or "Bay City" as he
called Santa Monica. In his well-known essay in Atlan-
tic Monthly (December 1944), "The Simple Art of
Murder," Chandler describes a knightlike Marlowe:

Down thew mean streets a man must go who IN not
himself mean, who is neither tarnished nor afraid....
1 le must be the best man in his world and a good
enough man for any world.... if there were enough
like him, the world would be a sate place to live in,
without becomii too dull to be worth living in.

Chandler's novelssuch as The Big Sleep. Farewell
My Lovely, and The Lady in the Lakelend them-
selves easily to cinema in the form of fihn noir, where
a series of Marlowes Dick Powell, I lumphrey Bogart,
Robert Montgomery, George Montgomery, James Gar-
ner, Elliott Gould, and Robert Mitchumhave enacted
the more-or-less tough guy, the disillusioned idealist in

lu

POSTER ADVERTISING A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE. UNIVERSAL, 1947.

Prints and Photographs Division.

an existential universe.
Chandler published his first novel The Big Sleep in

1939, when he was fifty-one years old. In 1943, he
started his first job as a screenwriter on Double In-
demnity. at $1,750 a week for Pv amount. Between
that time and 1951 he worked on at ,past seven scripts,
with his last assignment being Alfred Hitchcock's excel-
lent Strangers on a Train, based on Patricia Highsmith's
novel. The tale of psychopath Bruno Anthony (played
by Robert Walker) who entraps tennis star Guy Haines
(Farley Granger) in "exchange murders" turned out to
be a troubled projectChandler's script was not exactly
what Hitchcock had in mind, and writer Czenzi Or-
monde was brought in to rewrite it. Chandler debated
refusing screen creditwhich remained.'

Chandler did not mind expressing publ,,iy just what
he thought of the Hollywood system (which yet was
paying him nicel:,), in his Atlantic Monthly (Novem-
ber 1945) essay on "Writers in Hollywood":

there is no such thing as an art of the screenplay,
and there never will he as long as the system lasts,
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FARLEY GRANGER AND ROBERT WALKER IN STRANGERS ON A TRAIN.

Warner Bros., 1951.

for it is the essence of this sstem that it seeks to
exploit a talent w ithout permuting it the right to be
a talent.

On the other hand, we have this revealing, statement
by Chandler in a November 7, 1951, letter to Dale
Warren.

A pre-occupation with words for their own sake is
fatal to good film making Its not what films are for.
It's not my cup of tea, but it could have been if I'd
started it twenty years earlier!'

And we also have the evidence of the fine, provocative
script Chandler wrote with director Billy Wilder for
the 1944 film based on James M. Cain's novel Double
Indemnim a screenplay which received an Academy
Award nomination. (Apropos of Cainwhile his at-
tempts at screenwriting in Hollywood from 1931 to
1948 were mostly undistinguished, his steamy novels,
such as The Postman Always. Rings Twice and Mil-
dred Pierce, certainly provided rich material for films.)

Double Indemniir is a tale about insurance sales-

, 4
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man Walter Huff (Neff in the film, played by Fred
MacMurray) and sexy, duplicitous Phyllis Nirdlinger
(Dietrichson in the film, played by Barbara Stanwyck),
who have an affair and plot to murder her husband
but make it look as though he died falling off a mov-
ing train, in order to collect the accident insurance
money. Chandler and Wilder have changed the story's
ending, however, for more poetic justice. in the novel,
the insurance company, after Walter's confession and
in an effort to avoid publicity, arranges for the guilty
couple to leave the country on a steamer, where, hope-
less, they commit suicide. In the film, Walter confronts
Phyllis with her deception and she shoots him; as he
embraces her, he kills hera diabolical linking of sex-
uality and death, a dark motif of the 1940s film noir
world.

The script (available in the Libra:y's collection) also
adopts a narrative device not found in the novel; the
film begins at the end, with Walter, dying from the
gunshot wound, reciting the past events into a dicta-
phone in his office for his boss Keyes (Edward G. Rob-
inson) to find:

1 killed Dietrichson in:, Walter Neff, insurance sales-
nun, thirty -live years old, unmarried, no visible scars
until a while ago, that is. Yes, I killed him. I killed
him for mone and for a woman --and I didn't get

5
II



ALTHOUGH JAMES M. CAIN'S ATTEMPTS AT SCREEN WRITING WERE

mostly undistinguished, his steamy novels The postman
Always Rings Twice and Mildred Pierce provided rich
material for films. Photograph by Melbourne Spin, 1940s.
Prints and Photographs Division.
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POSTER ADVERTISING STRANGERS ON A TRAIN. WARNER BROS., 1951.

Prints and Photographs Division.
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the money and I didn't get the woman. Pretty. isn't
It. 'pause] It all began last May ...

The script for Double Indemniir broke new ground.
influencing other films of the time period. with its
romantic leads who were cold-blooded murderers and
its implications of adultery. The screenplay is also nota-
ble for some crackling dialogue not found in Cain's
noel. especially the racy repartee between Walter and
Phyllis when they first meet at her house. where he
has gone to try to sell insurance. Here is the famous
sexual bantering between the two"There's a speed
limit in this state, Mr. Neff, forty-five miles an hour.-

low fast was I going. officer? "I'd say around ninety.-
as we see in this sample from the script.

Chandler's other notable screenplayagain. nomi-
nated for an Academy 'ward was for another Para-
mount project. The Blue Dahlia (1946). based on an
original story idea by Chandler. and his only solo screen
credit. The story is about an airman, who conies home
to find his wife living it up in Los Angeles: when she
is found murdered, the airmanwho meanwhile has
met and fallen for a mysterious blonde who picked him
up one rainy night on the highwayis sought by the
police, as he himself attempts to solve the case. A sam-
ple of the dialogue: as Johnny gets out of Joyce's car

.000,
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FRED MACMURRAY AND BARBARA STANWYCK IN DOUBLE INDEMNITY.

Paramount, 1944.
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Prod. 1375 REEL 1B - PAGE 2

3. MEDIUM SHOT Phyllis, PHYLLIS:
CAMERA PANS as she
crosses to chair, in-
cluding Neff. She NEFF:
sits down.

4. CLOSEUP Neff.

5. CLOSEUP Phyllis.

6. CLOSEUP Neff.

You handle just automobile
insurance or all kinds?

All kinds. Fire, earthquake,
theft, public liability, group
insurance, industrial stuff,
and so on right down tho line.

PHYLLIS: Accident insurance?

NEFF: Accident insurance? Sure, Mrs.
Dietrichson, I wish you'd tell
me what's engral.ed on that
anklet.

PHYLLIS: Just 1117 name.

NEFF: (OFF) As for instance?

PHYLLIS: Phyllis.

NEFF: Phyllis, huh? I think I like
that

PHYLLIS: (OFF) Lut you're not sure?

NLFF: Oh, I'd have to drive it areund
the block a couple of times.

7, MEDIUM SHOT Phyllis PHYLLIS:
and Neff, She rises.
GAYER; PANS and TRUCKS
UP as she starts past
him. NITF:

She stops. Neff PHYLLIS:
rises. CA=A TRUCES
UP and AROUND as he
stops in front of rEFF:
her.

8, CLOSEUP Phyllis;
Neff tipped in back
to camera.

9. CLOSEUP Neff;
Phyllis back to
camera.

Mr. Neff, why don't you drop by
tomorrow evening around eight-
thirty, He'll be in then.

Who?

My husband' You were anxious
to talk to him, weren't you?

Yeah, I was, but - uh - I'm
sort of getting over the idea,
if you know what I nean.

PHYLLIS: There:a a speed limit in this
state, rre Neff forty-five
miles an hour.

NEFF: How fast was I going, Officer?

PHYLLIS: I'd say around ninety.

NEFF: Suppose you get down off your
motorc7cle and give ono a ticket.

PHYLLIS: Suppose I let you off with a
warning this time?

NEFF: Suppose it doesn't take?

10. CLOSEUV Phyllis; PHYLLIS: Suppose I have to whack you
Neff tipped in back over the knuckles.
to camera.

(CONTINUED)



Prod. 1375

10, (CONTINUED) NEFF:

PHYLLIS:

11. MEDIUM CLOSE SHOT
Neff and Phylll 3. NEFF:
He turns away. She
exits. CAMEaA TRUCKS
UP as Neff crosses to
table, picks up hat -
PANS and TRIEKS UP as NIFF:
he crosses to Phyllis
in archway - TRUC:".3
UP with then as they PHYLLIS:
go across hall.

NEFF:

PHYLLIS:

NEFF:

They stcp by frant
door.

Ho opens door and
exit s.

DISSOLVE INTO:

12. INT. CAR. CLOZ)EUP
Taff' driving along,
lost in pleasar.t
recollection.

DISSOLVE II:TO:

NEFF:

NEFF IS
VOICE:

13. INT. INSURANCE OFFICE.
VERTIONG SHM (HIC21
ANGLE) first floor N.:FFIS
and balcony - general VOICE:
activity of office
workers. Elevator door
in far bog. opens. Neff
cores out,crosses to doer.

14. INT. BALCONY. LONG
SHOT LAY ANJLE) Neff
coning through door NT.2FF IS
from reception room. VOICE:

Secretary Enters.

REEL 1B - PAGE 3

Suppose I bust out crying and
put ray head on your shoulder.

Suppose you try putting it on
ny husband's shoulder.

That tears it!

Eight - thirty tomorrow evening,
then.

That's what I suggested.

Will you be here; too?

I guess so - I usually am,

Same ellair, sane perfume, sane
anklet?

I wonder if I know what you
mean.

I wonder if you wonder)

(DOC:: OP NS)

(SlICHRONIZATION STARTS)

( 3YrCliR ON I ZED)

It was a hot afternoon and I
can still remember the smell of
honeysuckle all along that
street. Hcw could I have known
that murder can sometimes sm311
like honeysuckle. May)e you
would have Iclown, Keyes, the
minute she mentioned accident
insurance, but I didn't. I

felt like a million.

( SITC1-Ei ONI ZED )

I went back to the office to
see if I had any mail. It was
the day you had that truck
driver from Inglewood on the
carpet.

(SYNCIMONIZED)

Renember, Keyes?

(SYNCItHONIZATION STOPS)
( OFFICE NOISES - OFF)

(CON'I'IN'JED)

SAMPLE PAGES FROM

DWe
Indemnity's

release
dialogue script
by Raymond
Chandler and Billy
Wilder, 1944.
Copyright Office.



atter she has giN (1 him a lift nem Malibu, they say
goodki its wall% got goodbye:

louc Ifni it s been ni.e kIltM 1114; Mr. h,isnt it Mid
IltM it S over It s lint as though son U VI

:Ur
Johnils Is ('I s gus's seen son hcfuic SOIMA111Crt.

The Inds Is to find Nou Ipausel Onk I didnt find
SOLI S0011 enough

Paramount bought the script (completed by Chandler
apparenth under great duressand drinkin a few
weeks time as the film was being shot) as a vehicle
for Alan Ladd (whom they were about to lose to the
arm\ I as .1ohnny, pairing him with Veronica Lake (as
joNc) who matched his diminutke sue. But Chandler
was none too pleased with the casting ("Miss Moronica
Lake.- he griped' or whin he saw as the interference

ith the script by director George Marshall. Yet, with
a sense of honor Chandler finished the script. just as
the theme of honor on the part of Johnny runs through-
OM the story.

William Faulkner worked in HolIN wood off and on
from 1932 urd 1955. taking on screenwriting work
mainly because he desperately needed the money to
support his family and various relatives: the income
trom his stories and novels was not enough. He was
not particularly fond of California. and managed in
tact to express his sentiments about it in one of two
scenes he rewrote in Dudley Nichols's script for Air
Force (1943. directed by Howard Hawks). when he
has the corporal from Brooklyn grumble "The sun shines
and nothing ever happens. and before you know it,
ou're sixty years old. Then there is -he famous anec-
dote. based on an incident dating from 1932. Faulkner
had done some work on Tulin We Lire for Howard
Hawks, with whom he became good friends: there was
the understanding between them that should Faulkner
want more screenwriting work, he could work at home,
as he disliked having to report to work at the studio.
And soon weekly checks were arriving from MGM.
continuing until May I933when someone at the stu-
dio discovered that "at home- was 2.000 miles away.
in Oxford. Mississippi.

Faulkner wrote some forty-eight screenplays, eight-
een of which reached the screen, and a few of which
are classics, notably I toward Hawks's To Hare and Have
Not 11944). written with Jules Furthman. and The
Big Sleep (1946). written with Furthman and Leigh
Brackett (both for Warner Bros.). Much of Faulkner's
work, including that on films such as Mildred Pierce
(1915. director Michael Curtis) and The Southerner
(1945 , director Jean Renoir), was uncredited.8

Despite these accomplishmems. Faulkner never quite
felt comfortable with screenwriting, feeling that he
did not really understand it well enough. Yet his work
is certainly competent; he stands in contrast to a writer
like F. Scott Fit/gerald who had great ambitions for
his screenwriting work, feeling that he could make a

real contribution to the art, and yet never really quite
grasping the proper technique (he received only one
screen credit, for The Three Comrades in 1938".

Regardless of Faulkner's feelings about the craft of

ALAN LADD AND VERONICA LAKE IN THE BLUE DAHLIA.

Paramount, 1946.

screenplay writing, it is worth noting that certain of
his novels were experimental and cinematic in their
technique. using such devices as montage, flashbacks.
freew-frame, slow motion. and visual metaphor. How
much his experience in one medium influenced his work
in the other is debatable, but it can be said that Faulk-
ner's novels are cinematic, and his screenplays novelis-
tic. For example, in his novel of 1929, The Sound and
the Fury, the cinematic technique of montagethe colli-
sion of elements, forming a dialecticis demonstrated
in the use of four sections, each told by a different
narrator, in a different style, at a different time period,
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producing a resonance far greater than if a straightfor-
ward narrative had been employed. And. of course,
much of Faulkner's fiction has provided provoc: ye
material for films: Sancluarr (first filmed as The Sloth
of Temple Drake). Intruder rn the Dust The Hamlel
(filmed as The Long. Ilol Summer). and so on.

As for Faulkner's screenplays. To Have and Have
Not (based on the Ernest Hemingway novel, but more
reminiscent of the film Casablanca) concerns fishing
boat captain Harry Morgan (Humphrey Bogart) in war-
time Martinique. his conversion from isolationism to
Resistance activity, and his involvement with a girl
named Marie. whom he calls "Slim" (Lauren Bacall ).
Though in a collaborative effort it is difficult to deter-
mine who was responsible for what. evidence seems to
how at least that in one particular. now famous scene.

Hawks created the lines. but Faulkner decided where
they would best work. This is the scene where the

d2A

sultry Marie. standing in the doorway of Harry's room.
wants him to know she's available: all he has to do is
whistle: "You know how to whistle. don't you? You
just put your lips together ... and blow.- But it is

likely that Faulkner created the line oft repeated by Har-
ry's rummy sidekick Eddie (Walter Brennan). and which
received the right answer from Marie. creating mutual
respect: "Was vou ever bit by a dead bee?"

The Big Sleep, based on Raymond Chandler's novel.
is a classic film no /1; set in a coreupt Los Angeles with
an atmosphere like a chronic hangover. The film is
fast-paced. the plot confusing (even to the scrt it-
ers) which works to heighten the impact of the film.
giving it a frenetic, almost surreal tone. Detective Philip
Marlowe (Humphrey Bogart) is hired by General
Sternwood to protect his nymphomaniac daughter Car-
men from a blackmailer, who might turn out to be
Rusty Regan. husband of his other daughter. Vivian
(Lauren Bacall). There are subsequent murders and
reversalsand crackling chemistry between the two
lead characters. Faulkner had a greater role in the writ-
ing of this screenplay than with To Have and Have
Not The excellent polish job done on some of the
dialogue taken from Chandler's novel can be seen in
several examples. In the scene in the steamy green-
house at the beginning of the film when General
Sternwood offers Marlowe a drink, saying "How do
you like your brandy, sir?". M 'owe's reply in the book
is "Any way at all.- In the filn. this is improved: "In a
glass.- Another exchange between the General and Mar-
lowe is set up the following way in the novel:

Marlowe: "Ah.-
General: "That means what?"
Marlowe: "Nothing.-

In the film. the exchange is reworked. and given per-
fect delivery in the quintessential Bogart way:

Marlowe: "Hmm.-
General. "What does that mean?'
Marlowe: "It means. Hmm.-

Like Huxley. Englishman Christopher Isherwood trav-
eled the world, living in different places, but ended up
settling in Los Angeles in 1939. He and the poet W.
H. Auden had been traveling together for a time and
came to America that year, but Auden hated Califor-
nia and chose New York. Unlike Auden. Isherwood
had always been a fan of the movies, and he had his
screenwriting baptism in London, on director Berthold
Viertel's Lillie Friend (1934), an experience Isherwood
would utilize in his 1945 novel Prater Violet. Once in
Los Angeles, Isherwood became part of the group of
emigrCs centered at the Santa Monica Canyon home of
Viertel's wife. Salka (previously discussed in connec
tion with Huxley). Isherwood, who lived by the sea in
Santa Monica until his death in January 1986 at eighty-
oue, could often be spotted at movies around town.

Isherwood's writing is largely autobiographical. and
he is perhaps best known for his Berlin Stories (1934),
tales of narrator Chris and his associates in the deca-
dent Berlin of the 1930s. (The story of Sally Bowies
formed the basis of John Van Druten's play I Am a
Camera in 1951, starring Julie Harris, and Bob Fosse's
film Cabaret of 1972. with Liza Minnelli. and Michael
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WILLIAM FAULKNER WROTE SOME FORTY-EIGHT

screenplays, a few of v.'!;ch are classics,
notably To Have and Have Not and The Big
Sleep. Photograph by Carl Van Vechten,
December 11, 1954. Prints and
Photographs Division.

York as Chris.) In I os Angeles. Isherwood continued
tt ith his tt thing. but was also sidetracked both by his
interest in MN St1( ism. Vedanta-style (he did a transla-
tion of the /3/wan/I-Gild), and in screenwriting.
Through the tvars, he has received screen credit on at
least eight films. ranging from Rage in !leaven (1941)
cowritten with Robert Thoeren. about the dissolu-
tion of a psychotic (Robert Montgomery) and the impact
on those close to him (Ingrid Bergman and George
Sanders)to the television movie Frankenstein. the True
Store (1973) cowritten with Don Bachardv, a first-
rate, compelling treatment of the tale. with Leonard
Whiting as the doctor and Michael Sarrazin as the
creature.

Isherwood was also one of the writers on Forever
and a Day (RKO. 1943). the story of a house in Lon-
don and the generations who lived in it, but a very
unusual wartime project in the high degree of collabo-
ration employed to produce it and in its expressed pur-
pose. The off-screen narrator asserts at the film's
beginning the wish that this truly cooperative effort
may symbolize the common effort of ourselves and our
allies to make secure the ideals for which this picture
stands." The rolling list of credits presents the stellar
names of seventy-eight actors, twenty-one writers, and
seven directors and producers (Rene Clair, Edmund
Goulding, Cedric Hardwicke, Frank Lloyd. Victor Saville,
Robert Stevenson, and Herbert Wilcox.''

But one of the most interestingand certainly bizarre
projects which Isherwood was involved with was The
Loved One (MGM, 1965, directed by Tony Richard-
son). based on Evelyn Waugh's novel of 1948. Waugh
had visited Los Angeles hrietly the previous year to
discuss with MGM the film rights to his novel Brides-
head Revisited, a deal which could not be worked out
because of censorship problems (times have surely
changed, considering the sumptuous, highly success-
ful eleven-part adaptation by Granada for British tele-
vision in 1981). What Waugh did get from his visit to
California was material for a novel presenting the
Englishman's recoil at the vulgarity of Los Angeles
lifethe Hollvood system and Forest Lawn cemetery,
in particular. The Loved One was meant to outdo Hux-
lev's send-up of Los Angeles culture, including Forest
Lawn. in his 1939 novel After Many a Slimmer Dies
the Swan (which also dealt with the fabled William
Randolph Hearst and Marion Davies at San Simeona
precursor to Citizen Kane).

The script for The Loved One offers a black comedy,
savagely funny, on the California way of life and
death. In this writing collaboration, it seems likely that
Isherwood contributed the elements pertaining to the
Englishman's view of Los Angeles (such as the scene
at the beginning, original with the film, when the pro-
tagonist arrives at the city's airport), and Terry South-
ern contributed the absurdist, "Dr. Strangelove"-like
elements (such as blasting bodies in rockets into outer
space). since he had worked on that film's script the
previous year. In The Lured One. the English would -he
poet Dennis Barlow (Robert Morse) arrives in Los
Angeles, to stay with his uncle Sir Francis Hinslev
(John Gielgud), who works for Megalopolitan Pictures.
When the aging Hinsley's services are no longer
reuired, he commits suicide, and it falls to Barlow to

,

'WALTER BRENNAN, LAUREN

Bacall, and Humphrey Bogart
in To Have and Have Not.
Warner Bros., 1944.



make arrangements at Whispering Glades cemeterya
marvelous parody of Forest Lawn kitschwith its repro-
ductions of artwork and European churches, and its
picnic grounds.

One of the funniest sce.les in the film takes place
there, with Dennis trying to pick out the appropriate
casket and services for his "loved one," with the help
of Miss Thanatogenos (Anjanette Corner), to whom
he is attracted, and Mr. Starker (Liberace, quite mar-
velous as a salesman with unctuous poise). Mr. Starker
convinces Dennis to choose the best casket liningsilk.
("Rayon chafes, you know. PersonallyI find it really
quite abrasive.") And when Dennis wonders what is
the difference between having the "Eternal Flame" in
either "perpetual eternal" or "standard eternal," the
right choice is obvious, as Mr. Starker describes them:
"Well, with 'standard eternal,' your flame burns only
during visiting hours; it is shut down at night. With
your 'perpetual eternal' your flame is in service twenty-

four hours a day."
Isherwood's role in The Loved One project is all the

more amusing when we realize that he himself had
earlier commented on the absurdities of Forest Lawn's
approach in his 1947 essay "Los Angeles." where he
recalls seeing an advertisement "in which a charming,
well-groomed elderly lady (presumably risen from the
dead) assured the public: 'It's better at Forest Lawn. I
creak from experience..."

James Ageeessayist, novelist (his posthumous novel
A Death in the Family won the Pulitzer Prize in
1957) was regarded by many as one of the most intel-
ligent and perceptive film critics of his time. For Agee.
more than the other writers under consideration here.
films had been his passion since he was quite young;
he was a constant moviNoer. He was film critic for
Time starting in late 1941, and the following year

119



HUMPHREY BOGART AND LAUREN BACALL IN THE BIG SLEEP.

Warner Bros., 1946.

became film critic for The Nation as wc11. He contin-
ued writing for both publications until 1948. when he
went to Los Angeles to write essays for Life about
filmmakers he admired. These well-known articles for
Life include the September 3. 1949. cover story on
silent comedy. "Comedy's Greatest Era,- and the Sep-
tember 18. 1950. article on John Huston. "Undirectahle
Director.- In his writing about I Iuston's films, we find
Agee's own philosophy on films as art:

They continuall% open the &Ae and require it to work
igorously. and through the eve they a%%aken curios-

ity and intelligence That. 1)% an virile standard. is
the essential to good entertainment. It is unquestion-
abl% essential to good art.

Through his experience in meeting John Huston.
Agee came to work with hint as screenwriter on I luston's
next film, The African Queen. But mention should
also be made of the quality of Agee's other screenwriting
efforts, those he wrote on his own (such as The Blue
Hotel in 1948). which were unproduced in most cases.
Ile was unique in his absolutely isualizing the film.
and taking great pains to describe scenes, camera set-
ups. and cutting as though he were the director. Indeed.
some of these scripts are virtually unproducible. for
they leave no room for a director's touch: only a cam-
eraman is needed. In Agee's first efforts in the late
I 930s. he was very much influenced by the avant-garde
work of directors such as Jean Cocteau, Luis Baud.
and Salvador Da li; his screenplays then ("closet dra-
mas.- really) were. in a sense, an h, Ae to them.

77)e African Queen (United Artists, 1951; based on
the C. S. Forester novel), set in the Congo during the



CHRISTOPHER ISHERWOOD AND W. N. AUDEN TRAVELLED TOGETHER

to America in 1939. Auden hated California and chose New
York; Isherwood became an active screenwriter and lived
by the sea in Santa Monica, California, until his death in
1986 at the age of eighty-one. Photograph by Carl Van
Vechten, February 6, 1939. Prints and Photographs Division.

INGRID BERGMAN AND ROBERT ,aONTGOMERY IN RAGE IN HEAVEN.

MGM, 1941.
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outbreak of World War 1, concerns a daring plan by
Rose (Katharine Hepburn) to take the steamer the Afri-
can Queen, with its complacent, hard-drinking skipper
Charlie Allnut (Humphrey Bogart) down uncharted riv-
ers to destroy a German gunboat which commands the
only invasion route open to British forces. Along the
way they encounter many dangers, as well as come to
know themselves better, and eventually fall in love. As
to how much Agee and Huston each wrote on this
film, Agee specified in a letter that he wrote the first
half, while Huston wrote the second half." Evidence
of Agee's skill is seen in a fine bit of business he dreamed
up near the beginning of the film, for instance, where
Allnut is sitting down to tea with Rose and her proper
British missionary brother (Robert Morley). There are
strange rumbling noises, which all try politely to ignore
at first; these turn out to be the rumbling of Allnut's
empty stomach. With a grin, sheepish yet leering, as
only Bogart could produce, Allnut confesses, "Ain't a
thing I can do about it." After The African Queen
Agee worked on various other film projects, commis-
sioned but for one reason or another not produced,
including Noa Noa, a biography of artist Paul Gauguin.

Agee's last completed screenplay was for The Night
of the Hunter (United Artists, 1955; based on the
Davis Grubb novel), produced by Paul Gregory, and



EVELYN WAUGH'S 1947 VISIT TO LOS ANGELES PROVIDED THE

material for his novel TM Loved One Christopher
Isherwood collaborsted with Terry Southern on the
screenplay. Photograph by Cad Van Vechten, December
1$, 1940. Prints and Photographs (*bind.

RUTH WARRICK AND KENT SMITH IN FOREVER AND A DAY. RKO, 1943.



the only film which Charles Laughton ever directed.
A strange film, with mythical implications. it is enhanced
b inspired casting and st% hied black- and-white pho-
tography shot on location in West Virginia. A psy-
chotic posing as a preacher. Henry Powell (Robert
Mitchum). with the word "LOVE" tatooed on one set
of knuckles and "HATE" on the other. kills Willa Harper
(Shelley Winters) whom he has married in hopes of
obtainitv a hidden fortune. Only her two little chil-
dren John and Pearl know the secret of where the money
is. They escape and are taken in by ,;indly widow Rachel
(the indomitable Lillian Gish). In one of the scenes
showing the little creatures of nature, which contrib-
utes to the film's mythical quality, we have Rachel
commenting on the lot of the little children, "It's a
hard world for little things," juxtaposed with shots show-
ing a trembling rabbit and an owl swooping down. But
in Rachel the twisted preacher has met his match. Theirs
is a powerful, suspenseful showdown one shadowy night.
The evil man is thwarted.

Along with the script, there is interesting evidence
in some letters on file in the Motion Picture, Broad-
casting, and Recorded Sound Division concerning the
making of The Night of the Hunter. It seems that
modest Agee felt that director Charles Laughton's role
in assisting him with the screenplay was large enough
to warrant a shared credit for writing, as Agee expressed
in a letter to producer Paul Gregory on January 14,
1955. Gregory's letter of February 10, 1955, in response
to Agee's assured him that he and Laughton had dis-
cussed the matter at length and felt that no change
should be made in the screenwriting credit. It was to
be Agee's alone, for his contribution was substantial;
the film was great, and something of which Agee could
be proud.

Even more interesting is another comment Agee made
in his letter to Gregory, bearing as it does on the film's
curious style and powerful impact; it seems that the
films of n. W. Griffith were of some influence. Agee
is very eager to see The Night of the Hunter, remark-
ing that

I'm fascinated, and about 95 percent confident. in
many things which Charles learned, and showed me.
out of the Griffith films we saw. If they do work.
and I think they will, they're going to make movie
story-telling faster, and more genuinely movie. than
they've been in many years.

The film was indeed an unusual, effective piece of work.
Unfortunately, by May 1955 James Agee was dead,
several months before the film was released. But Agee
left a legacy of finely crafted screenplays, as well as
perceptive film criticism. His reviews and comments
were collected in Agee on Film (1958), which is
prefaced with an October 16, 1944, letter from W. H.
Auden to the editors of The Nation., Here Auden con-
fesses that "I do not care for movies very much and I
rarely see them," yet he is moved to write in praise of
the "Astonishing excellence" of Agee's film column
"the most remarkable regular event in American
journalism today."' 2

From this brief look at some of the best film work
by Huxley, Chandler, Faulkner, Isherwood, and Agee.
it seems evident that contrary to popular myth, the
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HUMPHREY BOGART IN THE AFRICAN QUEEN. UNITED ARTISTS, 1931.

time these writers spent in Hollywood writing for films
should be regarded as something valuableboth in terms
of their own careers and their contribution to the art
of film.

Notes
1 On the Hollywood years of Fitigerald, Faulkner. West, Huxley,

and Agee. see Tom Dardis, Some Time in the Sun (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1976)
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ROBERT MITCHUM AND BILLY CHAPIN IN THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER.

United Artists, 1955.
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and producer Paul Gregory, The Night of
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VERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON WE
used to get together in a TV studio and
play Russian roulette Or so it seemed
That was in the 1950s and 1960s, the
great years of "live" television, when as
little as a missed cue could throw an entire
cast into panic, and reduce a nationwide
audience to derisive guffaws.= Still, many brave soulsperformers,
directors, techniciansdared to expose
themselves to this form of bravura, dared
to pull the trigger lust once more on the
gamble that the next cylinder was empty,
and all for the bubble reputation.

First you must understand what live
television is not like: it is not like mak-
ing a movie That process can take a year
to prepare for, is then filmed at the pace
of two pages of script per day for 100
days, after which the jumbled pieces of

film are painstakingly fitted together like a puzzle. In
contrast, live television could complete twenty-six ninety-
minute shows in the same time frame, and have mate-
rial left over for next season.

No time was lost in live: at the same instant the
program was being performed in a Manhattan studio,
it was being watched by millions nationwide, for live
television erases distance, putting the play right in the
living room. That demands perfection.

Unlike making a movie, there is no second chance;
you have to be right the first time. However, because
the quality of live resonates to the pitch of its own
high-strung nature, everyone is on his mettle: memo-
rizing and rehearsing whole plays in a single week;
plotting precise lighting cues, practicing taking a fall
down a flight of stairs or some other perilous piece of
stage business.

The fifties and sixties were marked not only by hair-
breadth physical risks, but also experiments in form

.k_
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HOST MILTON BERLE BROUGHT

years of canny stage
experience to "The Texaco
Star Theatre," relying on
outlandish costumes and
visual humor, He mad* the
series number one for three
seasons, 1 94811 949 -1 9501
1951. Also during this series,
Berle endearingly dubbed
himself "Uncle Miltie." NBC
donated numerous kinescopes
of broadcasts of this series to
the Library of Congress in
1986. Photo courtesy of NBC.



THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY'S STUDIO 8-G, OFFICIALLY

opened by NBC at Rockefeller Center, New York, on April
22, 1948. Seen here, it is set up for four separate and
consecutive broadcasts. Because shows were broadcast
livenot filmed beforehand and edited to perfection before
broadcastit was essential that studios be well-equipped
and sracious.
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BEATRICE LILLIE AND BOB HOPE IN "THE STAR SPANGLED REVUE,"

Hope's television debut, April 9, 1950. The Library acquired
kinescope copies of this early variety program in 1986 as
part of the NBC Television Collection, a gift from NBC of
over 18,000 television programs. Photo courtesy of NBC.
THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY'S STUDIO 84, OFFICIALLY

opened by NBC at Rockefeller Center, New York, on April
22, 1948. Seen here, it is set up for four separate and
consecutive broadcasts. Because shows were broadcast
livenot filmed beforehand and edited to perfection before
broadcastit was essential that studios be well-equipped
and spacious.

"OMNIBUS" (1952-1959), THE INNOVATIVE CULTURAL SERIES

underwritten by the Ford Foundation, combined talents
of numerous artists, including the young composer Leonard
Bernstein in his television debut. Broadcast November 14,
1954, the "Omnibus" segment entitled "An Analysis of
the First Movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony" used
the effectively novel idea of putting the score on the floor.
At right, Bernstein stands next to the piano. (The manuscript
facsimile was courtesy of the New York Public Library.)
All seven seasons of this landmark series are held by the
Library in its Wesleyan University Collection. Photo
copyright C Roy Stevens.
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OLYMPIC SWIMMER E STHER WILLIAMS DEMONSTRATES HER D WING

technique to members of the Yale Swimming Team in New
Haven in a seamen' from the cultural series "Omnibus,"
entitled "Advice to Bathers," broadcast by CBS on October
30, 1955. The series, produced by Robert Saudek,
continued to be innovative throughout its entire run, 1952
to 1961. Photo copyright c Roy Stevens.

and substance which largely vanished in the videotape
age. Alistair Cooke, although a brilliant overseas cor-
respondent for a British newspaper and for BBC Radio,
was all but unknown here in 1952. But in that year he
became the permanent host of "Omnibus," and thereby
began one-third of a century as the most cultivated
and admired host on our air. Leonard Bernstein was
discovered as a musical essayist when he went on live
television to illustrate the arts of musical creation
and performance. Gene Kelly found his place in the
TV sun with his own illustrated "Omnibus" essay,
"Dancing: A Man's Game." On live television Helen
Hayes revived one of her most popular plays, James M.
Barrie's Dear Brutus. Agnes De Mille performed illus-
trated essays on "The Art of Ballet." Peter Ustinov
entered American television as Dr. Samuel Johnson. A
Boston lawyer, Joseph N. Welch, began a live TV career
in the Army-McCarthy hearings of 1954 and went on
to narrate three live essays about the Constitution, on
"Omnibus."

Dozens of vital programs and events thrived on live
televisionpolitics, sports, comedy, drama, dance and
music, and ceremonial newsas did scores of per-
formers, including Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Bert Lahr,
Jimmy Durante, Jonathan Winters, Hume Cronyn and
Jessica Tandy, Fred Astaire, and Ethel Merman. But
only a few subject areassports, ceremonials, and, to
some extent, newssurvive as live TV experiences;
the rest have sacrificed spontaneity for technically suave
television with its added incentives of profitable
syndication and the home video market. It is undenia-
ble (except to codgers like myself) that videotape and



URBANE "OMNIBUS" HOST ALISTAIR COOKE, UNFLAPPED BY THE RICHES SURROUNDING HIM, INTRODUCES THE SECOND SEGMENT OF "OMNIBUS"

aired Mar-16, 1955a close-up of rare gems and the techniques of displaying them. Born in England but a naturalized
American citizen, journalist Cooke contributed his intelligence and wit to the success of "Omnibus" and handled the
pressure ..)f live television with ease. Photo copyright e Roy Stevens.
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GRANDE DAME OF THE BALLET AGNES DE MI1*.E DANCES IN THE

Art of Ballet," a feature of the February 26, 1956, live
broadcast of "c..mnibus." The dancers of the American Ballet
Theatre surround Miss De Mille. Photo copyright c Roy
Stevens.

THE FAMILIAR NASAL VOICE OF FRED ALLEN (LEFT) COULD BE HEARD

In some of the funniest skits ever to grace television
programs, including "The Colgate Hour" in 1950 (the series
ran from 1950 to 1955 on NBC), when Allen was joined
by other denizens of "Allen's Alley"(from left) Kenny
Delmar as Senator Claghorn, Minerva Pious as Mrs.
Nussbaum, Peter Donald as Ajax Cassidy, and Parker
Fennelly as Titus Moody. The recent NBC Television
Collection gift includes kinescopes of nearly all the
broadcasts of this live Sunday evening variety series.
Photo courtesy of NBC.

color represent progress in TV production. Race horses
do not run faster, but jockeys in their bright silks bedaz-
zle us like a jar of jellybeans.

The elaborate live TV production of the late fifties
certainly had its handicaps. The cameras themselves
were enormous, tanklike vehicles wagging their elec-
tronic tails behind them while a band of hearty fellows
pushed them around on pneumatic tire., as if they were
simply go-carts. Lacking zoom lenses, cameras had to
do their own zoomingrolling in tight for a close-up,
swinging back into the corner for a master shot. (Look
out for that monster crane charging at you, its camera
grazing the overhead catwalks!) Lanky microphone
booms are dipping and stretching to their own calis-
thenics. Here and there TelePrompTer scrolls stand
like yellow signals on a railroad track. In action. all
this oversized mobile hardware becomes a mortal threat
to anyone trying to cross the studio floor.

Other live TV on-air hazards were the stuff of a
producer's nightmare: a flustered Camera One takes a
picture of Camera Two. A flustered stagehand, finding

. himself walking right into the shot, crouches and crawls
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ON "MEET THE PRESS" OF DECEMBER 2, 1951, YOUNG

Massachusetts congressman John F. Kennedy is questioned
by empaneled Journalists Ernest K. Lindley, May Craig, James
Reston, and Lawrence Spivak, with moderator Martha
Rountree to Kennedy's right. Network television's oldest
series, "Meet the Press" began in 1947. The Library's
collection of broadcasts of this series was a gift from the
show's panelist-moderator Lawrence E. Spivak and NBC
and includes this program. Kinescopes of most early
episodes, beginning with February 6, 1949, are held by
the Library, as are complete transcripts of each program.
The "Meet the Press" programs total over 1200; probably
half are kinescopes.

ill .i o

"THE TEXACO STAR THEATRE" RECEIVED AN EMMY IN 1999 AS THE

best kinescope show of the year. The comedy variety
series ran on NBC from 1948 to 1953, and became known
as "The Milton Berle Show." Here, from left, Jean Sablon,
Milton Berle in drag, Victor Moore, and Gracie Fields in a
musical skit. The Library's NBC Television Collection
contains kinescopes of examples of this popular series.
Photo courtesy of NBC.



SINGER PERRY COMO FIRST APPEARED ON TELEVISION IN 1948;

he stayed for three decades. A nearly complete set of
kinescopes of his musical variety series "The Perry Como
Show" (1955-1963) resides at the Library in the MAC
Television Collection. Photo courtesy of NBC.



TelePrompTer stops in midsentence, the speaker's eyes
sweep the room in helpless terror. A fuse blows. and
the studio is plunged into darkness. Hopeless.

The up side of Ilse television was its vitality. spon-
taneity. and flexibility; but most imon_ssive was its pro-
fessional efficiency. Each minute 'vas treated like a gold
nugget. For a weekly program like "Omnibus," there
was only a week of reheal:11s in a bare hall. the sets
outlined on the floor with r iasking tape. Here the cast
learned its lines and "moses." Only at week's end did
all hands appear at the studio to see. for the first time,
the sets. props. and costumes. And for the first time,
cameramen. grips, lighting director, set designer. and
sound men had a technical run-through for camera
and mike moves, light cues, and all the other coordi-
nates which must work smoothly the very next day.

I will draw on personal experience to describe D-day.
The series I produced. "Omnibus." came on late each
Sunday afternoon. so the final day of rehearsals and
air was a full day.

8 A M

9-11 AM
1-2:30 PM

5-6:30 PM

Cast cAll for costumes and makeup
Run-through (a start-stop rehearsal)
Dress rehearsal (no stops: final
timings)
Air

After the dress rehearsal my production staff and I
meet with the director and his assistant, when I give
them my notesmy critique of the dress rehearsal. If
the "dress" ran long, script cuts are ordered. Perform-
ance, pacing, and production problems are reviewed.

Now, the director goes into the studio to give these
notes to cast and crew, actors, camera and sound men,
lighting, makeup, wardrobe, design and props, who revise
their orders. It is now 4:30 PM thirty minutes to
air taoe. The studio is bristling with activity. Efficiency
is in the air.

4:45 Pm : The noise level in the studio has 6ampened
down. Off in the corners actors pace up and down
quietly memorizing their latest cuts and cues; crews
correct their cue sheets for new camera moves and
lens changes; the wardrobe mistress. hairdresser, and
makeup people are primping their charges for the last
time; musicians mark their pat is and run a cacophony
of scales; the studio grows quieter; the lights are low.
Bowed over a piano keyboard over the corner is the
lone silhouette of Alistair Cooke. cigarette between his
lips, tinking out a quiet jazz improvisation.

It is five minutes to 5 Pm : cameras are wheeled
silently into position for their opening shots, like race
horses being steered into the starting gate. The long,
fish-pole microphone ix ,erns are being limbered up to
duck and weave througL the performancealways out
of sight (one fervently hopes!).

Mr. Cooke rises, clears his throat, and moves toward
his opening position.

It is one minute to 5 I'M : a disembodied voice breaks
through the silence:

"PLACES, EVER ONE!"

It is the directornow in full commandon the loud-
speaker from his control booth. Actors find their open-
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ing floor marks, smooth their hair; the whole cast seems
to be clearing their throats in a wild Harunzph! Some
prepare by closin their eyelids in momentary prayer
mode.

Silence. The control room second hand sweeps past
4:59:30 and begins its endless climb towards the
moment of truth. Not a rustle is heardonly heavy
breathing and the sound of each pounding heart.

Five ... four ... three ... two ...
Camera One's earphone carries the command:

"Take one!"
Camera One's eye winks to ruby red.
Earphone: "Cue Alistair!"
Alistair: "Omnibus!"
Earphone: "Music! ... and roll the billboard!"

The music swells, the opening billboard rolls. Cast and
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DINAH SHORE HAD HAD HER OWN RADIO SERIES SINCE 1939 WHEN

she went over to television in 1951 as host of "The Dinah
Shore Chevy Show" sponsored by Chevrolet. This show
and others of Miss Shore's are retained almost to toto in
the Library's TV collection, as kinescopes in the NBC
Television Collection. Photo courtesy of NBC.

A

THIS MAY 29, 1951, PHOTO SHOWS ELEANOR ROOSEVELT REPORTING

to President Truman on her five-week i .p to Geneva as
Representative to the U.N. Human Rights Commission.
Beginning with Pres. Harry S Truman, U.S. presidents have
been thoroughly covered in TV public affairs. For example,
the Library's collections include a kinescope of President
Truman giving the press a May 3, 1952, tour of the
renovated White House. Although Franklin D. Roosevelt
just missed the TV era, Eleanor Roosevelt appears numerous
times, serving as moderator of "Mrs. Roosevelt Meets the
Public," a Sunday afternoon panel r:sow (1950-1951).
Kinescopes of over thirty broadcasts from this series reside
in the Library's NBC Television Collection.

SEN. JOSEPH R. McCARTHY (REPUBLICAN OF WISCONSIN) BECAME

a well-known visage on the TV screen in the 1950s.
Claiming in 1950 that the Department of State was
harboring Communists and, later, accusing the Eisenhower
administration of treason brought McCarthy attention. in
April 1954, the senator took on the U.S. Army in th
nationally televised, live, rancorous Army-McCarthy
hearings. Following closely after McCarthy's televised
encounter with Edward R. Murrow ("cleverest of the jackal
pack"), the hearings were McCarthy's swan song. Photo
from Chicago station WBBM, 1954.
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LIVE TV COVERAGE OF PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING CONVENTIONS ALSO

began in 1946. Two elections later, the August 1956 Republican
nominating convention was held in San Francisco's Cow Palace.
Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower was nominated to run for a second
term. Smiling here, he stands under hundreds of balloons which
were released during the wild demonstration which greeted his
appearance. To his left are Mamie Eisenhower and Vice-Pres.
Richard M. Nixon.

crew are up foi performance: another opening, another
"live" show, another memory.

MORE ABOUT LIVE TV
BY SARAH ROUSE
A bit of background will show how live television, once
Robert Saudek's world when he produced t1-.2 memo-
rable television series "Omnibus," fits into the history
of broadcasting.

Live televisi +nTV programs performed and broad-
cast si.aultaneously, with no intermediate retakes or
editing--is important for two reasons: it is usually early
TV programming, and as such is valuable to histori-
ans and scholars of broadcasting; and most live televi-
sion was quite innovative, so examples of these vibrant
performances show us television at its best.

Rare, and prized by broadcasting archives, live TV
programs at the Library of Congress have recently
increased tenfold. This is due to an aggressive policy
of retrospective television acquisitionto balance the
collection--begun by Robert Saudek, chief of the
Library's Motion Picture, Broadcasting. and Recorded
Sound Division. Before Saudek, nearly five hundred
live programs of the long-running public affairs series
"Meet the Press" were acquired as part of the Library's
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11)(1 ( ontinues today. In November of 1960, presidential
indidate Sen John F. Kennedy (Democrat of

husetts) and vice-presidential candidate Lyndr.
I Demo( rat of Texas) beam at the crowd c:r,nd,
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's PRES. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER ENTHUSIASTICALLY
s,--4 --- ( greets prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru of

4 ......pilh.% i
HInoduiaseonDethceetobrtehr 1P6o,rtlic9o5o6f. the Whitehite

f _. conference would include discussions of
world peace. Such meetings, as well as

,
itiimit ekr ii.-- ,.

t presidential press conferences, becameAIIIL regular fare for live TV network broadcasts
as early as 1948. Much of NBC's presidential
press conference material is held by the
Library of Congress as part of the 1986 gift
of news and entertainment programs from
NBC.

"WE, THE PEOPLE" BEGAN ON RADIO IN 1936, AND

metamorphosed into a TV series in 1948. In 1949, host
Dwight %1st was replaced by Dan Seymour. The series
combined celebrity interviews with human interest stories.
In this photo, circa 1949, the show is about to begin; in
the theater can be seen a prop for the commercial interludes
(the Gulf gas pump), panelists and host, TV cameraman
with large stationary camera, and lighting technicians.
Broadcasts of this program from 1950 are part of the
Library's kinescope collections.

KINESCOPES OF NBC'S SUNDAY AFTERNOON

documentary series "Wide Wide World"
(1955-1958), featuring live reports from
locations throughout North America, were
donated to the Library of Congress beginning
in 1956. In front of Washington, D.C., NBC
affiliate's TV cameras are (left to right):
representing the series' sponsor, General
Motors, S. E. Skinner; Davidson Taylor of
NBC; and Librarian of Congress L. Quincy
Mumford.
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LIVE PRESENTATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES OCCURRED IN 1960. HERE, A TV SCREEN

image of presidential hopefuls John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon In
their third 1960 debate, aired October 13, 1960, live, over the TV networks.
A kinescope of this debate is part of the Library's collection of public affairs
television programming.

CONDUCTOR ARTURO TOSCANINI AND THE NBC SYMPHONY WERE

featured on a March 26, 1949, special live television
performance o; classical music. Thereafter, Toscaninl was
a distinguished performer in numerous other NBC Symphony
appearances. The NBC Television Collection brought
kinescopes of severM of these fine programs to the Library's
permanent collections.

Lawrence E. Spivak-"Meet the Press" Collection, the
earliest being a 1949 broadcast of Warren G. Magnuson.
Other live programs have Lven added to the collec-
tions through copyright deposit. During Saudek's
tenure, all the programs of the live series "Omnibus"
were acquired in 1986 from Wesleyan University. Most
of the Library's live television programs belong to the
NBC Television Collection. Acquired in 1986. this
huge collection numbers approximately 18,000 titles
and spans 1948 to 1977; live television predominates



in the 1948-1960 portion of this collection.
In the Library of Congress's collection of over forty

thousand TV programs, the earliest is from 1939. The
show is an NBC test recording made from a striated,
poorly focused image on the studio monitor. The pro-
gram was live, a stailey production entitled "The Streets
of New York."

In that same year, NBC's experimental TV sched-
ule included a daily live program from Studio 3H in
Radio City, one from NBC's mobile unit. and assorted

"TODAY" WAS NETWORK TELEVISIONS FIRST EARLY MORNING PROGRAM-IT BEGAN IN 1932

and became one of its most profitable. Sylvester "Par ("Your Show of
Shows") Weaver, creative broadcasting executive at NBC, realized that
television was more than just radio with pictures and developed "Today"
as pure television. Long-time "Today" newscaster Frank Blair grabs a quick
breakfast in this off-camera shot, circa 1961, NBC donated a large number
of kinescopes of "Today" to the Library in 1986.
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LIVE TELEVISION WAS USUAL IN THE 1950S BUT, DUE TO ADVANCING

technology, had all but disappeared by 1970. Exception:
the historic moon walks of astronauts from Apollo 11 and
subsequent Apollo moon landings. Shown here is a TV
screen on February 5, 1971. "Live from the moon" was
the subtitle appearing on TV screens on that date.

films. The studio programsliveincluded bits of opera,
comedians, singers, and kitchen demonstrations.' But
in 1939. American television was not really ready for
the general public.

The Second World War intervened; by war's end,
technical and corporate realignment had occurred. In
1945, the postwar work force, technical facilities freed
from wartime demands, and radio profits to pay for
TV development energized progress in TV broadcast-
ing. But from 1948 to 1952, due to technical difficul-
ties and the Korean War, President Truman declared a
TV freeze. Well, sort of a freeze: most major cities
had only one station, but New York and Los Angeles
each had their full complement of seven stations dur-
ing this period.'

There was film content in early TV broadcasting
travelogues, old cartoons, governnient documentaries,
and minor film studios' gangster films as well as
B-westerns cut to fit TV time slots. (The Library's
first TV acquisition in its huge Copyright Collection
is a cut-down-for television Gene Autry feature film.)
But the most compelling, original TV material was
being performed live.

NBC and CBS since their formation as radio corpo-
rations had held recorded programs to a minimum. While
wartime and postwar use of recording techniques mod-
ified this policy in radio, television's corporate heads
like David Sarnoff and William Paley were said to be
determined that live production would continue to dom-
inate the TV airwaves.' So the networks continued to
stay with live.

But production pressures in live television were bru-
tal. Economic factors, toolive performers' union pay
scales which were not geared to repeated broadcasts of
live programs, and the nonavailability of air prints of
live television for syndicationpointed to the use of
filmed programs in TV entertainment. Many episodic
series which had come to television via radio had largely
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"SING ALONG WITH MITCH" FEATURED GOATEED COMPOSER-

arranger Mitch Miller leading the Sing-Along Gang and
was aired weekly on NBC, 1961 to 1964. Here, Miller Is
shown in a rehearsal hall at Eighth Avenue, with production
staff and cast in the background. Forty-six complete
programs, in the form of kinescope negatives, have come
to the Library as part of the NBC Television gift.

"gone to film" by the midfifties.' But other TV pro-
gramming, such as on-the-spot news coverage, sports,
public affairs programs like "Meet the Press," c'medv
and musical variety programs, and dramatic anthology
series stayed live. In particular, the musical-comedy vari-
ety programs and drama anthologies thrived, because
they derived from the theater and used performers com-
fortable with appearing live.

Memorable drama anthologies were produced in the
1950s. Among those represented in the NBC Televi-
sion Collection in the Library are "Philco Television
Playhouse," "Goodyear Television Playhouse." "Kraft
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NOT HIGHLY REGARDED BUT CONSIDERED PART OF THE

programming which constitutes broadcast history are
daytime umiak, or "soap operas." One such serial, "Young
Doctor Malone," is represented by twenty episodes from
1962 and is part of the large NBC Television gift acquired
by the Library in 1986. Shot on the set of the serial, this
photo shows the bulky camera and boom microphone
required to broadcast this program.

Television Theater," "Studio One," "Robert Montgomery
Presents," "Matinee Theater," and "Playhouse 90." These
anthologies capitalized on the numerous young actors
and comedians anxious for work, and on energetic and
innovative producers, directors, and writers who cre-
ated them.

An important series was "Omnibus.' Established by
the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio Workshop and carried
on by commercial sponsors, "Omnibus" was a ninety-
minute cultural series, each program comprising several
segments of varying lengths, including live dramas, dance

"MEET THE PRESS" 'S LAWRENCE SPIVAK WAS ENTERPRISING ENOUGH

to take the Sunday afternoon program to the 1960
Democratic Convention at the Blitmore Hotel in Los
Angeles. Broadcast live, guest Sen. Lyndon Johnson
(Democrat of Texas) sits with moderator Ned Brooks, with
panelists beyond. In the foreground, a TV monitor shows
the image which is the kinescope recording of the program,
part of the Spivak Collection in the Library of Congress.
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"DANCING-A MANS GAME" TOOK UP THE ENTRE NINETY MINUTES

of the December 21, 1958, live broadcast of "Omnibus."
Gene Kelly was host and principal performer; he danced
with sportsmen Mickey Mantle, Sugar Ray Robinson, and
Johnny Unitas. Shown here are Kelly and Sugar Ray
Robinson. The conceptproducer Rot- iudek'swas
pure television; the execution was pth... wiss.

and music, history and science, and occasional filmed
pieces. The series woi. awards and a devoted follow-
ing. The Library has copies of all 166 programs from
this notable series.
Kinescopes and Film Chains

Because programs were live rather than prerecorded,
the actors rehearsed, then performed their parts once
for the broadcast cameras in the studio. Although the
as-broadcast image was visible in the studio on the
monitor, it was not regularly recorded. Sometimes the
studio would be equipped with a type of 16mm camera
a kinescope recorderwhose lens was trained on the
studio monitor; the result was a kinescope recording.
Only if kinescopes were made would these otherwise
ephemeral live performances be retained for posterity.

These rare kinescopes are archival material, not for
viewing. But the Library of Congress maintains a com-
plex film-to-tape transfer system called a "film chain."
Together, the components of the film chainchiefly
the Rank-Cintel "flying spot scanner"can replicate
kinescope pictures and sounds on videotape. With
skilled engineers painstakingly copying each valuable
kinescope, the film chain is the Library's link between
these often unique recordings of live television pro-
grams and the scholarly and interested public served by
the Library daily. Careful copying of each kinescope on
videotape will preserve the original kinescope for archi-
val purposes, provide a 1-inch master video copy for
further copying, and finally result in a Y4-inch video
reference copy for patron study in the Library of
Congress.
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SHOWN HERE IS A PORTION OF NBC'S NEWS FILM VAULT, NOVEMBER

1961, filled with reels of kinescope and film of live and
edited broadcasts. Nearly half of the material contained In
the Library's NBC Television Collection is kinescope;
much of that is news material.

EDDIE CANTOR, LIKE MANY VAUDEVILLE PERFORMERS WHO MADE

sacrifices in their performing style on radio, managed to
recoup some of these losses on live television. Cantor
frequently guest-hosted on "The Colgate Comedy Hour,"
an NBC variety program which competed successfully with
"The Ed Sullivan Show" in 1950 through 1954. He also
hosted and occasionally starred on "The Eddie Cantor
Comedy Theater," a syndicated variety-comedy series in
1955. The Library of Congress holdings of numerous
episodes of "The Colgate Comedy" with Cantor as host,
and eight episodes of Cantor's own series reveal to modern
audiences one ,.sf show business's great personalities.
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JERRY LEWIS WAS THE GUEST ON "YOUTH WANTS TO KNOW, " JULY 28,1957. EACH WEEK A GUEST WAS QUESTIONED BY A GROUP OF HIGH

school students who asked questions which were often tricky to handle on live television. Series producer Theodore
Granik produced another live program, "American Forum of the Air," a lively debate-format public affairs show which
was formerly a radio program. Live and unrehearsed, both series are well represented in the Library of Congress
collection of kinescopes. These are in the Granik Collection; program transcripts and production papers are kept in the
Library's Manuscript Division.

Notes
1 Frik Barnouw, Tube of Plenty The Ft ohawn of A meman

yen (New York Oxford University Press, 19751, p 90
2 Ilud p 111

p 111
Ibid p 154

ROBFR SAUDPK, thief of the 1 ibrary's Motion Pittore, Broadcast-
ing, and Recorded Sound Denton, was one of the pioneers of him
sion, he is considered responsible for moth of the gold in the "golden
age of television As director of the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio Work-
shop in the 1950s, Mr Saudek produced "Omnibus," which TV Gunk
called telev*sion s "biggest gamble," but which betame one of the most
honored TV series of the 1950s and 1960s, presenting 166 programs,
virtually all of theni live More retent lc, Mr Saudek cnas founding pres-

4

ident of the Museum of Broadcasting in New York City Since his
appointment to the Library of Congress in 1981, he has been instru-
mental in the atquisition of all of the "Omnibus" series, as well as the
gift of 18,000 TV programs from NBC, making the Library the largest
publicly attessible arthive of Tv broadcasting in this country

SARAH ROW& has been a TV and film tataloger in the Library's
Motion Putt's., Broadcasting, and Retorded Sound Division stmt. 1976
She is cotompiler of Mice Decade. of Mermen (19871. a catalog of
the I ibrary's TV holdings of 11,000 titles as of 1980 She has also
published ankles on the Embassy of South Vietnam Collettion of news
reels and propaganda films, and on the publit affairs Tv programs of
Theodore Granik, both tollettions are part of the Division's celettion
of over one hundred thousand moving -image materials Ms. Rouse
began her tamer by working for "18th Century-Fox," the Colonial
Williamsburg film production unit



"THIS PROGRAM IS COMING TO YOU LIVE . . ." IS SAN

Francisco Examiner editorial cartoonist
Jim Ivey's observation on world leaders'
response to the live Kennedy-Nixon TV
debates of 1960. By 1960, most television
was taped or filmed ahead of time, edited,
and broadcast later.



11011 AND MUSIC

AND MOVEMENT

A KAM STREETCAR

disp!eys an ad for the
1938 Federal Theatre
Project production of
Altars of Steel, a
drama that dealt with
"the prime question
todaywhether
Rugged Capitalism,
Liberalism or
Communism is right,
or wrong." Far right,
the cover of the
production bulletin for
the Detroit FTP's
staging of The Merry
Wives of Windsor has
its own Elizabethan
pizzas. Most bulletins
are not so artistically
bound.

THE fEDERALTDEATHE PROJECT

LIVES ON IN THE PAGES

Of ITS PRODUCTION BULLETINS

BY RUTH B. KERNS
Many a _youngster grows up nowadays
without any experience whatsoever
of the magic of the legitimate
Theatre. "Show" to them means a
darkened Motion Picture house.
The color and Music and move-
ment of real players on a real stage

are something outside their lives.
I do not know whether the directors of

the local Federal Theatre and Music Proj-
ects had this in mind, when they chose
...Victor Herbert's delightful extrava-
ganza, "Babes in Toyland" to present
during the holiday vacation Period, but it
was in any case a happy inspiration.

Re% iew from the Cinchmdtt Post,
December 29. 1936. included in
the Federal Theatre Project produc-
tion bulletin for Babes in Voldnd

A HAPPY INSPIRATION IN ITSELF. THE
Federal Theatre Project IFTP) created a ren-
aissance of the American stage. Thousands
of artistsfamous and unknownexcited
new audiences in every region of the land,
Orson Welles drew crowds to Harlem for
the -voodoo'. Macbeth. Traveling caravans
brought the magic of fairy tales to children
in schools and in parks. Pageants in towns
across the country revived the struggles of
the nation's past. and in doizns of cities Liv-
ing Newspapers, a theatrical precursor to
today's docudrama. vivified contemporary
national issues. The Federal Theatre pre-
sented both the traditional and the avant-
garde. It was a people's theater. sponsored
and produced for the people by the people.
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Blacks and whites, women and men. young and old
all joined together in this brief theatrical flowering
funded lw America's government for Americans every-
where.

Thanks to many intrepid artists in the FTP and the
project's central record keeping office, the National
Service Bureau in New York City. a unique record of
this feile period in American theatrical history survives
in production bulletins that form part of the Library
of Congress Federal Theatre Project Collection housed
in Special Collections and Archives. Fenwick Library,
George Mason University, Fairfax. Virginia. These bul-
letins are variously bound (some are unbound) and in
a variety of states of completion. but generally include
a synopsis of the production; a statement regarding
royalty fee: the director's report. the composer's report,
and various technical reports; set plans and photographs;
costume notes, designs. and photographs (sometimes
one set of photographs shows both set and costume
design); suggested music; press notices; notations on
audience reaction; and programs.

Sometimes. depending on care, interest, and the
available to the compiler, production bulletins also con-
tain such data as lists of props. flyers. lighting plans,
attendance records, performance locations, letters. costs,
blueprints. srm.:1 posters. small billboard sheets, sound
plots, photographs taken at intermission, wardrobe items,
biographies of the cast and/or author. and examples of
promotional materials.

The FTP produced a wide variety of classical and
original drama, children's theater, black theater, pup-
pet theater, dance. musicals, vaudeville, and foreign
language drama. Sometimes a play was produced in
several cities. In such cases, production bulletins from
each or some of the individual productions may survive.

The spirit and energy of each production are usu-
ally revealed in the synopsis. Describing Living News-
papers. for example: Five of these were staged, including
One-Third of a Nation, dramatizing the need for bet-
ter housing in America. whose title came from a famous
phrase in Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt's second inau-
gural address; Power, which called for public owner-
ship of utilities; Triple-A Plowed Under, which advo-
cated an alliance between farmers and consumers so
the two groups would gain, respectively, higher incomes
and cheaper food; and Injunction Granted, which traced
the history of labor in America. But perhaps the most
daring and unusual was Spirochete, an imaginative
drama dealing with syphillis. In the production bulle-
tin for the Chicago presentation of this Living News-
paper, the synopsis writer proclaims the fervor with
which the drama was undertaken when he describes it
as:

partly history and partly propaganda 'about I the most
deadly of social diseases since its introduction to Europe
in the galleons of Christopher Columbus. The Vic-
tim of S)phillir... is scorned, laughed at, and aboe
all he still keeps rotting away. BUT... science slowly
but steadily urges itself forward...And th,.r! -suc-
cess is on the march". .and
The Law goes into effect.

Halfway across the country in San Francisco. and in
,nother realm of drama altogether, the synopsis writer

L

AN IMAGINA-

tively con-
ceived pro-
gram for the
Chicago pro-
duction of
Spirochete,
perhaps FTP's
most daring
and unusual

lying News-
paper
production.
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VOL. I No. 2 WALNUT ST. THEATRE OCT., 1938

SLUM HOUSING DRAMATIZED
AMERICA'S MOST WIDELY DISCUSSED PLAY

OPENS IN CITY

The historic Walnut Street Theatre,
oldest in the Nation, adds another page
to its colorful history in the presenta-
tion by Federal Theatre of the Living
Newspaper Drama . . . "one third of
a Nation."

The Walnut has seen faces and
names that are immortal, but no stage
effects or production methods have
been so startling, nor so dramatic, as
are those utilized by James Light in
this opening play of the current season.

Three levels on stage, a dis-
embodied voice, slides and swiftly

Cont. Page 4

CAREFUL RESEARCH

ASSURES ACCURACY

IN WRITING DRAMA

Federal Writers Project As-
sembles Remarkable Data

More thorough than a lawyer pre-
paring a brief, research workers of
Federal Writers' Project, gathering
facts and figures for tie Philadelphi.
version of "One Third of a Nation,"
left little to the imagination of the
script writers.

Innumerable newspaper accounts of
"band-box" tragedies, chronicles of
cholera epidemics and much .to on
the housing problem were combed for
material. But even these sources, ordi-
narily considered accurate enough, were
used as a basis for further research
work, which led to actual court records,
yellowed documents and verbatim re-
ports of significant speeches.

Walter Winchell, in the New
York Daily Mirror, stated: "The
major episode of the week belongs
to the Federal Theatre, which sub-
mitt*d a spell-binding document
christened "One Third of a Na-
tion."

T king the original script, as written
by Arthur Arent to cover the New
York housing situation, and revising it
to portray Philadelphia's own problem
was a task that required painstaking
study of Philadelphia s housing history,
as far back as the arrival of the first
white settlers. Some of the work would
have been more in the line of a title
searcher, but perhaps more difficult, for

this was a hunt for dramatic situations
as well as factual information.

So startling are some of the facts re-
vealed in "One Third of a Nation" that
no opportunity for denials was per-
mitmd to slip by unnoticed. Each state-
ment is thoroughly documented and the
complete bibliography is printed in
other columns of this program.

Cont. Page 4

A PHILADELPHIA PRODUCTION OF ONE THIRD OF A NATION WAS ACCOMPANIED BY THIS PROGRAM, WHICH GAVE CAST AND PRODUCTION

production credits inside, while providing production information and a bibliography on slum housing on its front and
back covers.

for the FTP's production of lollywood !lams was tar
enough removed from Hollywood itself to describe the
play as a "radio burlesque on the foibles of filmland,
and the Hams are typical of the cinema city: 'they are
up one minute and down for the rest of the century:"

The synopsis for //s. In the Air in Oakland. Califor-
nia. calls the production a "travesty on radio amateur
hours.-

After the synopsis. thew is often information on

sg



THIS MODERN DRESS CAESAR

from the Delaware Federal
Theatre production of Julius
Caesar in Modem Clothes
bears a strildng resemblance
to Benito Mussoliniand
purposefully so, as the
casting notes in the
production bulletin stets that
"A Caesar bearing a physical
resemblance to one of the
contemporary dictators adds
greatly to the offset."

Go
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THE DELAWARE PRODUCTION OF JULIUS CAESAR IN MODERN CLOTHES WAS PLANNED FOR A SMALL STAGE WITH NO FLIES AND A MINIMUM

of room backstage. This design shows the basic set for part two, which includes scenes in Brutus's tent andon the plain
near Philippi.
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THE HILLBILLY McCRAY FAMILY, AS SEEN IN A DESIGNER'S SKETCH AND AS PORTRAYED ON STAGE IN THE 1936 OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA,

production of It's in the Air, a travesty nn radio amateur hours comprising numerous vaudeville acts.

the royalty fee, which was usually twenty-five or fifty
dollars per week. Sometimes. however, the fee was as
high as seventy dollars a week. Of course. if the play
was in the public domain, there was no fee at all, as
noted in the following disclaimer:

ROYALTY
As Shakespeare's plays are all in the public domain.
there was no Royalty for the Detroit Federal Thea-

Y

tre's presentation of "The Merry Wives of Windsor:*

In the production bulletin for the Los Angeles pro-
duction of Ready! Aim! Fire! a satirical farce on the
subject of "War, dictators, etc..- there is simply a
succinct

ROYALTY
Public Domain
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MUSIC DIRECTOR RICHARD ROSE PREPARED THIS ARRANGEMENT OF

John B. Singenberger's Sanctus for a 1938 Children's
Federal Theatre production of The Advent and Nativity of
Christ in Gary, Indiana. Music for Federal Theatre
productions ranged from original material through
adaptations of contemporary popular tunes to classical
compositionall arranged to suit the capacities of the local
FTP orchestra.

Allowing room in the budget for payment of royal
ties gave the FTP a greater choice of producible plays.
George Bernard Shaw and Eugene O'Neill, for exam-
ple, released their plays, cycles of nine and fourteen
respectively, for a fifty-dollar weekly rate. The fact that
these and other contemporary works Yere in the FTP
repertory increased the project's prestige and appeal.

Directors, of course, are pivotal figures in the pro-
ducticn of any play, whether in the public domain or
under royalty. And in the production bulletins, the direc-
tor's reports can provide both facts about a production
and the director's opinion of it.

Julius Caesar in Modern Clothes was produced by
the ilelaware Federal Theatre. And in the production
bulletin the director had quite a bit to say about stag-
ing Shakespeare in a modern vein for modern audiences:

The "grand manner must be forgotten. This is a
drama of the present. Shakespeare's verse can be spo-
ken quite colloquially. (Many phrases will sound abso-
lutely modern, such as Brutus "I pause for a reply"
in the middle of his oration.) This does not mean
that the nobility and grandeur of the men and motives
involved need be lost sight of. There are plenty of
people today willing to fight and die for great causes.

6')Aw

wow

A WARRIOR FROM THE LOS ANGELES PRODUCTION OF THE WARRIORS

Husband takes time out for a photo session before heading
off to battle. A comedy set in the time of ancient Greece,
in the land of the Amazons, this 1936 FTP production
featured Ann Pendleton, pictured here, as Antiope.

Judicious cutting (without rewriting) will leave out
lines or short scenes that delay the direct flow of
action, are too florid, or too pointedly refer to antique
costume and custom. While shooting would bemore
'sic] modern for the several death scenes, the fre-
quent reference to daggers and knife wounds would
seem to prohibit it. The assassination and the sui-
cides are accomplished with the "dagger of honor"
which is widely worn among modern fascists.

The audience is brought into the action by having
the orators address it directly from the stage, by hav-
ing several of the processions pass through the aisles,
and by planting members of the mob in the front of
the orchestra. Steps lead up to the stage. and up these
the crowd surges to greet Caesar with upraised arm,
to lynch Brutus, etc. The soothsaye and Artemidorus
are seated on the aisle, and acco Caesar as he pas-
ses. Crowd responses during the orations come from
the audience. Use the Roman salute.

One critic writing in the Wilmington Morning News
(February 11, 1937) wrote:

as far as is known. the presentation of "Julius Cae-
sar" is the first of its kind since the days of Shakes-
peare, when all play,. historic or net, were costumed
in the ordinary garb of the times. The national offi-
cers of the Federal Theater jsicj have expressed keen
interest in the undertaking and plan to present the
modern clothes version of the play in other cities
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THE CLEVELAND

Federal Theatre for
youth's traveling
production of The
Emperor's New
Clothes was
advertised by
posters featuring
this dramatic
design. The play
opened in May
1937 and was
performed at
schools and
playgrounds in and
around the city to
a total audience of
well over fifty-five
thousand.
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throughout the nation. The idea is original with Rob
crt C. Schnitzer. Delaware supervisor of WPA the-
ater activities.

Not all FTP productions broke new ground in this
way, of course, but each did present its director with
creative challenges that they often discussed in their
reports. The director of The Merry Wives of Windsor
in Detroit reports that: at first I noted that some of
the actors seemed a little hesitant in the reading of
Shakespeare, but as rehear,als progressed and they became
accustomed to the styl,! of writing they soon treated it
with a more modern interpretation.-

In Los Angeles. staging 7'he Last Nl:{71.d of Don Juan
Moved its director to write:

This is one of the most difficult plays the local
project has tackled. both from the standpoint of pro-
duction and casting.

The production of this play is not recmnincoded
unless there arc available two of the finest actors in
the world for the roles of Don Juan and the De x ii. It
is one of the most beautiful play., exer written but
only great actors can approach the subtleties of the
dialogue. It k. howex cr. a thrillingly interesting pro-
duction for any director to attempt: but he should
demand at least two months for rehearsal And one
of these months should be spent on the complete wt
it the dynamic moxement of the background figures
is to approach the proper expression of the author's
intention

African Vineroy/. produced in New Orleans. is
described in its production bulletin as a passionate plea
for tolerance and understanding of two peoples of dif-
ferent nationalities who have to lie and work together
in South Africa between 1913 and 1937. In his report.
the author. Walter Armitage. who also acted in and
directed the production. wrk,,e:

The one thing I feared a. out the lila\ 's production
in AMMO was that the problem was too remote.
i.c.. the difficulties of two races in another country
to adjust themsek es to each othm but this was dis-
prosed and my theory that conflict in the theatre is
always good where\ ,r the Oa\ . action might be laid.
was borne out.

In staging Stefan Zweig's version of Ben Jonson's
Va./in/ie. the director in Los Angeles was convinced
that the charm of the play lay mainly in its sixteenth-
century flavor.

e
GC

COSTUME DESIGNS FOR THE TAMPA, FLORIDA, CHILDREN'S MATINEE

production of Beauty and the Beast illustrate the romantic
nature of this well-known fairy tale.

Nexertheless. I did not try to be too orthodox ard
did not attempt to hold myself strictly to the period
of the Italian High Renaissance. On the contrary. I
transposed the play into the baroque. that luscious
style lending Itself particularly well to the purpose of
the play. In addition I tried 'and I think succeeded
hurl% well) to have my actors act as expressionisti-
c:all% as possible, this not only as far as their general
characterizations were concerned. but also in respect
to their movementsin this way again emphazing
'sic' the unreality and symbolisr.i. By this procedure
I made it more than otnious to the audience that
what was going on on the stage had no direct rela-
tionship to reality.

I not only think that the play's bawdiness or naugh-
tiness is part of its charm, but must necessarily be
brought out in the production simply because of the
plot to which it belongs. I still think. despite the
forced closing of the play. that no honest person could
possibly have been offended. 1%1v opinion concerning
this has hewn borne out 1)% the reaction of audiences
who for toe consecutive weeks applauded the socially
significant Imes no less than the double entendre of
certain iokcs.

Applause notwithsti.nding, this creative challenge was
obviously not s peeved with wholehearted approval in
all circles.

Music used in the Federal Theatre Project ranged
from original scores to published music from the FTP
music lil,,-irv. The reasoning behind musical choices.
as resealed in the production bunLi:ns. often makes
quite an interesting story.

I fart's' Reynolds. music director for the Detroit pro-
duction of The Merry 'Vivo of Windsm: 1, rote in his
report that

Atter using the ox enure to the opera. The Merry
Woes of Windsor part of thy ox enure to -Stradellif'.
and other operatic excerpts as incidental music between
the so, of sex en scenes of each ...et, we found that
the opeiattc music made a MIN e.t of sonic scenes.
and detracted from the idea that it was to be a 'lurch
, Irani& lc x cryon.
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a 1938 Lnc Anne les production of Two a fly, .
of VA11.4.,,t he, ,,,,,,nrnd as vaucln".11,". T
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th ings, the number of real, old-time vaudeville players
included in its cast.

The tune "Green Sleeves 'sic' I mentioned in the
play, with others from an old Lute Book dated hack
to 1840, were obtained from the National Service
Bureau. and these. together with the melody written
by Verner Haldene, entitled "Fie on Simple Fantasy",
gave me the idea that the music for this production
was more effective if kept in one period.

After harmonizing and arranging Verner Haldene's
melody for the dances, I proceeded to compose "Six
Old English Dances" for use between the scenes, with
the characters of the play in mind, and composed a
short overture, "Processional March'', for the entrance
of Queen Elizabeth in the Prologue. The bugle calls
by the two Couriers had to be played in harmony on
two saxaphones, [sic] not so realistic but, having a
small five-piece band with no trumpet, 4 was the
best w could do.

The music director for the Des Moines production
of Help Yourself reported:

The play being a farce comedy, therefore requiring a
light musical setting. I chose the every day type of
popular music. The audience responded generously
with applause after each number.

The "every day type of popular music" he chose is
also listed in the bulletin: Shuffle Along, Too Marvel-
ous for Words, The Aeroplane Rag, I Can't Lose That
Longing for You, Play Ball, and Swing High, Swing
Lou'.

The production bulletin for the "voodoo" Macbeth
presented by the New York Cite Negro Unit of FTP
is filled with facts that testify to the historic and dar-
ingly creative nature of this production. In this instance,
the setting is changed to Haiti and the musical score,
arranged by Virgil Thomson, is filled with voodoo
druins:

OVERTURE..... ..YAMEKRAW James P.
Johnson ("YAMEKRAW" is a genuine Negro trea-
tise on spiritual. syncopated, and blues melodies
expressing the religious fervor and happy moods of
the natives of Yamekraw, a Negro settlement situ-
ated on the outskirts of Savannah. Georgia. It is

relieved to be the first Negro rhapsody.)
INTERMEZZO. .. ADAGIO AFRAMERIQUE
....PORTER GRAINGER
INTERMEZZO RIVER.... ARRANGED BY
JOE JORDAN

The Peoria, Illinois, production of Help Yourself
included a note that:

Inasmuch as this was Christmas week. the Over-
ture was arranged by the Conductor. Mr. True
Fristoc.to suit the occasion and season, rather than
the play, as "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was playing the
following week, with the colored orchestra.

This is also true of the "TO a Wild Rose" number.
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Loveless Comedy in Two Acts, By Ben
Jonson, Freely adapted by Stefan Zweig"
the merchant Corvino was dressed in these
spectacular togs by designers Frederick
Stover and Duane Faralla.

I

The Music Project had requested a McDowell Num-
ber be used on all musk programs for that week,
hence this number was used.

Sometimes rather than a composer's report, and some-
times in addition to it, there is a list of suggested music
in the production bulletins. The bulletin for Spirochete
in Portland. Oregon, suggested the music be:

Intermission "From Foreign Parts" Moszkowski

Or there may be notes that hint at artistic dissatis-
faction. In a bulletin from Cleveland, Ohio, for example:

There is a musical score for "The Emperor's New
Clothes" which can be obtained from the agent. We
do not use this arrangement.

Sir Frog Goes A- Travelling, also produced in Cleve-
land, was derived from fairy tales from all countries,
yet its musical score consisted of "original Japanese
themes":

The speaker is introduced by the music "It is Spring".

The theme for Sir Frog is from "Madam Butterfly".

The theme for "Lotus Pool of Old Japan-, chanted
by monks is taken from the original Japanese song
"The Rabbit and the Turtle ". and the music for
"Round Round Round" is an original Buddhist chant.

At the end of the first act the Japanese "Cradle Song"
is sung. Music for the dance is from the original
Japanese piece called "Waiting ".

Blind Alleydescribed in the synopsis as "a psy-
chological drama of metaphysics; the superiority of oral
hypnosis over brute strength was produced in two
Los Angeles locations. A page from the production
bulletin gives evidence of a music director's license:

Hollywood Playhouse
VARIATIONS IN BLUE MAGGIO

(Based on the principal theme of Gershwin's "Rhap-
,ody in Blue")
AMERICAN BOLERO . . BROWN
NOCTURNE . . . GRISELLE
OCTOBER TWILIGI IT . HADLEY

Mayan

STREET SCENE . . NEWMAN
AMERICAN BOLERO BROWN
NOCTURNE . . GRISELLE

ortoo
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OnICATIONS OF THE UNUSUAL PLOT OF THE MYSTERY OF THE BROADWALK ASYLUM, THESE

sketches show how three victims of the ruthless psychiatrist Dr. Julius were
costumed to suit the char ges in their personalities after they fell under his
hypnotic power. Written by Cecil E. Reynolds, Mystery was staged by the
Miami Federal Players in 1938.

The Merry Wives of Windsor also at the Hollywood
Playhouse, not so surprisingly nsed Merry Wives of
Windsor by Nicolaias well as Henry the EtWith by
Saint-Saens.

The music for Jericho, an "original play of negro
life," included:

Overture and Chaser Down South (American
Sketch)

by W. H. Mvddleton

Entre ActI. (a.) Darktown Strutters' Ball
by Shelton Brooks

(b,) Shoe Shine Boy
by Sammy Cahn & San, Chaplin.

(c.) Swamp Fire
by Harold Mooney.

II. Show Boat Selection
by Jerome Kern.

Some FTP productions were all music and move-
ment. The Federal Ballet in Chicago presented. under
the auspices of the FTP. diree ballet groups with dancer
and choreographer Ruth Page who had danced with
the Metropolitan Opera in New York, the Chicago CH,
Opera, the Music Box Revue on Broadway. and numer-
ous foreign companies. One ballet was Guns and
Castanets. based on Prosper Merimee's novel Carmen.
with music adapted from Bizet's operatic score. Or as

a reviewer put it "more or less Bidet's score as arran, ed
for modern warfare" since the ballet was set in the
lap of Spain's civil wi.r." Further rev::.wg speculate
whether the production was pro-Loyalist (as exempli-
fied by the character of Don Jose) or pro-Fascist (as
portrayed by the rebel aviator). Another review says
that in a pinch I would say the fascist was the more
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and choreographer Ruth
Page, for Love Song, one of
the ballets presented by the
Federal Ballet in 1939 under
the auspices of the Federal
Theatre Project.

sympathetic of the two, simply because he is a better
dancer." Still another: "And I am inclined to suspect
that "Guns and Castanets" would be a far more vigor-
ous and direct stage piece without so much conscious
attempt to lug the war into it by external devices."

Then there was vaudeville, almost passe commer-
cially in the late 1930s, but a big part of the FTP. The
All Star Vaudeville Revue in Salem, Massachusetts,
was reviewed as "10 fine diversified acts including one
Charles Clayton who had been a favorite of Salem audi-
ences for years." Other vaudeville production!: were Fo/-
lore the Parade, performed in Los Angeles, Tampa,
Seattle, Milwaukee. and Portland, and Black and White
Revue, performed in Philadelphia, Hartford. and over
100 other cities.

Since most FTP funds went to pay salaries to the
artists ($23.86 per week was the usual stipend), the
productions themselves had to be mounted frugally.
The technical reports in the production bulletins ire
invaluable in showing how dramatic illusion was cle-
ated and successfully maintained on a tight budget.

Mrstery of the Bmadwalk Asylum, presented
in Miami. dealt with "Special patients" (or "paranoi-
acs") incarcerated in an asyluri in contemporary England
whose doctor uses hypnotism to send them backward
or forward ii, time. A detailed sound plot is included
in the bulletin:

Au I curtain goes up with a black stage s rq , speech
at end of script speech shrill scream and low ago-
!wed groan. mixed with slow strumming of steel gui-
tar ( this guitar is strummed %.ery slowly without
fretting any strini2s). The guitar is used in this man-
ner whenever the freaks are on stage. One point on
PA system is used during scene change blackouts to
tour points on amplifier. this covers an sound made
iw scenery change. In acts I and 2 when the luard
gate is opened two pitchers, half full of water were
used to simulate sounds of liiard splashing in water
holding one pitcher approximately four inches bole
thy' other and pouring t!..2 water %vry slowly and with
a c !radar motion, we also used a wet pillow slapped
with a small piece of profile hoard to imitate the
sound of the li/ard's tail. Act I an electric vibrator
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BALLET, TOO, FELL WITHIN THE FTP'S PURVIEW, AS DEMONSTRATED

by this poster for a March 1939 Federal Ballet program
that indicted Guns and Castanets. a version of Carmen
set during the Spanish Civil War.

was used to give a hum to the "psychic register-.
several sound effect records were tried for the open-
ing of the lward gates but none found satisfactory
due to the difficulty of th:. actors carrying speeches
over the effect. In act 2 the same sound effects as in
act I were used when Dr. Julius shows Dr. Ward
the Ward through Dr. Ward's window. Act 3 uses
nothing but the guitar as above stated.

CHARLES B. GARLINGER
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

Mr. Garlinger also reports that he recycled the cen-
tral unit from the central unit of a prior production,
Altars. of Steel, by "removing the portion containing
the leps which was placed and fastened securely to
the floor, and the steps continued on and up to the
height of the O.P. flyfloor, a hanging bridge connect-
ing the steps and flyfloor hung from the grid.-

An FTP unit that introduced a Saturday morning
children's matinee series in Tampa, Florida, wi.s advised
that they could only use the material on hand to create
their sets, Therefore. Morris J. Cross, whose role in
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Cue 9 Hold

8)

9)

Cue 10

A 8)

9)

Dimming out Cue 13

slow A '?old

etch Prommter Throw in 6 switch

will 'witch

B 6 (6A) and (7A)

(7C) Dims un

s10,

Down on master and nick Cue 14
up

6)
) Dim up to 5 Buttons

7) on

Master

B Hold
B (1 First

ei (8 6)
PCH"Z (9 ) Dims out slow and

7) kill

Watch Prompter

preparing these productions is unidentified. but who
was obviously adaptable. reports that for On Dtron'y
Back Porch he "was obliged to change my first draw-
ing which was that of a kitchen to a porch.-

A technical note for the production of The Last
Eneior. which the San Antonio Light :eviewer called
a "dialectical pill of patriotism vs. pacificism with a
sugar coating of drama- describes the fireplace in detail:

The fireplace hip'c must glow as at rise tile consti-
tute the only light in the room. Suggested construction:

Hold

Check 5)
)Lock ir, on

8)

9) Master Set 8

) Buttons up

three discs cosered with wire. string with dem(
sic) cord which has red light globe: cover all with

cloth painted like glowing logs. Of the five logs used
only three need be electrified.

The prop list for Lillie Black Sawbo includes "six
armloads of sugar cane, corn stalks or bamboo poles.-
(Since this production was in the Midwest, it can he
assumed that corn stalks were used.) The list also called
for "two or three Stacks of Pancakes (Paper Macho')
sic) :n stack ) sic) of 27, 55 and 129.-
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TECHNICAL

information
included In
production
bulletins is
sometimes
quite detailed,
like this sheet
of light cues

sm the New
York staging
of The Tragical
History of
Doctor Faustus.
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The Delaware production of Edna St. Vincent Mil-
lay's fantasy Aria Da Cape lists "two pilkms, painted
as rocks- among the properties.

The Cleveland Federal Theatre for Youth records that
a unit set was built to cope with the problem of vary-
ing stage siies in the public schools and auditoriums
where they performed.

The unit consists of pylons. le% els, screens and quar-
ter arches and with this flexible equip, ,:nt we have
a solution for the majority of area limitations.

The unit is used for all backgrounds and the fea-
ture in the scheme and arrangement is the simplicity
and adaptability of the pieces.

Costumes for FTP productions were sometimes sup-
plied by the actors. This occurred in Jericho in East
Hartford, Connecticut. which was a Negro drama
reviewed as a "Modernized tale of Samson and Delilah
...packed with romance and temptation." Only a frock
coat worn by the pastor was not owned by a cast
member.

Some units did have costume departments. Bridge-
port, Connecticut's production of the Sir clair Lewis
play It Can't Happen Here. for example, had a cast
clothed mainly in uniforms of "grey, long trousers for
the Corpo privates and military breeches for the offi-
cers with gold stripes at sides, brown mi!itary coats
with brass buttons, army campaign hats :Iyed grey, white
shirts with black ties all made by the costume de-
partment.

If all else failed. costumes were rented. Occasionally
the name of a costume rental agency is inch. in a
production bulletin.

Some reviews of FTP plays include comments about
the "opulent- costumes, but when we can find swatches
of materials carefully attached to costume designs they
are often felt (sometimes painted) and burlap. The effect
was what counted, and it was often accomplished
cheaply.

A case in po;nt: the costume report for the Arnoid
Sungaard production of Spirochete in Seattle states that

Thirtyflye 'sic' authentic period costumes were made
for "Spirochete" at an average cost if $2.50 each.
They ranged from Si nish costume I sic I of the time
of Columbus (1493) and Neapolitan and French cos-
tuilles of the same period (1496) through the six-
teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to
modem.

Wigs, and other modern costumes (cutaways. etc.)
were rented at a cost of $97.50.

The Cleveland Federal Theatre for Youth, which
showed such creativity in designing its traveling stage
set, displayed it again in costume design for Sir Frog
Goes A-Travelliug:

With the exception of the large frogs. who wear tights
and the small frogs. who wear union suits sewed up.
the costumes are of unbleached muslin and white
sateen, and depend upon co,or and design and lights
for effect.

The frog-heads are papier-mache 'ski attached to a
light green bib which hooks to the body of the costume.

The dancers have extremely long sleeves which are

JOSEPH COTTEN PLAYED THE SECOND SCHOLAR IN ORSON WELLS'S

1937 production of The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus.
Because the part was so small, Cotten adopted the stage
name Joseph Wooll for this production. He is seen here
(at right) on stage with William Hitch (First Scholar) and
Huntly Weston (Third Scholar).

removable.

Their wigs are of papier-mache on a wire framework.

The Japanese maidens have wigs of silk floss.

All designs on the costume were appliqued then
touched up Ivith dye applied with a brush.

The costmostly for costumesof staging the North
Carolina production of another children's play, Beauty
and the Beast. is recorded in the bulletin as follows:

COST OF PRODUCTION: $22.40
Costumes for 35 persons cost 20.60, or an approxi-
mate average of $.59 per person. Materials consisted
of unbleached domestic and tobacco cloth, dyed. The
Beast's costume was made of grey cotton outing. Addi-
tional materials in small amounts were donated.
Make-up for each performance estimated at $.60, or
a total .)f $ I.80.
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ACTORS PROVIDED THEIR OWN COSTUMES FOR A1937 CONNECTICUT

production of Jericho. In this scene, the seductive Delilah,
who has convinced Jericho to make their fortune by
becoming a prizefighter, visits him in his dressing room
before the big fight.

In contrast, the bulletin for Babes in Toyland in Cin-
cinnati shows:

COST OF PRODUCTION From Accountancy Report.
Royalty 583.00

Material Charges S75.00

Costumes 552.00

Tickets and Programs S177.01

The bulletin for an Atlanta production of George
Bernard Shaw's Androcles and the Lion on a double
bill with The Man of Destiny, contains a descriptive
costume designer's report. Caesar's robe seems very
regal, in effect:

Caesars robe was of purple mill cloth dyed and sten-
ciled with gold paint in a deep border design. His

cloak was a semicircular toga of black canton flannel
lined with gold taffeta and clasped together with orna-
ments of gold and precious stones gathered from the
five-and-ten-cent stores. A laurel crown of gold made
from metalic 'sic' paper and golden sandals completed
his royal robes.

Note that the cloth was dyed and stencilled, the cloak
was flannel and adorned with cheap jewelry, and the
crown was metallic paper. Some other materials used
in this production were beaverboard shields and lyres,
and papier-mache helmets. Lesser characters wore mus-
lin and burlap. Costumes for The Man of Destiny. set
in Italy in 1796, however, were upgraded to satin and
brocade.

Press notices included in the production bulletins
are a revelation of 1930s Americana. An editorial in
the Miami Herald, for example, called Altar., of Steel.
a play dealing with "capitalism. liberalism and com-
munism," a "unique experiment in dramatics and pro-

'11

paganda" and commented that "Uncle Sam in the theatre
business . is a healthy step in the encouragement of
American thought and drama and acting." However,
an editorial also questions .ne "right of the govern-
ment to use taxes to promcte radicalism."

Regarding the same play. the Miami Daily News
reviewer thought that "So long as any member of the
WPA group consider themselves on reliefthey will
show that attitude in their performances." Time mag-
azine, however, notes that the mob in the fifteenth
and climactic scene was so carried away by the action
of violently taking sides, that they began really swing-
ing at each other. When the curtain came down three
limp actors were stretched out on the stage.

A New York City production of Dr. Faustus star-
ring Orson Welles was reviewed by a most prestigiols
assemblage of critics, and their reactions were extremely
favorable. ( Caps were probably added by the produc-
tion bulleti is typist.)

ONE OF THE REALLY GOOD SHOWS OF THE
SEASON
The superb beauty of the lines is seldom lost and
there is enough liveliness in the staging to make for
a rewarding evening in the theatre. MR. WELLES
IS A STRIKING AND ELOGQUENT Isicl FIG-
URE IN THE TITLE ROLE, GIVING, I THINK.
THE BEST PORTRAYAL OF HIS NEW YORK
CAREER. A true and simple translation of the Eliz-
abethan stage into contemporary theatrical terms. IT
IS BEAUTIFUL TO LISTEN TO AND FUN TO
WATCH.

Richard Watts. Jr.Herald Tribune

ABRILLIANTLY !sic! ORIGINAL PRODUCTION.
Goes a long way toward revolutionizing the staging
of Elizabethan plays. A DR. FAUSTUS THAT IS
PHYSICALLY AND IMAGINATIVELY ALIVE.
NUMBLE. ACTIVEHEADY THEATRE STUFF.

Brooks AtkinsonN.Y. Times

THE PLAY IS PPODUCED WITH ARRESTING
ORIGINALITY. The Federal Theatre did it very
proudly and packed a scant hour FULL OF DRA-
MATIC TABLEAUS AND FINE RESONANCE...
AND THEATRE'S BETTER EXCITEMENTS .

in fuming darkness. crossed by smoky beams of many
spotlights and with fine effectiveness. and with
Mephistophilis appearing frighteningly out at tire
and poetry rolling back into the n.ystery of dark
curtains.

Richard I_ockridge The Sun

DR. FAUSTUS A FEDERAL THEATRE PRODUC-
TION OPENED LAST NIGHT AT THE MAX-
INE ELLIOT'S I sicl THEATRE. The old Marlowe
Opus trimmed for modern times. you would be sur-
prised what a good shoe it makes. It semis like one
of the best general entertainments in town.

Robert BenchleyNew Yorker

Other familiar names associated with this produc-
tion ale puppeteer Bill Baird (or Bil as lie was known
later), John Houseman, Managing Producer, and actor
Joseph Cotten.

FTP productions did not always, of course, receive
raves. Vo/pone, for example, garnered a range of reviews
and emotions. The Los Angeles Herald and Express
said that "none of the salt of the Elizabethan script
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HAVING JUST 2DERED HIS OWN GIRLFRIEND, WILSON, A RUTHLESS KILLER, THREATENS HIS

hostage, Pt..fessor Shelby, in the psychological drama Blind Alley. A 1937 FTP
production that played in two Los Angeles theaters, Blind Alley starred Gordon
Wickland as the professor, Anthony Ward as Wilson, and Margot Duse as the
unfortunate girlfriend, Mazie.

had been lost . . . but a notch more in daring . . .

could very well expose itself to the novelty of having
the show pinched by the cops.-

The Favning Neu.s reviewer wrote:

The I fith century farce does not compare with the
theater protect's two a urrent hits. "Run. Little Chillun'
a,k1 Two -a-Day'. tier in production or entertain-
ment %alues. Its strong point. rather. i *hat it is the
most amazing example of illegitimate drama MI to
grace (or disgrace) the boards of a Los Angeles theater.

A reviewer for the Tacoma News bune observed
that The Leading Alan is said to be based on the actual
family life of a I Iollywood man. It that's true. it is no
wonder so many people down there spend their time
divorcing."

From the San Diego tlnion: -Liar of Letters, Turner
Bullock's three-act comedy which opened last night at
the Sam, is a repetition of what has become an old
F tory with the Federal Theatre Playersan uninterest-
ing play splendidly presented."

And in a review of the I Iart ford. Connecticut. FTP
troupe tself. a writer for the Cowart plotted its cha-
otic course in that city:

log -tied hi prnerti. gnarled hi internal di..sentions.
drnen from the OW INK I of one house to the post
of another. alternating the paths of ihakcspearean
glol% with the graces of deader than dead Play. these
WPA placers hail plugged doggedh along. and what-
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PRODUCTION BULLETINS SOMETIMES INCLUDE ITEMS THAT

give their readers a real feel for the play in question
like these samples of material from the Detroit
production of The Merry Wives of Windsor.

ner one may feel about the project as a whole. val-
iant has been the word for its troupers here.

As revealingor moreare the audience reactions
which were written on cards after performances and
sometimes incorporated into the production bulletins.
One member of the lust Night of Don Juan audience
in Los Angeles thought "this play is written for a select
audience. It never has appealed, it never will appeal to
the majority of theatre-goers; it is too subtle. too poetic.
But that is no criticism of either the play or the Fed-
eral Theatre Proj, is beautiful production of it.-

The Warnor'y Husband is a play that "begins." accord-
ing to a production bulletin synopsis, "in Hippolyta's
pretty palace in the land of the Amazons, where men
are on the distaff side, and where the soldiering women
merely console themselves with men after the excite
ment of battle. Upon seeing a Los Angeles production
of this play. a mining engineer from Idaho wrote:

'1 Ins is the first of the Federal shows that I have
se&ii Silk(' I returned to cis ,Iwation and I am stir
pr to find how well it is done. I dont know who
,iii of these people are. but they are excellent ,a (le'
xx,p, Oa% is sets amusing although I find it rather
strong laic. but that ma% be due to m year, in the

In Los Angeles. a member of the audience of Run.
Little Clollun: described as a Negro spiritual, wrote:
"First play I have ever seen which pictures the Negro

7i



SINCLAIR LEWIS (THIRD FROM LEFT) IMPARTS HIS BLESSING TO A CONNECTICU

production of his play It Cant Happen Here. This photo, which appeared in
The Hartford Daily Courant of December 1, 1936, shows Lewis next to
Connecticut Governor Cook, with state FTP supervisor Gertrude DanDero
at left and Ann G. Ayres, director of the Hartford Federal Theatre groue,
at right.

life. It is a relief to see them out of vaudeville and
actually presented in a living drama.-

Sometimes audience rt action is noted generally in
the bulletins, such as the comment that there was "Pleas-
antly spontaneous applause at final curtain" for the
Hartford production of The Curtain Rives.

For Help Yourself in Des Moines:

AUDIENCE REACTION
very favorable

And of Spirochete in Portland. Oregon:

Though a good many in our audiences thought
"SPIROCHETE" a brave and exciting piece. the reac-
tion of other sections of our audiences was very
disappointing. Expressed or perceptible were two dis-
tinct reactions to the subject matter: ( I many found
the subject matter revolting, believed too chemical a
matter for theatrical treatment and (2) some who
cam Isle' seeking sensationalism of a "sex" motion
picture were disappointed in not finding it.

General reaction: A fairly interesting script of gcxxl
intention, well-staged and adequately accurate.

Audience reaction to Volpone in Los Anpeles was
as varied as the printed reviews for that play. One theater-
goer thought "it was a highly moral play. Modern vic-
tims of ti.-' perennial follies caricatured by Ben Jonson
are made to approach a state of awareness by ,ceing

this.- Someone else objected to the vulgarity. comment-
ing that "the same dramatic effect could have been
projected with better success if subtlety and innuendo
had been employed instead of vulgarity. Too had for
much beauty and art and a real moral were there.-

Program.; or playbills are usually included in the pro-
duction bulletins, sometimes pasted in so that the last
page is lost forever to posterity. and in others they are
often falling out of the volumes as the glue loosens
with the passing of time. (There is, fortunately, a sepa-
rate playbill collection.)

Other supplementary data that may be included in
the bulletins includes information about casting and
choreography, unsolicited letter,. and complete cast lists
which could be very long. One bulletin, for instance,
noted that:

"Flight" was played by a cost of 51 at the Seattle
Theatre Project. As there ale 138 speaking parts in
the play. to say nothing of the numerous mob scenes.
this meant a good deal of doubling.

On our small stage mob scenes of 20 were adequate.

The cast of Help Yourself in Peoria, wrote the direc-
tor, was "large, being 18 in number. 13 male and 5
female. with as many typists, clients. etc. as can be
used.-

/iv in the Air in Oakland, a travesty on radio ama-
teur hours made up of various vaudeville acts woven
into a production, had 22 characters: seventeen male.
five femaleall on stage a the shine time.

Haiti in New York City had a cast list of twenty-
seven plus "Haitian soldiers and Haitian citizens.-

In addition to cast lists, supplemental information
on rare occasions includes a choleograpby report. In
the production bulletin for the Detroit production of



The Merry Wives of Windsor for instance, Garnet
Ross describes a supernatural scene:

The masks made for Act II. scene 6. are used to
disguise certain of the characters who as fairies. hob-
goblin, elves, and ouphs create superstitious fear
in Falstaff. They change to colorful costumes and to
the masks producing weird figures. dancing. sing-
ing. and giving out eerie shrieking sounds to the
rhthm of fantastic music.

The lights at the beginning of the scene gu e the
effect of blue night. gradually growing brighter as

the tempo of the music swells to a frantic climax.

He also includes detailed instructions on

THE MAKING OF TIIE MASKS
1st A clay model to portray the cast of features to

he used for one definite character.
2JPlaster castinga mixture of plaster pans

sick and %yam- applied to the outside of the clay model.
allowing to set for about fifteen minutes. remove inside
clay and leave plaster cast to dry thoroughly over
night. Grease inside of mold with vaseline when dry.

ird Papier-mache isicia red resin or any heavy
unglued paper. Tear (not cut) into strips and jet soak
in water till paper is wet through. Apply three or
more layers to inside of mold with a thick cold water
paste. working in each layer firmly to attain as well
formed a mask as the original model. When dry remove
from mold, cut openings for eyes, nose, and month.

aint and j-iellac.
To he successful a mask should be made to fit the

wearer by padding it with cotton and a thin cicth.

A SCENE FROM ACT II OF LEWISS

play shows the actors in
costumes created by the
Bridgeport, Connecticut,
FTP's costume department.
Many FTP units did not have
special divisions for this
purpose, solving their
costuming problems in ways
ranging from asking actors
to wear their own clothes to
renting from local
establishments.

RICHARD GLYER, DIRECTOR OF THE SEATTLE

production of Spirochete, give a literal
twist to the phrase "the art of the director"
with this colorful sketch of one scene in this
FTP Living Newspaper presentation.



A LITTLE SOMETHING FOR

Halloween: the production
bulletin for the Detroit FTP's
staging of The Merry Wives
of Windsor Includes
Instructions for making fairy
masks like this one. The
production still [right] shows
masked characters on stage
In act II of the play.

OIR

Production bulletins mn also include ;ground plans
for sets in a ITrietv of mediablack-and-white pen and
pencil sketches. watercolors, crayon, actual blueprints
and in many sizes. Some of the color illustrations in
the bulletins are works of art in themselves.

Attendance figures provided in some bulletins give
us a glimpse of the FTP's popular appeal.

jib

The I Iollvwood Playhouse production of Two-A-Dar,
for example. played to a total audience of 101.913 at
144 performances in a run lasting from late October
to the middle of May. The Empemr:c Neu' clothes
played in Cleveland to sixty-eight schools and play-
grounds, with a total attendance of 56.42.. The bulletin
for &anti' and The fleas! in Charlotte, North Carolina.



records:

First performance held September 19th at the Char-
lotte Little Theatre. capacity 400: audience. 300: no
admission.

Second performance held September 26th at the
Charlotte Public Library Auditorium. capacity. 100,
audience, no admission.

Third performance held October 1st at the Thomp-
son Orphanage Auditorium, capacity. 300: audience.
310: no admission.

Opening an FTP pruluction was a good reason to have
a parade. The production bulletins mention them and
sometimes include photographs.

In Vancouver. Washington. on May 10. 1039. the
FTP produced the Flotilla of Faith, a pageant celebrat-
ing the founding of Fort Vancouver 100 years before.
Staged on one bank of the Columbia River before an
audience of 15.000. the production featured a cast of
450: 45 actors from the Seattle Federal Theatre Proj-
ect. supported by some 400 men, women, and chil-
dren of Vancouver. Below is an excerpt from the
director's report:

REHEARSALS

Rehearsals were held in Seattle first. the Federal The-
atre actors being carefully drilled to lead the action.
songs and dances. Then the director. Miss Jan Nor-
man. went to Vancouver 12 days before the perform-
ance and held rehearsals there. Rehearsals continued
in Seattle, directed by Tobv Leitch under super ision
of Edwin G. O'Connor.

Rehearsals were held in Vancouver mac. daily (3-6
P.M. and 8-11 P.M.) for those who could com. It
was almost impossible to get local talent together for
the rehearsals, AN thew was no public address w,-
tem to direct in the open. rehearsals Here held in a
hall that would have been too small for a full com-
pany rehearsal if the had all come. and ryas much
kho small to drill them in the action. In between times,
the director tended to the production end.

Ten captains were chosen to lead the various groups
and assist in directing them. A -question" man vas

A PORTION OF THE AUDIENCE FOR THE FLOTILLA OF FAITH, A PAGEANT

celebrating th. one hundredth anniversary of the founding
of Fort Vr atom, nor, Washington, produced by the Federal
Theatre project on May 10, 1939. The productiw itself
featured a cast of 450.

appointed to lead the captains. The Overseer was cho-
sen for this part. so that its directions would appear
natural.

The Federal Theatre actors drove down the day before
the performance. so that there could be one dress
rehearsal on the ground with the Vancouver people.
Some appeared for the performance who had not
rehearsed at all. They followed the leaders and formed
a background for the action.

Preparations for a national high school band con-
test coming the next week end made it impossible to
get the high school ba.,ds together for a rehearsal on
the field. Only a few soldiers were available because
the personal Isicl at Vancouver Barracks had been
send isic I to Fort Lewis.

Flotilla of Faith started with not one, but two parades:

A parade through the streets of Vancouver. starting
at 3:15 P.M., preceded t pageant. with the hands
and high church and state officials participating.

The Governor of Oregon led a parade of cars across
the bridge from Portland with a State Patrol escort.

These parades and others inspired by the FTP were
but a small expression of that project's importance to
the America of the 1930s. In that dark time. the Fed-
eral Theatre Project opened the world of "color and
Music and movement of real players on a real stage"
to a population struggling hard to scrape through. It
provided employment to theater artists and technicians.
It encouraged creativity, appreciation for drama. and a
sense of fun. Much of the record of its amazing achieve-
ments during its short but vital existence rests in the
over 750 production bulletins in the Library of Con-
gress Federal Theatre Project Collection.
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THE MUSICAL LIFE OF AMERICA IS Arrimm
that reflects many hues. Anyone walking along
the popular mall in Washington, D.C., the morn-
ing of July 4th is caught up in a rich variety of
musical voicesa Gospel choir on the lawn, cal-
liope music near the Smithsonian "castle," a
marching band rehearsing for the afternoon parade,
traditional dancers from India by the reflecting
pool, and, in - quiet little corner under a massive
shade tree, a string quartet performing Haydn to
a small, but totally enraptured, audience.

There is something about the intimacy of chamber
musica term commonly applied to small instrumen-
tal ensemblesthat has a special appeal. Although cham-
ber music sometimes lacks the chiaroscuro of a large
symphony orchestra, it can have its own unique color,
fire, and drama. Especially during the twentieth cen-
tury, its transparent textures and economy of means
have made it a popular genre among composers. And
more than any other musical medium, chamber music
requires a special teamwork, a spirit of camaraderie
among the musicians, who must toss and catch the
themes as deftly as ball players on a field.

The gradual rise in popularity of chamber music in
the United States as the twentieth century progressed
was due in part to the attention and dedication of one
if the greatest patrons in the history of music- -Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge. Coolidge's outstanding generosity,

THE LEGACY

powerful love of music, innate musicianship,
and astute managerial skills led to her com-
missioning many of the twentieth century's

Of ELIZABETH A GIFT Of 1.111
most important compositions. Without this
"Lady Bountiful of Chamber Music," as she
came to be called, the modern era would be

COOLIDGE

TI111011611

decidedly thinner in creative output.

gss into an international center of chamber

Coolidge Foundation and financed the con-
struction of the Coolidge Auditorium in the

extraordinary array of distinguished chamber
music premieres. And because of Mrs.

moreover, transformed the Library of Con-

she brought to this simple hall an

music. When in 1925 she established the

The philanthropy of Elizabe'.. Coolidge,

SPRAGUE

Coolidge's vital contribution to American
culture and later that of another great ben-
efactor,

ues

Ge, ortr
of the

Gertrude de

Library
Wof hci

taining

isnic

festivals, and commissions of new works.
Elizabeth Penn Sprague was born on Octo-

ber 30, 1864, in a cultural capital that by
the turn of the century would rival many
eastern cities. "Chicago," as the Englishman
Arnold Bennett said in 1912, "is openly anx-
ious about its soul." While guarantors, such
as Carnegie, J. P. Morgan, Vanderbilt, and
Pulitzer were prominent in the East, Chicago
had its own roster of civic leaders who
reflected the city's flourishing commercial
life: Marshall Field, Potter Palmer, George
M. Pullman, Philip D. Armour, and Walter
Newberry. In 1891 Theodore ThomasBY ELISE K. KIRK
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THIS POIMAIT OF eLIZABErH SPkAGUE COOLIDGE BY JOHN SINGER SARGENT, DATED 1923,

is part of the Library of Congress collections.



CLI/AIllt I M LUOL11.1tait KtlitARSES

with her son, Albei. Sprague,
who taught chemistry at Harvard
University and remained an avid
chamber music performer all his
life.
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THE "TEMPLE OF MUSIC," WHERE CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVALS WERE HELD BEGINNING IN

1918. The hall was constructed by Elizabeth ,:oolidge on South Mountain in
the Berkshire hills, near Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

launched the Chicago Orchestra. forerunner of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and prominent among
its benefactors for many decades was the name Sprague.

The daughter of Nancy Atwood and Albert Arnold
Sprague. a prosperous wholesale grocery merchant.
Elizabeth became an accomplished pianist at an early
age. She presented her first solo recital in 1882 and
in 1893 appeared as piano soloist with the Chicago
Orchestra. The roster of artists whom Elizabeth heard
in Chicago under Thomas's aegis reflected the noted
conductor's vast knowledge of the international musical
scene and provided her with a solid foundation for the
perception and knowledge of music. She also composed
music. mainly songs, throughout her long life of eighty-
nine years. and this form of creativity became a spirit-
ual refuge from the deafness which began to afflict
her in her middle years.

There is probably no better source for understand-
ing Elizabeth Coolidge's mental and moral strength than
her own words that seemed to infuse her every action
and thought. Studying the piano, she said. taught her
"reverence for duty. coordinated self control and uncom-
promising fidelity to standards." And the seeds of her
remarkable philanthropy may be found ;n her comm. iit
that it is "our hopeful privilege and duty to keep Art
alive:'

Elizabeth Sprague was twenty-seven when she mar-
ried Frederic Shurtleff Coolidge on November 12. 1891.
Her husband was an orthopedic surgeon at Chicago's
Rush Medical College and suffered from ill health dur-
ing most of the Coolidges married years. With their
only child. ten-year-old Albert Sprague, the couple moved
in 1904 Pittsfield in the Berkshire Hills of Massa-
chusetts. where Frederic Coolidge established his med-
ical practice. In 1915, fowing a two-year struggle
with tuberculosis, he died.

Elizabeth Coolidge's vital activities as a patron were
manifest at In areas not directly related to cham-
ber rrnisic. _, rat,- Pr had been "one of Yale's most
loya! and honorable sons," and after he died, she and

St.)



ELIZABETH COOLIDGE WITH ETHEL AND FRANK BRIDGE, LONGTIME

friends, at the 1924 Berkshire Festival in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts. Frank Bridge was a prominent English
composer whom Coolidge supported during most of his
professional life.

her mother donated $200,000 for the construction of
Yale University's first music building. The Albert Arnold
Sprague Memorial Hall was equipped with lecture rooms,
a library, and an auditorium seating more than seven
hundred. Elizabeth Coolidge also established a pension
fund for members of the Chicago Orchestra in mem-
thy of her parents and became a major contributor to
the Mac Dowell Colony, a working retreat for compos-
ers, writers, and artists, in Peterborough, New
Hampshire.

Other large-scale benefactions reflected Mrs. Coolidge's
interests in health care and community projects, such
as her donation of $100,000 to the Anti-Tuberculosis
Association in Pittsfield and her contribution of $50,000
a year for ten years to the Bureau of Educational Exper-
iments in New York City. But her foremost love always
remained music. And the joy, grace, and humanity she
fraind in chamber music shaped and nurt ed the kalei-
doscopic art of twentieth-century music for decades.

The amazing Ccxlidge story actually begins with a
letter sent to Elizabeth by a total stranger, Hugo
Kortschak, in May 1916. Kortschak and three others
from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra had been play-
ing string quartets and felt that if they had a sponsor
they could "devote their whole existence to this art."
Like the Esterl.azy princes of the eighteenth century,
Elizabeth Coolidge responded immediately that her idea
had always been "to have a quartette near me, in order
that I might personally share in its progress."

After Kortschak's ensemble played for Mrs. Coolidge,
she enthusiastically signet'. with its members a three-
year contract. The ensemble (Hugo Kortschak, Sergei
Kotlarsky, Clarence Evans, and Emmeran Stoeber),
named the Berkshire Quartet, lived and rehearsed in
an apartment adjacent to Mrs. Coolidge's in New York
City during the winter and in her Pittsfield home in

1
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PRESIDENT HERBERT HOOVER AND HIS WIFE, LOU HENRY HOOVER.

Elizabeth Coolidge visited the White House often during
the Hoover administration and became a special friend of
the First Lady, who was also a devotee of the arts.

the summer. Very often she would perform with the
ensemble herself. Curious neighbors asked some amus-
ing questions, she recalls, such as "How many players
are there in your quartet?" or "Will the wives join
later as it grows?" Having one's own string quartet,
like a pet Persian cat or Irish setter, seemed to baffle
the unsophisticated visitors. Some were even prone to
call a new composition by Ildebrando Pizzetti a piece
by "an Italian named Pizticati."

There was little that was unsophisticated about the
outcome of Mrs. Coolidge's endeavors, however. With
the permission of her son, she built a musi- .call and
several artists' bungalows on South Mountain, his
Pittsfield property. This Temple of Music, as it came
to be called, seated 500a plain timber building that
some said resembled a New England schoolhouse more
than anything Greek or Roman. "It has but one archi-
tectural glory," commente I a critic, the glory of
restraint. It is clearly meant to serve the purpose of a
summer concert room and that only. It i:, a monu-
ment, therefore, to nothing save good sense."

But the real glories came soonthe music of Bloch,
Martinu, Ma lir;ero, Pizzetti, Schoenberg, Milhaud,



Respighi, Roussel, Stravinsky, and a host of distinguished
American composersall forming the remarkable
Berkst.ire Festivals. The festivals usually comprised a
season's series of five concerts held regularly between
1918 and 1924 and thereafter in 1928. 1934. and 1938.
Nearly all of the performances were n:ade possible
through gifts. prizes. competitions. and :ommissions
established by Elizabeth Coolidge. Featured at her con-
certs were the world's finest artists, such as pianists
Ossip Gabrilovich. Harold Bauei. and Alfredo Casella.
violinist Georges Enesco, and the Flonzaley. London.
Kolisch. Gordon. and Roth Quartets. At the first fes-
tival in 1918, Mrs. Coolidge hei If performed. With

THE FRENCH COMPOSER, DARIUS MILHAUD, WITH HIS WIFE MADELINE.

Milhaud's String Quartet No. 10 was composed as a birthday
trib...te to Mrs. Coolidge and given its world premiere at
the Library of Congress in 1940.
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WALTER WILSON CORBETT, WHOSE

efforts in the field of chamber
music were important to the
development of this genre in
England. Elizabeth Coolidge
received the Cobbett Medal
for "Distinguished Services
to Chr nber Music" in 1925;
she was the second recipient
of the award.
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THE YOUNG ENGLISH COMPOSER, REBECCA CLARKE, WHOSE SONATA

for Viola and Piano won second place in the Berkshire
chamber music competition in 1919. First prize went to
Ernest Bloch. Three years later, Clarke's Rhapsody for Cello
and Piano, under a Coolidge commission, received its
world premiere during the Berkshire Festival.

the Berkshire Quartet. she played the Piano Quintet,
Opus 20. by the Austrian composer Ludwig Thuille.

Among the large collection of scrapbooks of all shapes
and sizes in the Cool;dge archives at the Library of
Congress is a small black notebook. It records the man-
uscripts submitted Juring the 1921 and 1922 Berkshire
chamber music competitions sponsored by Elizabeth
Coolidge. Over thirty countries were represented within
this period. including Holland. Italy. Argentina. Czech-
oslovakia. and the United States with cities ranging
from New York to Kalamazoo.

The competition for the 1920 Berkshire prize called
for an unpublished. unperformed string quartet and
attracted 136 manuscripts. also from a wide variety of
countries. The jury considering them comprised Ernest
Bloch. Felix Borowski. Louis Svecenski. Emmeran
Stoeber. and Ugo Ara. Receiving four of the votes was
the winning composition, Gian Francesco Malipieros
first string quartet. the joyous Rispetti e sImmbotti.
composed earlier that year.

But one of the most interesting competitions took
Mace in 1919, during the second Berkshire Festival.
Seventy-two compositions for viola and piano were
entered and the judges were deadlocked between two
pieces until Mrs. Coolidge broke the tie after a private
hearing. 1 he wianing composition ms the Suite for
Viola and Piano by Ernest Bloch. To everyone's amaze-
ment, the second place went to the Sonata for Viola
and Piano by an unknown young Englishwoman.
Rebecca Clarke. Three years later. Clarke's Rhapsody
for Cello and Piano, commissioned by Elizabeth Coolidge.
received its world premiere played by the English art-
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ELIZABETH SPRAGUE COOLIDGE'S HOME IN PITTSFIELD IN THE

Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts.

ists Myra Hess and May IV" kle during the 1922 festival.
The Berkshire Festivals set the manner and tone for

similar chamber music series to follow. Twenty years
after the initial Berkshire concert, Harold Spivake, chief
of the Music Division at the Library of Congress and a
great devotee of chamber music himself, commented:

It was with the first Berkshire Festival that Mrs.
Coolidge began her epoch-making efforts in the cause
of chamber music. Astonishingly. there was no period
of ea perimentation or groping for the proper form of
these concerts, evidence of the skillful planning and
masterful direction which Mrs. Coolidge. aided by
he faithful collaboration c f Mr. Hugo Kortschak.
has brought these festivals from the start.

In 192 5 Mrs. Coolidge began to expand her cham-
ber music series beyond Pittsfield t) major cities over-
seas. The first program was held at the American
Academy in Rome and over the years others followed
in London, Amsterdam, Milan. Paris, Venice, Naples,
Graz. Prague. Brussels. Rome. and Moscow. In 1927
the String Quartet No. 3 of Arnold Schoenberg.
performed in Vienna by the Kolisch ciiartet (Rudolph
Koi;wh. Felix Khuner, Eugen Lehner, and Benar
Heifetz). was given its world premiere under a Coolidge
commission. In this important composition, the great
Austro-Hungarian master established the i lain stylis-
tic characteristics of his serial music.

The composer Alfredo Casella, who often assisted
Mrs. Coolidge with her overseas management. wrote
colorfully about their travels and through his notes an
;mage of the woman emerges:

Mrs. Coolidge took most of the musicians A.yith her
on her travels. SIi invited friends, celebrities. 'Ind
critics of ail nations to attend her concerts. and nat-
urally they were her guests in the most luxullous
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IGOR STRAVINSKY IN REHEARSAL, NEW YORK 1935, DURING HIS

second American visit. Stravinsky's ballet, Apollo Musagetes,
and his Sonata for Two Pianos received their world
oremieres in the Coolidge Auditorium. In 1935, with violinist
Samuel Dushkin, Stravinsky himself performed a program
of his own music at the Library of Congress.

hotel She preferred to live surrounded b creatne
and performing artists and by Lose am' affectionate
friends. The arrival at the hotel of that tall l she was
almost six feet]. spectacled lady. followed by a reti-
nue of twent or thirty persons. most of them armed
with musical instruments. was impossibly funny. The
hotel was thus taken b a,sault by the cosmopolitan
company. ss hich was looked on with a certain amaze-
ment bs other travellers who were not a part of it.
... She is a woman of really phenomenal physical
constitution: although she herself was never tired.
her guests well often completeh exhausted. I loweer.
the feeling of admiration and gratitude created een-
%% here by this ext-aordinin woman was such that
gatherings alw ass ended in general and nois gaiety.

The Coolidge overseas tours of 1931 began in
Moscow. but "we hardly saw anything." the energetic
patron recalled. "They tooK us like convicts to the con-
certs and back again." But the next stop. Budapest.
was quite a different story with riumerois dinners, teas.
and receptions interposed among the musical programs.
Like the Berkshire concerts. the programs overseas were
generally open to the public and highly successful.
"There was scarcely one seat left in the music acade-
m):s VI; hall on Friday evening." ollserved a Budapest
newspaper about the opening chamber music festival
concert on October 17. 1931 Featured on this con-
cert were Malipiero's Ritrovari for elecn instruments
with its "strange and fascinating juggling of tone col-
ors." as one critic noted: the Concerto for String Quo-

:et and Orchestra by the prolific Swiss composer. Coma::
Beck; and the String Quartet No. 3 by the roininent
Hungarian composer and folk-music scholar. Laszlo
Lajtha.

A Coolidge prize- winning composition. the Lajtha
v.as played for the first time by the Roth Quartet. Th.:
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following evening included music by the Ciech com-
poser Bohuslav Martinu. the Russian Serge Prokotiev.
and the foremost German composer of his generation.
Paul Hindemith. Hindemith's Konzermusik for piano.
brass, and two harps. given its world premiere at 1
Coolidge festival in Chicago the previous year. impressed
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MRS. COOLIDGE AT THE AMERICAN PREMIERE OF BENJAMIN BRITTENS

opera Peter Grimes produced at Tanglewood during the
Berkshire Festival in 1946. To the left is the composer.
Elizabeth Coolidge, then aged eighty-two, is shown wearing
the hearing aid she used during her later years.
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ENTRANCE TO THE "SALA COOLIDGE," AN ADDITION TO THE HOME

of Gian Francesco and Anna Malipiero in Asolo, Italy. The
hall, a gift from Elizabeth Coolidge, was especially
constructed for the performance of chamber music.

4-"W"rnel
1

PIANIST RUDOLF SERKIN MADE HIS AMERICAN DEBUT WITH VIOLINIST ADOLF BUSCH IN THE

Coolidge Auditorium in 1933. The photo is inscribed: To Mrs. Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge in memory of our first sonata evening in America, in
gratitude,

Rudolf Sorkin
Adolf Busch
May 23, 1933

one reviewer as if the celebrated composer would have
his 'fun' in some parts only to bluff the audience (epater
le bourgeois)... But to Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge.
Hindemith's universal maxim could well have been her
own: "People who make music together cannot be
enemiesat least not while the music lasts.-

In addition to the European festivals. Coolidge-
sponsored chamber music series were held in Honolulu.
Mexico City, San Juan, and in American cities across
the nation. The unique festival in Mexico in 1937
comprised works by composers from North. Central,
and South America. Among the composers representing
the United States were Walter Piston. Roy Harris, Roger
Sessions, and Aaron Copland. Enthusiastically, Copland
wrote to Elizabeth Coolidge on July 26 that the con-
certs gave the musical life of Mexico a less provincial
aspect. On the whole.- he added "from my own
standpoint (which is that of a musician who has closely
followed the American and Mexican movement for the
past fifteen years). the most important aspect of the
Festival was the opportunity ... Ito view' the present
status of our own music. I came away feeling strongly
encouraged for its future.... Europe has little to teach
us in the matter of expert craftsmanship."

With flair and élan. Elizabeth Coolidge spread her

92

cause for chamber music to lite,allv thousands and intro-
duced important modern compositions to audiences that
might never have heard them otherwise. Her chamber
music festival in Chicago's Field Museum from Octo-
ber 12 through 16. 1930. comprised twenty-four works:
five were given their wol Id premieres and six were
heard for the first time in Americaall performed by
distinguished artists and ensembles.

But not only was modern music brought to life dur-
ing the Coolidge concerts. but the masterpieces of ear-
lier periods. as well. In 1935 the renowned Pro Arte
Quartet performed the full cycle of Beethoven string
quartets in five Belgian cities. On another occasion
the six Brandenburg Concertos of J. S. Bach were played
outdoors to an audience of 2.000 in Los Angeles. and
for yet another festival. the entire output of chamber
music by Johannes Brahms was performed as a series
of eight concerts.

But to most people who know the name of Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge. an impressive visual memorial imme-
diately comes to mindthe Coolidge Auditorium in
the Jefferson Building of the Library of Congress. For
in this ha!! individually scheduled concerts. Founder's
Day programs held on the date of Mrs. Q)olidge's birth,
festivals devoted to American music, chamber music
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series, retrospectives, and other programs all under- In a paper delivered in Cambridge, Massachussetts,
score the legacy of Elizabeth Coolidge and keep her when she was eighty-seven, Mrs. Coolidge recalls the
image vital within the nation's cultural life. genesis of her unique association with the government
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and ultimately the Library of Congress:

I came to realise that the activities begun on South
Mountain [Berkshire Festivals [ ought to be perpetu-
ated and that the best perhops the onlyway to do
that would be to institutionahie and impersona've
them.... Dr Putnam borrowed from the Smithsonian
Institution a delightful little auditorium in the Freer
Gallery, and there my Pittsfield pLyers opened a series
of three concerts which. later. led to the establish-
ment of the Coolidge Foundation.

The series of three Freer Gallery concerts held
between February 7 and 9. 1924. included the music
of Haydn. Beethoven. Waldo Warner. and Henry
Eichheim. whose "bewildering. modernist.' Oriental
Impressions contained passages of "grave. compelling
grandeur woven into its jagged chords. ... The applause
was a genuine tribute." added the critic. "The audi-
ence had 'caught on:- Among the artists performing
on this program were Harold Bauer. pianist. the French
flute virtuoso. Georges Barrere. and the Elshuco Trio
(William Kroll. Willem Willekc. and Aurelio Giorni).
its name derived from the first syllables of Elizabeth
Shurtleff Coolidge. That the concerts were well attended
is attested by the remarks of the Librarian of Congress.
Herbert Putnam. about the audience: "And it not merely
exhausted the chairs. but was even packed into the
corridors beyond:.

In 1925. the following year. the Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge Foundation at the Library of Congress was

tablished. endowed b% the patroness with the income
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PABLO CASALS AND HIS FIPaT WIFE, AMERICAN

singer Susan Metcalfe Casals, in 1922.



THE PRO ARTE QUARTET IN 1933, LEFT TO RIGHT: ALPHONSE ONNOU, LAURENT HALLEUX, ROBERT MAAS, AND GERMAIN :111tVOST.

from two substantial trust funds that ensured the library
an annual income of approximately $25,000. The gift
was to be administered by the Library's prestigious Music
Division, at that time under the supervision of Carl
Engle. Another Coolidge gift included $60.000 (later
increased to $94,000) for the construction of the audi-
torium, which was built in the courtyard of the Library
on the ground floor near the original Music Division.
Mrs. Coolidge also donated a three-manual Skinner organ
to the auditorium.

While the auditorium was described as plain, un-
decorated. and classical in structure, it reflected Mrs.
Coolidge's preferences for "severe and chaste beauty...
rather than "ornate display'. and her aims to present
programs "not with a view for extravagance for its own
sake:- but to give precedence to "considerations of qual-
ity over those of quantity: to artistic rather than eco-
nomic values: and to opportunity. rather than ex-
pediency:. The hall's acoustics were highly praised. But
most important. Elizabeth Coolidge had her the
Berkshire Festival has, found a permanent home in the

nation's capital. And America witnessed a unique
melding of government, private philanthropy. and the
arts. In the words of Samuel Chotzinoff of the Dieu,
York World:

Music slipped into the national capital tonight. It went
safely past the Mint, ducked the Treasury Building,
skirted several other hard-boiled. unromantic govern-
mental edifices and, aided onl by the benignant glow
around the dome of the Capitol, found what I believe
will he a lasting refuge in the Library of Congress.

The five concerts that made up the premiere series
in 1925 offered a rich and varied repertoire. For her
opening concert on October 28. Mrs. Coolidge paid
homage to her country bv highlighting the works of
three American composers: Charles Martin Loeffler's
Canticle of the Sun for voice and chamber orchestra
directed by Frederick Stock, conductor of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra: Frederick Stock's Rhapsodic Fan-
lasr for chamber orchestra: and Frederick Jacobi's Two
Assyrian Prayers. for voice and chamber orchestra.
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THE NOTED AMERICAN COMPOSER, WALLINGFORD RIEGGER, RECEIVED

the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Prize during the Berkshire
Fastival of 1924 for his setting of Keats's La Belle Dame
sans mere for four solo voices and chamber orchestra.

The next morning an all-Beethoven program was
presented. while the evening concert focused on the
music of English Renaissance and Baroque composers
still a relatively unique genre of music for most Amer-
ican audiences in the 1920s. The English Singers of
London and harpsichordist Lewis Richards were the
featured artists. and in the audience of luminaries from
both government and the arts was another Coolidge
(unrelated to the patroness)Mrs. Calvin Coolidge. wife
of the president of the United States. The final two
programs on October 30 ranged from a sonata la chick'
by Antonio Caldara to the music of Schubert. Debussy.
Pizzetti. and Howard Hanson. The Loeffler. Stock.
Pizzetti. and Hanson works were Coolidge commissions.

The quality and variety of the Coolidge Foundation
drizes, commissions. premieres and overall repertoire
are extraordinary indeed. Details surrounding the more
than sixty years of musical activitie., at the Library of

ERNEST BLOCH, SWISS-BORN AMERICAN COMPOSER, WHOSE SUITE

for Viola and Piano won the Berkshire Prize in 1919.

Congress alone would fill a hefty monograph. But even
selected highlights are impressive. The following are
only a teN of the important works commissioned by
the Coolidge Foundation and given their world pre-
mieres at the Library of Congress:

Apollo illosagdec, ballet. Igor Stravinsky. 1928
String Quartet No. I Serge Prokofiev. 1911
String Quartet No. 5. Bela Bartok. 1915
String Quartet No. 10. Darius Milhaud. 1910
String Quartet No 7. Quincy Porter. 1911
Viola Quintet. Roy Harris. 1941
Sonata for two pianos. Igor StraN msky. 1941
Appalachian Spring. ballet. Aaron Copland. 1914
/krynkade. ballet. Paul Hindemith. 1944
Cinque Parole. Gian Francesco Malipa ro. 1950
String Quartet No. 4. William Schuman. 1950
Piano Quartet. Aaron Copland. 1950
The Unicorn. the Gorgon and the Maniicure.

madrigal ballet. Gian Carlo Menotti. 1956
Bomarzo. cantata. Alberto Ginastera. 1964
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ETHEL LEGINSKA, ENGLISH PIANIST, COMPOSER, AND CONDUCTOR,

organized the Boston Philharmonic Orchestra of 100 players
and served as its conductor. An admirer of Elizabeth
Coolidge, she composed and performed several works for
chamber ensemble.

Ancient Voicev Children, George Crumb. 1970
Nantucket Sonso, Ned Rorem. 1979
Ode to Ileni v Purcell, VI\ ian Fine. 1985
Oedipuc illenineltal. David Raksm. 1986

Many significant American premieres took place in
the Coolidge Auditorium also: Rhapsody No. 1 by Bela
Bartok and a complete programconsisting mainly of
American premieresdevoted to the works of Paul
Hindemith with the composer as iolist. Noted art-
ists. too, made their American debuts under the aus-
pices of the Coolidge Foundation. such as the Adolph
Busch Quartet and the Pro Arte Quartet from Belgium.
On April 27. 1933. the great Austrian pianist. Rudolf
Serkin. made his first American appearance playing
sonatas by Bach. Beethoven. and Reger with violinist
Adolph Busch in a Coolidge Auditorium festival con-
cert. "Mr. Serkin." noted a reviewer. "has a reputation
that is rising at home and abroad. His face and figure.
which might he that of a nervous. aquiline, tousled
\Dung Mahler, made amusing contrast to the sturdy
and slightly stolid aspect of Mr. Busch. 11e played with
a wide range of toneat will penetrating. high- colored.

... Within memory few had heard so restful
a performance of a sonata by

But the Coo!idgc concerts had their men orable inno-
im e touches. too. such as the performance of

liomenico Cimarosds The Secret Marriage (1792) by
the Jui!liard School of Music in I933a first for the
city of Washington. The press (Alec] the 1929 festival
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ELIZABETH COOLIDGE WITH MEMBERS OF THE COOLIDGE QUARTET.

The first violinist William Kroll (second from left), not long
after this photograph was taken in the early 1940s, formed
his own quartet named after him. In 1942 he was awarded
the Coolidge Medal for services to chamber music.

ONE OF MRS. COOLIDGE'S FAVORITE PASTIMES WAS AN AUTOMOBILE

ride. In the car with her are members of the famous Pro
Arte Quartet of Belgium. Known for their polished
performances of modern music in Europe, the Pro Arte
made their American debut during the first Coolidge
Festivals at the Library of Congress.

a "season of curious contrasts." however. John Jacob
Niles and Marion Kerby sang Kentucky Mountain songs
and black folk music. and "the first attempt to intro-
duce modern jazz. into chamber music" took shape within
Nathaniel Shilkret's creative arrangement of N. C.
Handy's "St. Louis Blues" for chamber orchestra.

Just as novel to Washington ears in 1929 was the
orchestral transcription by Wolfgang Graeser of J. S.
Bach's Art of the Fuque interpreted by the Philadel-
phia Orchestra under the direction of Leopold Stokowski.
"We are dazed," said Musical America's A. Walter
Kramer. who felt nineteen uninterrupted fugues a pon-
derous musical journey for the Library of Congress audi-
ence. So did Mrs. Herbert Hoover. "who graced the
festival for the second time." continued Kramer "I
wonder what her thoughts were when she listened to
100 minutes of fugues. She will probably not be the
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MEMBERS OF THE COOLIDGE QUARTET, NAMED AFTER THEIR SPONSOR. LEFT TO RIGHT: WILLIAM KROLL, NICOLAI BEREZOWSKY, VICTOR
Gottlieb, and Nicolas Moldavan. During the 1938-39 season at the Library of Congress, the Coolidge Quartet played
thirty-five concerts under the sponsorship of the Coolidge Foundation.

most inveterate attendant at these festivals in the future."
But the Coolidge Auditorium concerts continued to

draw audiences that filled the hall and shared exciting
moments of creativity with the century's greatest art-
ists and composers. On Coolidge's eightieth birthday.
October 30. 1944. Aaron Copland's Pulitzer Prize-
winning ballet. Appalachian Spring. was given its pre-
miere. Like the other two ballets on the program
Milhaud's Pax de Primemps and Hindemith's
Herodiade the Copland work was commissioned by
the Coolidge Foundation and choreographed and danced
by Martha Graham. John Martin. critic with the New
York 7imes. noted that, while the tone of Ilerodiade
was somber. that of Appalachian Spring was "shining
and joyous." "On its surface." he added. "it fits obvi-
ously into the category of early Americana. but under-
neath it belongs to a much broader and dateless category.
It is. indeed, a kind of testimony to the simple fineness
of the human spirit.... Copland has written the fullest.
loveliest and most deeply poetical of all his theater
scores."

Among the Coolidge papers at the Library ut Con-
gress are the correspondence, production information,

scripts. and other materials relating to the genesis of
the great ballet and the roles of Copland. Graham.
Coolidge. and Spivacke in its creative development. In
these fascinating documents we experience the felici-
tous melding of legend. poetry. motion. and music into
a unified artistic adventure. "This is a legend of Amer-
ican living." wrote Martha Graham in the script she
sent to Copland:

It is like the bone structure. the inner frame that
holds together a people. ... There will be moments
of dramatic urgency. of conflict and roguish side by
side with moments of lyric awareness of simple things
of living. There should be a sense of countryside.
fields. dear relationships. and the usual in the life of
the people.... I have used quotations from the Bible.
not in any religious sense so much as in a poetic
sense.

From the logistics end, we learn that Copland found
the work best expressed through a chamber orchestra
of thirteen players: a double string quartet. one double
bass, one piano. and three woodwinds ("flute, clarinet
and bassoon, probably-1. While a small ensemble was
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THE BARRERE ENSEMBLE, BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL, 1921. LEFT TO RIGHT: GEORGE BARRERE (USUALLY GEORGES BARRERE), PIERRE MATHIEU,

Santiago Richert, Louis Letellier, and Fred Van Amburgh.

used for the Coolidge Auditorium premiere. a tull orches-
tral version was preferred for later productions. such
as the Tanglewood performance conducted by Serge
Koussevitskv on July 28. 1946.

The legacy of Elizabeth Coolidge lies not only in
the Foundation and the concerts, which have ken broad-
cast live since 1933. but in the comprehensive collec-
tion of original manuscripts that she presented to the
Library of Congress. Among these holographs are more
than two hundred works dedicated to Coolidge or
commissioned by the Coolidge Foundation works of
Ravel. Britten, Poulenc. Copland. Schoenberg. Webern.
Stravinsky. and many, many others. These valuable scores
offer rich resources for the study of modern music.
But of the thousands of Coolidge materials in the Library
photos, scrapbooks. programs. clippings. scoresnothing
tells us more about the creeive spirit than the corre-
spondence. Throughout her long lifetime. Coolidge
corresponded with virtually hundreds of the century's
most important musical figures. And through these
letters, we are pros ided with provocative glimpses of
their lives and feelings. their hopes. dreams, commit-
ments. failures, joys. and griefsand their dedication
to Elizabeth Coolidge.

Of special interest is the large coil ..un of corre-
spondence between Mrs. Coolidge and Frank Bridge.
the British composer whom she supported throughout
most of his professional life. The letters are filed in
more than twenty-five thick folders and range from
1922 to 1950. Similar lifelong financial support was
given to Gian Francesco Malipiero and his wife: more
than thirty years of correspondence documents
Malipiero's musicological achievements as editor of the
complete works of Claudio Monteverdi in a massive.
multivolume set, as well as his own liffe as a composer.

Many letters in the Coolidge Collection are poignant
and deeply moving. In a twelve-page letter to Mrs.
Coolidge from Ernest Bloch dated September 5. 1920.
for example. we share the despondency of a composer
struggling to stay alive, to create, and to be understood:
"And you have to go forward. ... and to suffer and to
help and to give." Bloch writes. "And we receive too
often. as reward. ingratitude and misunderstanding. I But
ve. must I...believe in the sun when surrounded by
night and darkness.-

For Martha Graham. her ability to move ahead was
in a large measure due to "the knowledge that you
believed enough in me to award me these works." as

A01
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THE BUDAPEST STRING QUARTET, WASHINGTON, 1946. LEFT TO RIGHT: JOSEF ROISMAN, EDGAR ORTENBERG, MISCHA SCHNEIDER, 4ND BORIS

Kroyt. As quartet-in-residence at the Library of Congress from 1938 to 1962, the Budapest performed frequently in
the Coolidge Auditorium.

she wrote to Elizabeth Coolidge in early 1944. "I feel
It made me work with greats assurance than ever below.
I felt in some sense 'grown up' ... I feel that you
gave me a freedom by your gesture of belief in me that
I can never quite thank vou for because it is a gift of
life. the inner strength to go on

But Elizabeth Coolidge had her own special spirit
and inner strength. Well into her eighties, she contin-
ued to plan and manage her concerts and other musi-
cal activities. perceptively and intelligently, even in the
face of heart strain and increasing loss of hearing. She
was often bold and inventive: a1ways sympatheti:: and
sensitive. As Gustave Reese. the noted musicologist
wrote. "I lir judgement is sharp. I ler inherited talents
and her acquired culture account for the artist in her.-

Even in her seventies she was a "bundle of imperi-
ous energy,- according to the American violinist and
conductor. Henri Temianka. And one of the most sig-
nificant impresarial ventures she undertook in her later
years was helping her friend. Mrs. Herbert Hoover.

x'12

establish the Friends of Music at Stanford University
in Californiaan organization that brought Milhaud,
Bartok. Ralph Kirkpatrick. the Pro Arte Quartet. and
many other great arti.as to the university and surround-
ing communities in the 1930s and 1940s.

At age eighty-five Mrs. Coolidge wrote to Ethel
Bridge. widow of Frank Bridge. that her news was
"always the same. namely: a vacillation between cham-
ber music and chamber great grandchildren. of whom
there are already five and two more due this winter. I
gave six concerts in Berkshire during July and August
... and we 'tre now saving our resources to celebrate
the 25th anniversary of the Coolidge Foundation in
Washington:*

Mrs. Coolidge's composer friends had their own fond
images of her, too. Frank Bridge likened her to "a cir-
cus horsebackrider" with 500 horses pulling at the reins
in her hands: Roy I Barris called her "a god-mother fairy
myth- whose international benevolence had become
"woven into the warp and woof of the texture of the
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THREE PROMINENT MUSICIANS WHO PERFORMED OFTEN' FOR

Coolidge concerts, either individually or in ensemble:
Barret., the French flute virtuoso; Carlos Sakedo,

and composer; and the cellist HOMO Britt. As a
, the group toured extensively in the United States.
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THE KNEISEL QUARTET, DECEMBER 22, 1917, NEW YORK. LEFT TO RIGHT: FRANZ KNEISEL, WILLEM WILLEKE, LOUIS SVECENSKI, HANS LETZ.

American musical scene.- She possessed a characteris-
tic wit. joie de vi% re. and a perpetual optimism that
kept her going even in the face of severe financial strain.

Mrs. Coolidge's inheritance by the terms of her father's
will was about one million dollarsnot particularly
imposing. especially when one considers that between
1931 and 1933 her income was reduced drastically.
The governments in Chicago and Cooke County,- she

wrote bitterly to Frank Bridge. "are so insufficient and
muddled that they do not collect their taxes even enough
to pay their employees: much less to pay the interest
due on their bonds, in many of which my trustees have
invested and most of which are apparently being de-
faulted.- While she was forced to cut hack on her con-
tributions, she never discontinued them. In 1953 she
suffered a severe stroke and a, !(I in Cambridge.
N.assachussetts, on November 4 a the age of eighty-
nine.

Throughout her lifetime Elizabe h Coolidge was the
recipient of many awards and honors. In recognition
of her remarkable campaign on behalf of chamber music.
France awarded her the medal of the Legion of Honor

and Belgium presented her with the Order of Leopold
and the Order of the Crown. She also received several
honorary degrees from American universities and col-
!eges, such as Yale. the University of California. and
Mills. Smith, Mt. Holyoke. and Pamona Colleges.

But sometimes the grandest tributes are the sim-
plest. On her eightieth birthday the Library of Con-
gress presented EL '-th Coolidge with an album of
more than five hundro. signatures of prominent peo-
ple whose lives she had touched in various ways. Inside
the album was inscribed: "Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge
has done what none before her had found the means
to do -she has given the music on the shelves of the
Library a living voice and let the people hear it." A
loving gift in return for an enduring gift of love.
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Massachusetts, in 1921. Left to right: Ernest Hutcheson, pianist; David
Stanley Smith, composer; Willem Willeke, cellist; Oscar Sonneck, the first
chief of the Library's Music Division; and Efrem Zimbalist, violinist.
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HE ELIZABETH SPRAGUE
Coolidge Auditorium in the
Library of Congress has
seen its share of notable
concerts. Be Ll Bartok and
Josef Szigeti gave: their first
joint American concert at
the Coolidge Auditorium,
a concert that, in its re-
corded form, has made
many lists of the Hundred
Great Recordings. The
auditorium has presented
first performances of
works including Stravinsky's
Apollon Musagete, the
Bartok Fifth String Quar-
tet, Gian Carlo Menotti's
The Unicorn, the Gorgon,
and the Manticore, and
George Crumb's Ancient
Voices of Children. Yet

when the history of the Coolidge Audi-
torium is told, one date stands out clearly
above all others: October 30, 1944,
when Martha Graham and her company
danced the first performance of Aaron
Copland's Appalachian Spring.

MARTHA GRAHAM AND ERICK HAWKINS

performing the meditative ending of
Appalachian Spring. Left, the first page
of the short score of Aaron Copland's as
yet untitled ballet. Note that the optimistic
dating "(1943)" has been changed to
"(1943-44)."
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HAROLD SPIVACKE AND ELIZABETH SPRA

conference.
I IN

Appalachian Spring the music. the dance, the %cry
phrase hate sunk deep into the American conscious-
ness. And the tact that the tvork was commissioned by
the Fluabeth Sprague Coolidge Foundation in the Library
of Congress has been held up as an example for gov-
ernment ,at olyement in the arts. A great composer is
commissioned to do a work for a gre..t choreographer.
and America is enriched by the result.

In reality it was not that simple. The commissioning
of Appalachian Spring invoked missed deadlines, broken
promises. and last-minute substitutions. The principals
in the drama of the commissioning must often have
felt that thet were creating an object-lesson in the folly
of government involvement in the arts rather than a
work that would serve as a symbol of America. And
Appalachian Spring is not the only work involved in
the story of October 30, 1944: in all. the story involves
significant works by five important composersSamuel
Barber. Carlos Chavez, Aaron Copland, Paul Hinde-
mith, and Darius Milhaud.

The vicissitudes of the commissioning of Appala-
chian Spring arc amply documented in lie correspond-
ence in the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Collection of
the Music Division of the Library of Congress. Much
of the correspondence is good reading as well as good
cultural history: two of the waiters, Aaron Copland
and Martha Graham. were distinguished letter writ-
ers, and Harold Spivacke, though hampered by the fact
that as Chief of the Music Division of the Library of
Congress he bore an official weight, could manage when
appropriate a style only slightly inferior to theirs. We
will try here to tell the story of the commissioning of
Appalachian Spring in uocuments, and in two parts,
The part told in this volume of the Performing Arts
Annual will take us from the initial idea for the com-
mission through the end of 1943, when the project
seemed to be in irreparable disrepair.

The correspondence started in May 1942, with a
suggestion by Erick Hawkins, a major American dancer
then dancing with Martha Graham (he was to create
the role of the Husbandman in Appalachian Spring),
that Mrs. Coolidge commission works from Aaron
Copland and Paul Hindemith for Martha Graham and
her company and sponsor the first dance performance
of these works.' He seems to have kept this suggestion
a secret from Martha Graham herself: in her letter of
August 2 she speaks as though she has no idea that the
suggestion for such a program had been the idea of
anyone but Mrs. Coolidge herself. But perhaps Miss
Graham was being careful.

Late in May Hawkins followed up hi.; suggestion by
sending Mrs. Coolidge a book on Martha Graham. Mrs.
Coolidge replied somewhat cautiously. in the first hit
of correspondence relating to the commission that sur-
vives in the Coolidge Collection:

at
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Hotel Continental
Cambridge. Mass.

Ma% 29. 1912

Mr. Erich' Hawkins
66 Fifth /Venue
Non York City. N.Y.

I wish to thank vou for sending me the hook about
Miss Graham which reached me safely.

In reply to your suggestion. I will sin that the
idea would appeal to me t'ery strom7,1% it I here not
at present limited in my possibilities for such com-
missions as you suggest. I will. howeter. keep the
letter in mind and discuss a future possibility for
some such work on the part of the Coolidge Founda-
tion in the Library of Congress ... In the meantime.
perhaps you know that the Coolidge Foundation is
sponsoring a series of Summer open air concert% in
Washington, among which Miss Graham will
appear ...

On June 16 Mrs. Coolidge followed this letter with
a second letter. which accepted Hawkins's suggestion
but in the process almost killed the project before it
was born:

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

Since receiving your first letter. I hate communicated
with several composers who have asked me to com-
mission them in various ways. inquiring from them
whether they would be interested in such a work as
you suggested for Mks Graham. Among those who
have answered are X-- and Y---. either of whom
apparently would be delighted and well equipped to
write a dame.

I am writing this because I must consider two
things. The first is. I cannot offer more than $500.00
for such a composition: and the second is that I could
not guarantee the performance of such a work after
its completion: but, on the other hand. it would give
me great pleasure to contribute to so fine an artist
as is Miss Graham. and I feel sum that if it were
successful, she would not lack opportunities to pre-
sent it under other auspices.

You may he disappointed at my thought about
commissioning artists who are far less famous than
the ones you mentioned. namely. Copland and
Hindemith: but I believe you would also sympathiie
with me in desiring to help along less well known
composers. whose works would receive splendid pub-
licity by being performed by Martha Graham ...

Dust and ashes! X and Y were composers
of respectable stature. whose names were well-recognized
in the 1940s and whose music can still be listened to
with pleasure (X-- is the compiler of a ballet. based
on themes of a nineteenth-century composer. which
still holds its place in the repertory); but what Hawkins
hoped for from Mrs. Coolidge was the chance for once
to get a score from an absolutely first-rank composer.
Composers of lesser rank would happily write for Miss
Graham, looking forward to the "splendid publicity"
they would get (and many a composer of the 1930s
and 1940s is now remembered entirely for his score
for Martha Graham); but Miss Graham had never been
able to turn herself loose on a work of a major com-
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poser written especially for her. The whole point of a
Coolidge commission would he lost if it were to become
"just another gig.-

At this point Harold Spivacke. Chief of the Music
Division of the Library of Congress and Mrs. Coolidge's
principal ad% isor. came to the rescue of Hawkins's origi-
nal idea. Spivacke wrote the following on June 22 to
encourage Mrs. Coolidge to accept Hawkins's suggestion:

I am delighted to learn that you are interested in the
possibility of commissioning a composition for Martha
Graham ... I must confess, however, that I am not
%%bor. in sitipathy with the choice of composers
for this work. I do not believe that either X or
Y will produce anything very significant in this
form. X work in the dance has been more or
less limited to the more conservative ballet work.
whereas Miss Graham's art is definitely modern and
creative. I understand what you meant when you wrote
to Mr. Hawkins that you would prefer to aid some-
one by giving, him a commission which would enhance
his reputation rather than commission someone who
already enjoys great popularity. I should think, how-
ever, that this would lead you to choose some young
composer rather than a mature composer who may
not enjoy a great reputation because his work may
not merit it As far as the money goes, this is a
secondary matter because I happen to know that all
composers are more interested in the honor of hav-
ing you commission a work for them and I feel cer-
tain that you could get men of greatest reputatior
like Hindemith or Copland mentiied by Hawkins,
or even Schoenberg or Milhaud to write something
for $500 ...

Mrs. Coolidge seems not to have replied directly to
this letter. She was planning to move to Washington
during the next month (in fact she moved on July
19); perhaps she wanted to talk to Dr. Spivacke directly.
But at any rate, there was from this point on no turn-
ing back. Mrs. Coolidge was to commission two major
composers to write dance works for Martha Graham.

Martha Graham and Mrs. Coolidge met for the first
time in late July in Washingtonduring the "series of
Summer open air concerts" mentioned in Mrs. Coolidge's
first letter to Erick Hawkins. During this meeting Mrs.
Coolidge mentioned her intention to commission a set
of works for Martha Graham. Miss Graham responded
enthusiastically to Mrs. Coolidge's suggestion. The next
day the wheels began rolling in earnest:

July 23, 1942

Mr. Aaron Copland
American Music Center
17 East 42nd Street
New York City

Dear Mr. Copland:

Although I may be a little premature in writing to
you before Dr. Spivacke addresses you officially, I

am allowing myself the pleasure of asking you if you
would accept a commission of $500. to be applied to
the writing of a music score for a new dance pro-
gram for Martha Graham ... I spoke to Miss Gra-
ham about this yesterday and she was highly delighted
in the hope of cooperating with you, and I need not
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tell you how much pleasure it would give me to receive
an affirmative response.

The occasion for which I am planning this %%ork
(together with one or two other similar commissions)'
%% ill he the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the founding of the Pittsfield Festkals,' which
I hope will take place in Pittsfield in September,
1943...

May 1 hear from you in are of the Foundation in
Washington? And, in the meantime. please belic%e
me to he

Always most sincerely and
appreciatively yours.

Eli/al-mil Sprague Coolidge

Aaron Copland's reply combined enthusiasm with a
proper deference to Martha Graham:

Box 104
Stockbridge, Mass.
July 31.1942

Dear Mrs. Coolidge:

Thank you for your letter and for the offer of a com-
mission for a Martha Graham dance score. I am,
in principle, happy to accept. I have been an admirer
of Martha Graham's work for many years and I have
more than once hoped that we might collaborate. It
particularly pleases me that you should make this
possible, and also that I should be invited to take
part as composer in celebration of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the historic Pittsfield Festivals.

However, this being a stage work, I think it would
be wiser for me to contact Miss Graham before
definitely committing myself. For example, I ought
to know the subject matter of the dance piece, how
long it should be, set for how many instruments,
how soon it must be ready, etc. ... As soon as these
details are arranged, I shall write to Dr. Spivacke in
order to formally accept the commission from the
Foundation.

In the meantime, please accept my appreciation of
your extraordinary efforts for contemporary music
in our country, and my sincere thanks for being invited
to take part in the celebration of your unique
contribution.

Yours most cordially.

Aaron Copland

On August 2, Martha Graham wrote Mrs. Coolidge
from Bennington, Vermont, starting an exchange of
letters that deserve to be quoted in extenso:

Bennington College
Bennington, Vermont
August 2nd, 1942

Dear Mrs. Coolidge.

I cannot tell you how happy I have been over the
events of Washington. I had had a premonition, a
very strong one, that I was on the verge of a circum-
stance. Sometimes we have those strong directions
to our heart and they prove to he vital to future



plans.

I am glad that the performances %xclit so well and I
am happy that on liked them. for I feel that on
did. You have been a name to me for so long. a
name that was a force for faith in creative effort
And when I niet you it was as though' we had niet
before. Then when %011 told me our plan I realized
that this was not only a -first- for me but for Amer-
ican dance as well. lb my know ledge this is the first
time that a commissioning of works for the Ameri-
can Dance has ever happened. It makes me feel that
the American dance has turned a corner, it has come
of age.

So you can see what this has meant to me. I have
dreamed of this happeningand now it has happened
to me. In several ways the struggle has at times been
pretty terrific. There is the magnitude of this act
itself and then there is the symbol that it stands for.
I have told no one as yet except Louis Horst. the
pianist. Even my company does not know it because
I wanted to have your permission to tell them when
).oti are ready after you have released it or when
you see fit, or give me permission to do so. I do not
know the procedure that you usually follow in such
matters. I do understand. however, that it is subject
to many things: war. money condition, perhaps oth-
ers. I will bear that in mind.

The two composers you have chosen are very excit-
ing to me. [At this point the "two composers" seem
to have been Copland and Villa-Lobos.] I could not
have asked for a more wonderful choice. I hope that
I can do something worthy of their music.

I do not know what you usually do about the script
for dance action. etc. I thought perhaps it might be
well to tell you a little of how I have worked up to
this point. I have always chosen my subject when I
was asking a composer to write for me. I submitted
to him the idea and a det. ed script, not of the dance
steps. etc.: but of the idea and the action. The rea-
son I have worked this way is that I find I only do
things well when I can feel my way into them as a
dancer. I have done those things only that I could
feel and understand, not in a verbal sense. perhaps.
but in my medium. my instrument. my body. I am
certain that you understand that, but I thought I should
ask you about the script now. It usually takes me
some time to prepare so I did want to talk to you
soon. I wanted to know whether I could go ahead
and think about the scripts, prepare a little draft to
submit to you. and ask your opinion. Of course I
realize that alt this would have to be sympathetic to
the composer as well. So when you have thought of
this will you let me know? I could send you a script
that I have done for another time, that is next win-
ter. and you could judge how I have worked.

I have come back to work with new vigor. I am
preparing my programs for the fall. I shall not dance
until November but I work slowly. I remain here
until the fifteenth of August when the summer school
closes. Then I rest for a little. There is a great flurry
of activity on our Ve -mont hilltop this summer. We
have no festival but we are all working and Erick
Hawkins is working on some new dances to add to
his own program of dances. We all feel more respon-
sible to work harder in this grave world than ever
before. Perhaps there must be more life more intensely
and magically used at this time to meet the tragedies
of destruction.

I hope you do not mind that I write to you on this

machine. I The letter is typewritten.] They tell me
that im handwriting is so hard to read and I know
that ton are a very busy lady.

It has been such a great privilege to meet you. I
hope that I can work well. With deep thanks to you
for youi faith and your generosity and great courage
in all things.

Martha Graham

(On August 7 Harold Spivacke wrote to Aaron
Copland. offering him a definite commission to write
a work for Martha Graham.)

August 8. 1942

Miss Martha Graham
Bennington College
Bennington. Vermont

My dear Martha: (I am taking the liberty of calling
You thus, for I. too, feel that I have known you much
longer and more intimately than is the fact. and I
am sure you will not mind.)

I am glad to tell you that Aaron Copland has
accepted our commission for writing a work for you
under certain conditions, one of which is that he
should learn from you just what you have in mind,
how much time it is to occupy. what instruments,
etc. I have therefore asked him to get in touch with
you. and wilt do" the same to you. giving you his
addressBox 104, Stockbridge. Massachusetts. It is
my thought that, as we are planning to have other
works on the program, the piece should not occupy
more than half an hour at the outside. and I also
wish it to be composed as true chamber music, which
is to say for an ensemble of not more than ten or
twelve instruments at the outside. This, it seems.
would be the most appropriate and beautiful work
for such an occasion as ours and I should therefore
recommend a small orchestra with one instrument
of each kind, both wind and string, with piano.

You speak of showing me the script. I am going
to ask you not to do this for I feel that your judg-
ment with his will result in something much more
perfect than anything I could suggest, and, as your
medium is somewhat foreign and new to my experi-
ence. I don't think I could express any opinion of
value. So please go on with the work and make what-
ever suggestions you agree to.

I have commissioned him unqualifiedly to write
the work. but have been obliged to leave open the
possibilities of performance (as I did with you) until
we know a little more definitely just what our resources
and possibilities will he. What I most hope for and
intend is that the Coolidge Foundation should give a
Festival in Pittsfield, thus linking the original Foun-
dation with its highly developed successor The only
reservation which I have made in regard to subse-
quent performances is that the right of such per-
formances should be the Foundation's for a year. which
merely means that we should give our permission
a--fl that you should make a notice of such permis-
.,,on for such performance. Of course, you may be
sure that the oftener and the more widespread this
work will be presented, the better pleased shall we all
be.

Now I come to another point. Upon a good deal
of subsequent consideration. I have come to the con-
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elusion that a commission to Villa Lobos would he
exceedingly impractical. involc ing. as It would. the
necessity of long distance communications Ilemeen
you, himself, and ourselves. I think it would be prac-
tically impossible under the present dangers, condi-
tions of travel and communication, to arrive at any
satisfactory result. although. as you know. he was
one of our first choice's' as a composer. Under the
circumstances. if you will permit it. we shall ask Mr.
Hindemith in place of Villa Lobos. I am somewhat
doubtful as to whether he will be willing to accept
such a fee as is possible to the Foundation. and if
not, we will turn elsewhere. But let us hope for the
best. I am sure that you will agree to this proposal.
for in Mr. Hawkins first letter to me his was one of
the first names suggested.

May I ask you to show this letter to Mr. Hawkins
as I have not time to reply to his last pleasant note.'"
vthich. after all, was about you and your work. Please
thank him for it and ask him to consider this as a
reply to him also.

I am so pleased at your happiness over your Wash
ington experience. My daughter and I were equally
so. It was a great pleasure not only to become
acquainted with your art, but to know you personally.
Please believe that I am

Very sincerely and cordially yours,

Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge

Martha Graham 66 Fifth Avenue New York
August 12. 1942

Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge
Music Division
Library of Congress Washington. D.C.

Dear Mrs. Coolidge:

I am so glad to have your letter. and I love having
you call me Martha. I am still living on the excite-
ment of the Washington happenings, although I have
been working very hard on my new piece which I
will present in New York sometime before Christmas.

I have had a letter from Aaron Copland. He was
very happy to be asked by you and he asked me cer-
tain questions which you have stated alreadythat
is, what the work would be like, what time it would
occupy, and also what arrangement could be made
for the performing rights. I am writing to him at
once, giving him an idea of what I would like to do
and what I can do financially about the performing
rights. As soon as I hear from him I shall let you
know.

I very much appreciate your trust in me regarding
the scripts, so I shall just go ahead with the com-
poser and we will both do our best to make it a real
festival and as gala as possible. I hope it can be given
in Pittsfield, as you suggest. There is a senti nent
abort the place linked with your name which so many
of us touching music and dance in the world hold,
and we are really very grateful to Pittsfield as the
place where it was started.

I understand and of course conform with your desire
that the right of all performances should be the Foun-
dation's for one year and that I should make notice
when I wish to give a performance and to ask per-

Hi

PAUL HINDEMITH, LOOKING VERY "INDEPENDENT." YET HIS SCORE FOR HeRODIADE WAS

ultimately to save the Graham dance program.

mission to do so. As you say. I hope I shall have to
ask and ask and that there may be many performances.

I am very happy that the pieces should be com-
posed as true chamber music 'hat is. for an ensem-
ble of not more than ten or twelve instruments. That
is the kind of orchestra I feel can be so rich, and a
work written for such can be so imaginative. I should
like to talk with Aaron Copland about his ideas as
soon as the script is finished, but always with your
recommendations and your desires in mind. I agree
with you that a small orchestra with one instrument
of each kindboth wind and stringand piano seems
a perfect combination.

Regarding Mr. Villa-Lobos, I can see the difficul-
ties c,f working with him on a composition in that it
would have to be done at such long distance. I had
hoped. however, that we could have him as his music
has always excited me and interested me as a dance
possibility. It is so different from anything we have
in this country, so rich in a regional sense. But if
you feel we are taking great risks, due to c ,editions
of trawl and difficulties of communication, then I
fed we should consider another choice. although, as
you know, when you spoke of him I was completely

1.1 'A
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CARLOS CHAVEZ WHOSE SINFONIA DE ANTIGONA SUGGESTED TO MARTHA GRAHAM THAT

he would be an Ideal composer for her Medea.

in accord with you. Naturally I am disappointed but
I believe your decision is a wise one. Of course it
could be done, but it would mean the use probably
of microfilm to transport the score, and of course
that might not be possible for him.

You suggest Mr. Hindemith. and that choice is
almost equally as exciting in its possibilities. I don't
know Mr. Hindemith but I understand he is quite
independent. He might not he willing to accept the
commission either because of the fee or because he
might not know me. which is more likely. but I should
be very happy to have him do a score. In the event
of his acceptance I could go to see him and talk with
him. or if he is in doubt and would like to meet me.
because I feel certain he has never seen my work. I
should be glad to go to see him. In case Mr. Hindemith
refuses. I am sure vou could find someone else who
would do a beautiful workperhaps some such per-
son as Carlos Chavez whom I do know.

I have given your letter to Erick Hawkins. as you
asked. and I feel he agrees with what I am writing to
you at this time. I shall remain here for two weeks
probably, or until about the first of September. work-
ing. Mr. Hawkins will also remain. If it were neces-

sary or possible for me to see Mr. Hindemith could
conceivably go sometime during this rime or imme-
diately after the first of September

Please give my best wishe, to Dr. Spivacke. I hope
your stay in Washington ha:, not been too pot. And
as always I am deeply grateful to vou. and send my
love

Martha Graham

The name of Heitor Villa-Lobos, leading Brazilian
composer of the first six decades of the twentieth cen-
tury. shows up nowhere else in the correspondence con-
cerning the Coolidge-Graham commissions. It is probable
that, despite Miss Graham's crediting Mrs. Coolidge
with suggesting Villa-Lobos, the composer was in fact
Miss Graham's suggestion.11"It is also possible that Mrs.
Coolidge's reluctance to commission Villa-Lobos had
more behind it than a concern for "the necessity of long
distance communications": Villa-Lobos had a reputation
of sometimes being difficult to deal with.

Whether this was so or not, Mrs. Coolidge read
between the lines of Martha Graham's letter of August
12 her reluctance to deal with the "quite independent"
Paul Hindemith. It was Carlos Chavez rather than Paul
Hindemith whom Mrs. Coolidge wrote on August 25,
1942, offering him a commission "to write a piece of
dance music to be interpreted by our leading American
dancer, Martha Graham, in September or October of
1943."

Carlos Chavezof the writers quoted in this article,
only Chavez himself and occasionally Harold Spivacke
granted his name the ornament of its accentwas in
1942 the best-known living Latin-American composer.
Today he retains his reputation as a principal Mexican
composer. Martha Graham had been impressed by his
Sinfonia de Antigone, of 1933 based on the story of
Antigone and hoped for a similar masterwork on the
story of Medea. Chavez seemed an ideal choice for a
commission; yet the commission given him was to cause
more trouble than the entire remainder of the Graham-
Coolidge collaboration. In the end they would find
themselves turning to the independent Mr. Hindemith
to supply a work to substitute for the work they had
asked for from Chavez.

But these troubles were still in the future. On
November 4, 1942. Martha Graham wrote Spivacke
telling him of her happiness and giving some hints of
her ambitions for the program:

I feel that the whole thing is slightly unreal. It seems
a dream that Copland and Chavez should be doing
something for me to dance. As a matter of fact I can
think of little eke than the plans for it.

I am finishing a script for Mr. Chavez. It is almost
ready and I should have it off in two or three days. I
hope he will feel that it is something he will like to
do ... All I can say in a few words about it is that it
is definitely not Mexican as that is something I should
not presume to do. But I hope it will have some of
the beautiful native strength of this place in it.

I have talked to Aaron Copland. We had w nice talk.
I feel that I have something he may like to do, judg-
ing from his conversation. That will be finished a
little later than Mr. Chavez' script because of the
matters of distance and the difficulzies that arise from
correspondence.
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Thank vou for e%erything %ou have done to make
this all possible .. I do want this to be an event. I
mean by that a dtstinguislud pertormanie and an emo-
tional event for the audience. I leel that the point of
such an anniversary is one thing and then that it conic
in the midst of war makes the responsibility greater.
I should like to feel that it meant something to the
people who come to See it. a definite warm living thing
in the face of so much else that is not. I feel that at
this time the sheer physicality of dancing has a magic.
that all virtuosity has a courageous place when there
is so much death over the world. I keep thinking of
Don Quixote and his-

-The thing that really matters is to lose one's
mind for no reason at all-.

I hope it will be something perhaps with that kind
of important reason for the heart.

With best wishes.

Sincerely.
Martha Graham

The fact that the planned program came "in the midst
of war" caused one change in plans even before the end
of 1942: it was decided to give the program in Wash-
ington rather than in Pittsfield. The concerts given in
Pittsfield in the summer of 1942 had been less well
attended than usual because of the difficulties caused
by gasoline rationing. As early as October 5 Mrs. Cool-
idge was feeling dubious about giving so special a pro-
gram in Pittsfield; on November 12 Dr. Spivacke made
a suggestion that was to capture for the Library of Con-
gress one of its proudest moments:

1 hate to say this but our experience in Pittsfield would
seem to indicate that it is unlikely that a successful
festival can be run there next September. Instead why
don't we plan to produce the two dances which we
have commissioned in the Library of Congress at your
next birthday concert on October 30? We might even
plan a repeat performance or a very small festival at
that time.

On November 27 he was able to write

I am delighted with your agreement to my proposal
that the dance program be held in the Librar% next
October 30 and I think your suggestion that we ttme
one or two other programs at the same time is excel-
lent. After all there is no reason why the twent%-fifth
anniversary of your start in chamber music work
should not be celebrated in Washington instead of Pitts-
field. As a matter of fact I can think of many reasons
why Washir:,ton would be preferable even if there
were no war to hinder the Pittsfield Festival.

Spivacke did not elaborate on the "many reasons":
he had won the Martha Graham program for the Library.
Now it was time to turn his and Mrs. Coolidge's atten-
tion to other projects while the creators produced their
works. After all, the "very small festival" was still eleven
months away.

Notwithstanding Mrs. Coolidge's request in her let-
ter of August 8 that Martha Graham not send her scripts
of the two ballets, there are copies of the scripts drawn
up both for Chavez and for Copland in the Coolidge
Collection. These scripts were not sent by Graham until

September 1943, when it seemed unlikely that Mrs.
Coolidge would see anything of these dances but a script
for a ver), long time: and the script for Copland repre-
sents a revision not made until July 1943. But here.
at the beginning of the year 1943. when all the parties
involved in the commissioning relaxed and tended to
other projects. would be a good place to consider the
scripts.

Each script begins with an introduction describing
the purpose of the dance. This is followed by a list of
characters, with each character described in detail. Then
there follows a one-page "outline of action" giving the
sections of the dance with an indication of the length
of each section. Finally there is a detailed description
of the action of the dance.

The script for Chavez bears the title Daughter of
Colchis, explaining that "COLCHIS was the barbaric
land from which MEDEA came." Graham's script
explains her view of this archetypal tragedy:

This is a legend of emotional conflict.
The legend concerns a MAN and a WOMAN.
The MAN is led away from the WOMAN

by a dream in the guise of a MUSE.
The WOMAN is dominated by a FURY.
The PASSER-BY is the spectator, the chorus ...

The relationship between this script and the score
finally written by Chavez is complex. Chavez's music,
published in the form of a suite from the ballet, bears
Martha Graham's title in Spanish translationLa hija
de Colquide. Graham, however, found it impossible to
dance her script to Chavez's music and substituted
another script, entitled Dark Meadow. Thus the Chavez-
Graham ballet bears two titles.

The script for Aaron Copland bore no title at all: or
rather it bore the title "NAME?" Its characters and inci-
dents differ in several details from those in the final
version of Appalachian Spring: in particular it involves
itself with an attempt to reflect the effect of the out-
break of the Civil War upon the idyllic Pennsylvania
landscape of the opening. But with all its differences
from the work as it finally appeared. the note the script
sounds is the note that Copland was to catch in a music
which resonates the conviction of Graham's words:

This is a legend of American living.
It is like the bone strvcture. the inner frame that holds

together a people.
Some things happen to our mothers and some things

happen to us, but they all happen to us.
These happenings flow from generation to generation

and they are our possessions and we are familiar
with them.

This has to do with living in a new town, some
place where the first fence has just gone up.

The different parts and different characters span a long
time length and do not fit into any period of history.
In that sense there is no historical development. It
should happen as such memories flow through our
hearts ...

I have used quotations irom the Bible. not in any reli-
gious sense so much as in a poetic sense. There are
certain people who think in Biblical terms and inci-
dents. To them the everyday happenings bring to
mind similar happenings from the Bible ...12
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It should all by theatrical chum, add up to a sense of
place.

And for all the dtlelences in the script it is alie.id% pos-
sible to recognize one of the great moments in Appa-
hicbidn Spring. In the section "MOMENT OF CRISIS,-
Martha Graham describes "a scene of great restlessness.
It need not be a definite picture of anxiety or have any
of the exact feeling of war time. But there is a tension
... All of the movements should seem to be about to
break into a flaming scourge at any moment . After
giving the details of this section Graham describes the
next part of the dance:

At the moment of greatest tension when it seems that
the whole thing will become a scourge of %olence
the DAUGHTER breaks the spell.

She begins to dance in some simple way something
like a song. any kind of song. perhaps just a lyric breaks
the dramatic accumulative spell of the other dance
of the women. This lyric sense gradually stops the
tide of the other. As it does the nature of It changes.
It becomes more like a psalm in its ecstatic quality ...

Copland was to find that "something like a song, any
kind of song" in the Shaker tune "Simple Gifts.-

In April 1943, Harold Spivacke sent routine letters of
inquiry to Martha Graham and Aaron Copland asking
about the progress of the commissions. He had just
talked with Chavez in person. On April 6 he reported
to Mrs. Coolidge:

I had a long chat with Mr. Chinel about the work
for Martha Graham and suggested the accompaniment
of a not-too-large chamber group. preferably under
twelve pieces. I have also written both to Miss Gra-
ham and to Mr. Copland but have not heard from them
as yet. As soon as I do. I shall get in touch with you.
It seems that Martha Graham has just finished her
script [presumably the one for Copland I just re-
cently ...

On April 8 he forwarded to Mrs. Coolidge a letter
from Chavez which suggested that things were proceed-
ing smoothly:

April 3. 1943
My dear Mrs. Coolidge:

I have just returned from a short visit in the United
States in which I had the chance to speak with Dr.
Spivacke and Miss Graham in regard with the com-
mission I have received from the Coolidge Foundation
in the Library of Congress.

Miss Graham prepared a script which I discussed
with her in some detail. Also. I had a conversation
with Dr. Spivacke and we agreed on the question of
instrumentation.

Miss Graham desires to begin working on the cho-
reography very soon and I intend to deliver my score
by the end of this month or before. I have already
been working on it and it is progressing very well ...

Five days later Spivacke finally heard from Aaron Cop-
land. Copland's letter was on the stationery of the Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Inc. Studios, where he was working on
a film score:

I 1

Dear Harold:
Your letter. sent to Stockbridge. lust reached me

out here. Since I tdn t heard from Martha Graham
in several months. I was going on the assumption that
the idea of a ballet was in abeyance. Your letter now
brings the whole thing to lite again.

When I last saw her in New York. she promised
to send me a scenario which we could discuss. That
was about Christmas time and I haven't heard from
her since. 'There follow some business details.] There-
for, as far as Miss Graham goes, everything is set.
except that I have nothing to work with, until she
produces a scenario suitable to us both.

Because of the job I have out here. doing the score
for a picture called The North Star. my time will be
pretty much taken up until the middle of June. How-
ever. I can probably sneak in some work on the bal-
let nevertheless. I assume that the performance date
is still planned for late September.

[There follows a paragraph on business matters.]
My suggestion is that you write to Miss Graham.

finding out the present status of her scenario, and
then let me know how the whole matter stands.

Best greetings to you!
Aaron Copland

If Harold Spivacke was perturbed by the news that
Copland "hadn't heard" from Graham, his letter of reply
showed no traces of this. Surrounding a paragraph which
concerned the business aspects of the commission was
a first paragraph which joked about his missending of
his previous letter to Copland ("Somehow you move
around too fast for me.") and a final paragraph show-
ing his interest in Copland's current work:

When THE NORTH STAR reaches our movie thea-
tre, you may rest assured that we shall stand in line
with the rest of them to obtain tickets."

The whole letter is vintage Spivacke: the bureaucrat
demonstrating to the man of the arts that the govern-
ment cares for his music and envies him his adventur-
ous life.

On May 3 Spivacke was able to tell Mrs. Coolidge:

I have at last heard from Martha Graham" that she
has finished the second scriptthe one intended for
Aaron Copland. As I told you previously. Carlos Chavez
is already working on his score and expects to have
it done in a few weeks ... I am still planning the
presentation of these two new ballets on October 30
here in the Coolidge Auditorium. I still think that
we can build a small, inexpensive but still very sig-
nificant festival around this performance ...

On the same day he wrote to Aaron Copland. reassur-
ing him about the forthcoming script from Graham and
beginning a discussion of the instrumentation to be used:

I phoned Miss Martha Graham a few days ago to
find out what had happened to the new work. She
tells me that she has just finished the script for you
and will sent it to you immediately. In this connec-
tion. I should like to Qay a few words about the pos-
sible accompaniment. As you know, Carlos Chavez
is writing a new ballet for the same performance,
which we hope will take place on October 30. He is
scoring his work for a small group of eight instru-
ments. I believe that he is using string quartet, four



woodwinds, and double bass. It is not essential that MARTHA GRAHAM AND ERICK HAWKINS IN APPALACHIAN SPRING.

you do as he is doing, of course, but I hope that you
will agree to write for a small chamber combination ...

Copland answered on May 10:

Dear Harold:
Ell be waiting with much curiosity to see Miss Gra-

ham's scenario. It hasn't arrived as yet, however. Em
also glad to see that the date of the premiere is as
late as Oct. 30 now. Don't be concerned about the
number of musicians. There is no difficulty on that
point since it's being taken into account as early as
this. The type of musical instruments needed will
depend on the nature of Miss Graham's scenario. Ell
try to stick to Chavez' choke of instruments as far
as practicable ...

Slightly less than a month later Copland answered
another letter of Spivacke's, reassuring him about Gra-
ham's script, asking about instrumentation, and ending
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wit an important announcement.

j WIC S. 191 i
Dear Itinild:

Thanks Ix ).our letter of the 2nd. I received the
script from Martha Graham and like It very much,
on the whole. I've written to her. suggesting a tew
changes.

. . . if yo- can find out from Chavez what instru-
ments he is ,...Mg, that would be a help.

I think I have my first theme!
Best greetings to you.
Aaron

Spivacke's answer, written June 15, is a fine example
of the impresario's talent for applying pressure gently
and humorously:

Chavez wrote me some time ago that he is using flute,
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, first violin, second violin, viola
and cello. I do not want to hold you to exactly the
same instruments but it would of course be a great
help to us if your accompaniment were for approxi-
mately the same group. Erick Hawkins was here
recently and expressed a little fear at Chavez's com-
bination, thinking it should have some percussion or
at least a piano. I do not agree with him on this but
you may.'s

... I am glad that you already have your first theme.
I gather from my composer friends that this is often
the hardest part of the work, so I shall assume that
the whole score will Ix completed soon. Have you
any idea when we might expect it?

Whatever may have been Spivacke's real hope of
receiving the music for the commissions "soon"
Chavez's score, promised by the composer for the end
of April, had not yet showed upplans for the dance
program on October 30, 1943, were going at full speed.
Martha Graham had visited the Coolidge Auditorium
on May 26 to see the place where she was to dance.
Spivacke had sent her a floor plan of the stage of the
auditorium for the convenience of her scene designer.
Letters on matters of budget flew back and forth be-
tween Mrs. Coolidge and Dr. Spivacke. And on June
25 Spivacke wrote Martha Graham with an exciting
prospect:

I have had informal conversations with one of the exec-
utives of the Metropolitan Opera Company and am
pleased to report that they are interested in a general
way. They cannot consider a regular week's perform-
ance but might be able to consider the engagement
of your ballet to produce these modern works on eve-
nings when they have short operas ...

But where was the music? On July 21 Spivacke sent
telegrams to Chavez and Copland asking each composer
when the Coolidge Foundation might expect a copy of
his score. Chavez cabled back on July 30 that the first
half of his score was done and would be mailed the next
week. (It wasn't.) He promised the full score by the end
of August. Copland's answerstill on Samuel Goldwyn
stationerywas more ominous:

July 21. 1943
Dear Harold:

Two days ago I sent a long letter to Martha Gra-
ham'" and was just about to write to you when your
wire arrived. I can easily ur tand your anxiety about
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the score, but the situation was too complex to be
taken care of in a wire.

I wrote to Martha because I had just received the
final version of the scenario. As I think I pointed out
to you, I had suggested certain ch. -ges in the fit st
version she sent me, and she promised to make them.
Then there elapsed about a six week interval. She real-
ized, of course, that the delay was serious because of
the pressure of time, but couldn't make the revisions
any sooner. The new scenario is an improvement, and
I wrote her my acceptance.

In the meantime I was at work on the score, and
have perhaps a third done. If I had nothing to do
between now and Sept. 1st but write the ballet, I
wouldn't hesitate to promise it for that date. But
through a series of unforeseen incidents, the picture
score I contracted to do is just now getting under way.
In another week I shall be in the midst of itand
there are a lot of notes to write!

Martha wrote that the Chavez score is still not in
her hands. Knowing him well, and the heavy season
he has in Mexico at this time, I can hardly hope that
his score will arrive soon, giving Martha something
to work on until I am ready. As you probably know
he is famous for getting things done at the last pos-
sible moment.

In view of all this, I told Martha I thought she ought
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THE FIRST PAGE OF CHAVEZ'S PIECE, WHICH HAS SOMEHOW BEEN

metamorphosed in the writing from Daughter of Coichis
to "Cuarteto Doble." This negative photostat, in a
copyist's hand, is the only form in which the Coolidge
Foundation received Chivez's manuscript. We are also
providing a positive print for the convenience of our
readers.

to write to you with the idea of finding out whether
there was any chance of postponing the performances
until Spring. I was very reluctant to make the sugges-
tion, and only did so because I thought we could all
do ourselves greater justice if we took a few more
months time.

As I see it, if the postponem it is out of the que.
tion. I can let Martha have about half the ballet to
work on during the first weeks of September, and will
finish up by Oct, 1st. This is on the assumption that
the movie score will be out of the way by Aug. 31st.
By "score" I mean piano reduction, from which I later
make the instrumentation. In my case the instrumen-
tation comes last, and all I can say is that it will be
ready in time for orchestra rehearsals.

There is one other detail that hasn't worked out
as I had hoped. Because of the nature of the scenario
I have decided that tne best possible instrumentation
for my ballet would be piano and strings. In the case
of the premiere that could mean piano and double
string quartet. Since you have a flute and clarinet lot
the Chavez anyway, I may decide to add those two
instruments. This means an addition of five players
to the Chavez group, and I hope won't cause too much
upset in the finances.

I hope this gives you a clear picture of the set-up.
Let me know what is decided as soon as you conve-
niently can.

Greetings.
Aaron

This was indeed serious news, and the reflections
on Chavez's habit of procrastination given in the fourth
paragraph was perhaps the most serious news of all.
Spivacke immediately sent Mrs. Coolidge a copy of
Copland's letter, with the remarks:

This is most discouraging. It would be putting it
mildly to state that I am very much worried. I am
loath to yield to Copland's suggestion for a postpone-
ment until spring. I had myself set August 1 as a
deadline long ago. By this I mean that if we do not
at least have Chavez's score by August 1, I do not
think we should attempt a ballet performance and
that we should begin to plan something else for Octo-
ber 30. I am not afraid of staying up netts at the
last minute to prepare for the performance, In peace
time I could almost guarantee a fine presentation
but with war conditicns coming, it may be better to
be more cautious. Since you have had so much expe-
rience with such matters in the past. I should very
much welcome your advice ..

Mrs. Coolidge's advice, given in a letter dated July
24, was in the subjunctive moodshe clearly still hoped
that the Chavez score would come in on time. But it
makes no attempt to hide her displeasure:

I do not wonder that you are troubled by the Gra-
ham program ... I am particularly sorry for Martha's
sake, for she does not appear to be to blame ... I had
in mind to offer the medal" to both Chavez and
Copland, but if they both fail me in this I shall have
no reason to do so.

Martha Graham, also, was becoming worried. Up
to now she had avoided writingshe was busy with
her summer season at Benningtonbut on July 27
she wrote the first of a series of letters to Harold
Spivacke that document her increasing anxiety. The
letter starts with thanks for Spivacke's negotiations with
the Metropolitan, and goes on to give details of her
work at Bennington. Then she turns to the main con-
cern of the letter:

I am beginning to be very anxious about the Chavez
and Copland works. I have had no word from Chavez
but have written him and am wiring him tonight. I
do know that Aaron is in Hollywood and had a let-
ter from him this week which I answered at once ...

There follows an extensive quotation from Aaron
Copland's letter to Martha Graham, giving details on
his progress in composing his score. Here is the start
of Copland's letter as transcribed by Graham:
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Dear Harolds

Thanks for your letter of the
2nd. I received the script from Martha Gra-
ham and like it very much, on the whole. I've
written to her, suggesting a few changes..

I assume we are now all set, since your
letter clears up our "business" arrangements,
ant": is satisfactory to me. If you have oc-
cult* to write Miss Graham, please tell her
that I have no intention of holding her to a
minimum or maximum of ten performances during
the fir.% year, but only to the "usual" 1115,
performance fee whenever she performs the
ballet on her own.

I shall assume that the premiere date
is October 30th unless I hear to the con-
trary* Mose be sure to let me know if there
is any OM., as the more time I have the
better.-A1ops if you can find out from Chavez
what instruments he intends using, that would
be a help.

I think I have my first theme!

Best greetings to you.

I have sketched out the musk as far as the end of
the lyric interlude. The courtship scene is finished,
but that is all that is. Everything is still rough. The
opening scene, however, is almost done. I was going
well for awhile, and then suddenly bogged down. I
don't know why. Your new script has been a help,
and I hope to get started again. Right now I am con-
cerned about the time limit. My score for the pic-
ture is still not written because of innumerable delays
...'m through no fault of my own. But I am about to
launch into it in earnest, and very much fear that
there won't be time for the bal:2t once I get started.

If this was discouraging news for the completion

the score, the continuation of Copland's letter, containing
the same warning as his letter to Spivacke of July 21,
was even more ominous. Here is the continuation of
the letter, again as transcribed by Graham for Spivacke:

I am also worried about the Chave,. score. He is now
in the midst of his music season in Mexico, and how
he will find time to finish the score I do not know.
He is well known for getting things done at the last
possible moment. What's to be done? I really think
that you should give serious consideration to the pos-
sibility of postponing the performances until sr. mg.
Has the thought crossed your mind?

of And how do you think Harold Spivacke would react?

L22
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so there may still be time. I don't mean to say that if
absolutely necessary I can't get the score ready in
time ...''' but at best it would be a hectic business.
and 1 should prefer to take my time and do the best I
can for you. From your angle f';o I should think the
time element is very pressing. Mull this over in your
mind.

The quotation of this section of Copland's letter was
Martha Graham's way of passing of to Spivacke Cop-
land's suggestion that the nrogram be postponed. Gra-
ham continues to transcilue Copland's letter. giving
his reassuring close:

In the meantime I shall keep going. I would prefer
not to send isolated scenes. but you can have as much
as is ready by the middle of September. How much
that is is hard to say now. because so much depends
on how difficult the movie job turns out to be. Cer-
tainly it ought to be half or more.

Graham then continues her letter on her own. giv-
ing her reaction to Copland's suggestion of a post-
pc,nement :

I wrote at once saying that I was eager to go through
with it as scheduled. saying that it was arranged for
Mrs. Coolidge's birthday and that there were other
plans that involved New York performances that I
could not .Prit. about at the time ...

Graham goes on to excuse Copland"I was later in
getting him the final script and I sent him a second
version of it which he seemed to like much better"
but details the hardships on her company of not being
able to be certain about Chavez. This leads to an appeal
to Spivacke:

I am not wanting to bother you too much and I
am in no sense despairing. But I wonder if you can
do anything to hurry Chavez or at least get some
definite answer from him as to the time we can have
the score? I know you have done all this but perhaps
if you prod him once more it might help.

On July 31a mere day before Spivacke's deadline
for going forward with the plans (a deadline Graham
did not know about)Graham was at last able to report
to Spivacke that she had heard from Chavez:

Dear Mr. Spivacke:

At last I received a wire from Carlos Chavez this
morning. I was about to get a little desperate. This
is the contents of the wire:

"First half score already finished will be airmailed
next week to Spivacke Library of Congress-" the rest
not later end of August Kindest greetings. Carlos
Chavez."

At least that is some definite news if it only means
what it says. I wrote to him at once saying that I was
so anxious to begin and that there were some plans
for future performances. "You see there are plans
afoot and if we do not get this done in time they
have a large chance of falling through. It involves
future performances So you see I am worried about
time." Also ...2' "I do hope you will send the last
par of the score by the end of August as I want to
have the entire picture of it by hearing the conclusion:.

Of course this makes it difficult because I have
people to whom I am committed but that will have

r0 De au rIgni. 1 snail work on some thing elSe and
try to plan costumes and all details so that I can
work with no interruptions when I do receive the
music. I do plan to stay on here [Bennington College'
until the 21st of August unless something unforeseen
develops. How long do you think it will be after you
receive the work before I can have it? Also will you
please drop me a line when it arrives so that I can
stop feeling apprehensive?

The scripts will arrive this week. There has not
been anyone to copy them in the rush of the gradua-
tion activities here. But that is over today.

With best wishes to Mrs. Spivacke and tc you.

Sincerely.
Martha Graham

At the end of this letter Graham added in longhand
(incidentally demonstrating the truth of her remark to
Mrs. Coolidge that her handwriting is "so hard to read")
a brief postscript:

Perhaps you would drop him a little note saying I
am very anxious to b-...gin. I think that would have
great weight. Please.

On August 10ten days after his "deadline"Harold
Spivacke wrote Mr:: Coolidge again:

Shortly after I wrote you last week. I received another
telegram from Chavez saying that half the score would
arrive here before the end of the week (last week) and
the other half in September. To this day, I have heard
nothing further and have received no score. I believe
that we must make a final decision at the present
moment. I do not believe that we can undertake to
nresent the dance program on October 30 even if
we do obtain the scores now. It is much too late and
the difficulties cf organizing anything during war-
time would make the project too dangerous. For this
reason I should like to recommend a postponement.
I do not recommend that we cancel the commissions.
Chkez really has no excuse because he has had Martha
Graham's scenario about half a year now and him-
self promised to deliver the score by the end of April.
Aaron Copland. on the other hand, has some excuse
because in that case Miss Graham was a little slow
in getting the script to him ... At any rate. what I
am now recommending is that we grant to the com-
posers a short extension of timelet us say until
December 1and try to present the dance program
later on this season ...

At the same time Spivacke answered Martha Gra-
ham's letter of July 31, informing her that Chavez's
score had not been received by the Library and giving
her the news that he, Spivacke, had written Mrs.
Coolidge suggesting a postponement of the program.

Mrs. Coolidge's acquiescence in the postponement.
given in a letter of August 12, was grudging indeed:

I am as distressed as you are that our plans made so
long ago are still held up by the irresponsible artists
with whom we have tried to cooperate. I do not know
what to say about the postponement. for it seems to
me that we cannot afford so expensive an outlay.
except for some special occasion. and I know of no
such special occasion unless we postpone it for a whole
year. It has occurred to me. however. that our pro-
posed festival might occur in April instead of Octo-
ber. but I fear we could do very little more than to
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BENNINGTON COLLEGE
BENNINO. ON

VERMONT

July 31, 1943.

Dear Mr. Spivacke:

At last I received a wire from Carlos Chavez this morning.
I was about to get a little desperate. This is the contents of the wire:

"First half score already finished will be airmailed next 'sleek to Spivacke
Library of Congress the rest not later end of August Kindest greetings."

Carlos Chavez.

At least that is some definite news if it only means what it says. I wrote
to him at once saying that I was so anxious to begin and that there wer
some plans for future performances . "Yon see there are plans afoot and if
we do not get this done in time they have a large chance of falling through.
It involves future performances. Co you see I as worried about tine."
Also.. "I do hops you will mend the last part of the score by the end of
August as I want to have the entire picture of it by hearing the conclusion."

Of course this mikes it difficult because I have people to
whom I an committed but that will love to be all right. I shall work on some
thing else and try to plan costumes and all details so that I can work with
no interruptions when I do receive the music, I do plan to stay on here until
the 21st of August unless something unforseen develops. How long do you think
it will be after you receive the work before I can have it? Also will you
please drop me a line when it arrives so that I can stop feeling apprehensive?

The scripts will arrive this week. There has not been anyone
to copy them in the rush of the graduation activities here. But that is over
today.

With beat wishes to Mrs. Spivecke and to you,

Sincerely,

I4/
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1943, with the following postscript: "Perhaps you would

drop him [Chavez] a little note saying I am very anxious

to begin. I think that would have great weight. Please."



give the two performances of the Dance. I shall have
to leave this decision to N o u and Dr. MacLeish ...

Hatold Spivacke's answer. written on August 16,
suggests that in conversation Mrs. Coolidge may have
proposed an even more radical solution to the prob-
lems of the embattled dance program:

Dear Mrs. Coolidge:

Thank you for your letter of August 12. Atter
careful consideration and a short conversation with
Mr. MacLeish. I think it would be very unwise to
cancel the commissions for the dance program. I shall
write to the two composers and say that we must
have the music by December 1 but that we shall not
be able to tell them exactly when we can use it. Mr.
MacLeish also agreed that it would be a had policy
for us to cancel these commissions under any cir-
cumstances but simply to accept the works and pay
the men and decide later when we can present the
dances ... We can discuss the possible dates for the
presentation of the dances when you come to Wash-
ington.

Cancellation! There is no other suggestion in the
correspondence that this step was ever seriously con-
sidered. The letter that Spivacke sent to Martha
Graham on that same day mentioned merely the post-
ponement of the program. Indeed it specifically assured
her that there would not he a cancellation:

August 16. 1943

Dear Miss Graham:

It is with deep regret that I must inform yoi rat
we have decided to postpone the proposed dance pro-
gram indefinitely. As yet. I have not received a note
of music from either composer, but even if I got
them now, I should be afraid to tackle the thing in
such a short time. This does not mean that we have
given the thing up completely. Mrs. Coolidge hopes
that we can present the works this spring or next
fall ... We have not cancelled the commissions but
simply given the composers until December 1 to com-
plete the works. I mentioned this to show that we
intend to go ahead with it as soon as it is possible
for us to do so. I know this must be a great disap-
pointment to you but I can only assure you that I did
everything in my power to bring the thing about and
shall continue to do so...

Martha Graham answered this letter with her cus-
tomary brave courtesy:

August 19, 1943

Dear Mr. Spivacke:

Your letter came this morning. I suspected that it
would he something of the kind but it is needless to
say that I am terribly distressed about it. I had hoped
It could go through as scheduled. But I do know
that it would be almost impossible to get it finished
in time even though the score arrived from Mexico
at once. I am only afraid that he has postponed writ-
ing it.

I do hope that it does mean only a postponement.
It seemed to me that this was the beginning of some-
thing that could have great possibilities for so many

people working in the arts that concerned music and
the dance and the stage production of these works. I
had felt so strongly that there is an expression of
America that has never been presented id that this
was the start ... You do think it can be done if the
say- s come in? ...

Spivacke wrote immediately (August 24) to assure
Graham that he and Mrs. Coolidge still planned to
give the works. His letter gives a glimpse of the more
mundane problems of putting on an exceptional con-
cert in wartime:

I know that if you had to, you could probably pre-
pare this in a few weeks but our experience in engag-
ing musicians at present is such that I hesitated to
undertake the job. It is almost impossible to find good
woodwind players who are not in the service at pres-
ent. Furthermore it is really difficult to get parts cop-
ied. These are only simple problems compared to what
will probably arise once we start to stage these
works ...

Martha Graham answered on August 29 with a let-
ter which thanked Spivacke for his reassurance and
talked of her current plans. One of these plans bears
an ironic relationship to the Coolidge project:

I have already talked to Samuel Barber about a piece.
He is in the army in special services, I think there is
a possibility that he can do a short piece for me while
he is in Texas where he has gone to write some-
thing about the Air Force, I understand.

Samuel Barber did not, in fact, write a piece for
Graham in 1943. But it was Barber who finally in
1946 produced a usable score to the script Martha
Graham had devised for Chavez. Graham danced Bar-
ber's score as Cave of the Heart; the climactic section
of it, retitled Medea's Meditation and Dance of Venge-
ance, is one of the standard works of the American
concert repertory.

Graham's letter of August 29 also contained conies
of the scripts she had devised for Copland and Chavez.
A year earlier Mrs. Coolidge had asked Graham not to
show her the scripts; by now Graham probably felt
that Mrs. Coolidge deserved some sign of a return from
the work that she and Harold Spivacke had put into
the project. So far these typewritten sheets of paper
were the only results the Coolidge Foundation had seen
for over a year of labor.

On September 13 Mrs. Coolidge arrived in Wash-
ington, D.C., for her winter stay. (Spivacke duly arranged
for the train from Boston to be met by a wheelchair.)
Two days later Martha Graham made a gesture indi-
cating her discouragement with the delays the project
had encountered and reaffirming her gratitude for Mrs.
Coolidge's support. Despite Mrs. Coolidge's request of
August 8, 1942, that Graham not send her copies of
the scripts, Graham sent them to her with the explan-
ation: "I "ad hoped you could see these works in dance
form first but I realize that will have to come later."

In early October an event occurred which would keep
Mrs. Coolidge from giving much attention to her con-
ePrt series in general or the Martha Graham program
in particular: she was rushed to the hospital, where
she underwent a major operation for gallstones. It was
late November"well after the date originally set for
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the first Library of Congress performance of the Gra-
ham dances before the seventy-nine-vear-old Mrs.
Coolidge was allowed to leave the hospital

In late October the gloom that had overspread the
project was lightened by a letter from Martha Graham
to Harold Spivacke. Here. finally, was good news:

66 Fifth Avenue
New York I I. New York
October 25. 1943

Dear Mr. Spivacke:

I am quite excited. At last the moment arrived
when I heard some music. Aaron's. He came Friday
and played what he has written and it is very beauti-
ful. It is not finished but at least it is clear and defi-
nite in line and I can tell the quality of it. I like it so
very much and I know I shall be very stimulated to
work to it when I receive it.

I am sure this must be as good news to you as it
was to me. When I heard it was Aaron Copland call-
ing I literally fell to the telephone. He told me he
was writing you at once.

Her letter continues with a discussion of scoring.
Not knowing that Spivacke and Copland had already
corresponded on this topic she continues (same para-
graph):

I have only one worry and that is the orchestration
that he plans. It will sound very wonderful. I am
certain. but I worry about being able to use as many
different musicians. Aaron tells me that it can be
arranged for as few as two pianos or expanded to
large orchestra but I had hoped to keep the original
scoring intact as much as possible as I do feel the
single piano is not adequate. I said nothing to Aaron
about it as I do not know what scoring Chavez is
planning. Do you? I thought it might be handled
much better by you than by me but if you wish I can
do it.

I had tried to have my other works scored around
the same ensemble. I know that cannot interest a
composer but it would make planning easier. I am
very anxious to know about this as I hope to have
the Hunter Johnson work which I finished this sum-
mer [Deaths and Entre cesj scored for similar
arrangement so that if I can manage a little season
of say a week that I can vary my program around the
same instrumentation and have a sense of repertoire.
Don't you think this is a good idea? What do you
advise?

I plan to give a program here December 17th and
26th. I will give the Johnson and a new short piece
by Paul Nordoff. [Salem Shore] which I am at
work on. I felt it necessary to do some work now as
long as the other works were on the way still. Could
you let me know soon about the matter of scoring?
This week I speak of cannot happen until I have the
Coolidge works in performance" but I do want to
prepare. I hope we can do it in the spring. Do you
know any more on that score than before?

I have just heard in a roundabout way that Mrs.
Coolidge has been ill and has been in a hospital. Is
that true? If so I am so sorry and would like to write

to her and perhaps send her some flowers.2' Can you
tell me where she is and how she is and will you
send her my love when you write until such time as
I can tell her too. please?

With best wishes to you and thanks always for
your help.

Sincerely.
Martha Graham

Spivacke answered Graham on October 30the day
for which the Library of Congress performance of the
Copland and Chavez ballets had initially been sched-
uled. Spivacke was pleased to hear about Graham's reac-
tion to Copland's music (and relieved to hear that a
fair amount of the piece had indeed been written). He
would prefer that Graham rather than he write to
Copland about the scoring of his piece: "as the one
commissioning the work, of course, I hesitate to be
too strict." He passed on the news that Mrs. Coolidge
was recovering satisfactorily from her operation. His
letter closed with what had become Topic One of the
correspondents:

I simply cannot get any word out of Chavez but if I
do. I shall certainly notify you.

In early November Chavez finally broke his silence:

November 6, 1943
Dear Dr. Spivacke:

Just a few words to tell you that today I sent to
you by air express the score of the first parts of the
Cuarteto-Doble for Miss Graham. The complete score
will be finished and sent to you before the end of the
month.

Yours i.,..ry sincerely,
Carlos Chavez

This was good news. Yet what Chavez sent in fact
were fifteen pages of score in negative photostat,
representing only the first four of the eleven sections
of Martha Graham's script. Given his past perform-
ance, could Chavez's promise to finish the rest of the
scorethe nine sections remaining, including the main
conflict of the dance"before the end of the month"
be trusted? Nonetheless, Spivacke wrote back a cor-
dial letter of thanks. No further music came; instead a
letter from Chavez dated December 18 inc!dded the
following ominous promise:

I hope to send you some more pages in a few weeks ...
"Some more pages": no longer "the complete score."

Clearly the problems with Chavez were not at an end.
Hidden in the first letter was an even more serious
problem. The score for Martha Graham's script bar-
ing the soul of Medea had become a "Cuarteto-Doble"
an exercise for alternating string and wind quartets.
In the section of the work sent to Spivacke on November
6 there were exactly three measures in which both the
winds and strings played together: otherwise the piece
consisted of alternating sections for wind quartet and
string quartet, written in an abstract style which did
not suggest Colchis nor indeed Mexico City. When
Martha Graham finally heard the opening music of
the "Cuarteto-Doble" she responded, in a letter to Harold
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Spivacke. with something like despair:

I have the few minutes of the Chaves music. I had it
arranged for piano for rehearsal purposes. It is diffi-
cult to tell much about it as it is so small a part of
the wnole. Although I may have reason to change
my mind when the rest of it comes I do want to Ix
quite frank with you about it. The writing seems so
far to be in strict musical terms without stage aware-
ness. As I say I may have every reason to change my
mind when the music comes, I hope I may. Although
I feel it seems to have very little to do with the stage
piece as we talked of it. I do know that I can with
great concentration make a dance counter-point to
it. It is difficult to uo but I have done it and some of
my best work has been done in that way. But to do
this I must have all the music so that I can plan the
line carefully And I am afraid to expect any music
until I see it. I am certain you must feel the same
way. If he does not get it to us soon what shall we
do. give up the idea of a Chavez score or wait an indef-
inite period? I know that you have done all You can
do. But I think perhaps we can plan. Was the under-
standing with him that the first of December was
th? latest date to have the score in? You see it is a
yeti this month since he has had the script. And if
he does not finish it I would be more than willing to
start afitr?sh with some one else. The difficulty is that
would mean more delay. of course.'`'

So at the beginning of 1944 the project of giving a
dance concert with freshly commissioned works of major
composers choreographed by Martha Graham seemed
to be in disrepair: the works were unfinished, the chor-
eographer discouraged. the patroness recovering from
a serious illness. There was little indication that by
the end of the year the patroness's eightieth birthday
would be celebrated by the most brilliant musico-
dramatic evening the Coolidge Auditorium was ever
to see. It seemed that perhaps Graham. Coolidge. and
Spivacke had been following Don Quixote's advice
quoted by Graham early in the correspondenceand
losing their minds for no reason at all.-

Graham's letter to Spivacke continued:

I do have some of Aaron's music. I like it very much.
It is clear and open and very moving. I know he has
more finished than he has given me. I plan to begin
work tomorrow on what I have.

Doubtless Graham added this paragraph as consola-
tion to Spivacke for the bad news she had given him
in the paragraph before. But to a present-day reader
there shines through it the promise that all the effort
of the past year and a half would be amply repaid. An
American Eden was about to be shaped on the stage
of the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Auditorium.

Notes
1 Since we do not have Hawkins.% letter, st is impossible to he sure

that Hawkins suggested commissioning Copland and Hindemith spec it-
ically, rather than "composers of the caliber of Copland and Hindemith
We must infer the details of this letter from Mrs Coolidge.% replies

2 It was not until October 1912 that Mrs Coolidge noticed the
proper spelling of Hawkins % first name

i X was in his midforties in 1912. was 111%1 under fifty

4 This is the first indication in the correspondence that more than
two works might he couunissioned

5 Pittsfield. Massachusetts. had been the location of Mr% Coolidge.%
first festivals, starting with the first Berkshire Festisal of Chamber Mush

on Septembc r I() 18, 1918
6 Graham writes so though

Martha Gialiam would still hase remembered the bad old day,
when homograph, r, dit tated to the composer es 'r detail ot the dance,
entirek formulated before the bra note of mu SU. was written 'I chat
kin %I.% .% masterpieces. along with ohms a ballet of lesser stature, were
written to these procrustean specification%

8 Graham writes to 1w

9 Mr% Coolidge% carbon reads "and will to doubtless she corrected
her original. perhaps she cleaned up the syntax as well

10 flaw Ions% 'pleasant note' Is not in the Coolidge Collection
11 Another possible explanation for the sudden appearance of Villa-

I oho% in this correspondence Is bliarre enough to be suggestable only
in a footnote Mr% Coolidge. who %Val% seventy-seven at the time of the
conversation with Martha Graham which is the subject of Graham.%
letter of August 12, may simply have made a verbal slip in talking to
Graham, using 'Villa-Lobos- rather than 'Chavez' (Villa -Lobos and
Chase/ were by tar the two most famous south-of-the-border composers:
it was a Iskels slip to make I Graham would then have played along
with Mrs Coolidge's mentioning of Villa-Lobos as the composer, Cool-
idge would then have steered the correspondence hack to Chavez

12 The final version of Appalachian Spring makes no reference to
these Biblical quotations But many of them are from the first chapter
of Genesis, and the last of them is "IN THE BEGINNING GOD CRE-
ATED THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH" In 1947 Copland was to
write "In the Beginning." a setting of the opening verses of Genesis
for unaccompanied chorus and solo alto Perhaps these quot nuns found
resonances in his mind.

11 Harold Spivacke to Aaron Copland. April 15. 19 ti Copland's
score for The North Star, an excellent score with some premonitions
of Appalachian Spring (though no actual shared the:natic material).
was suppressed along with the film itself after World War II. when the
pro-Russian sentiments of the film became an embarrassment for Gold-
wyn A brutally reedited version entitled Armored Attack, occa tonally
seen on television and furnished on rental to those who attempt to rent
The North Star. does Justice to neither film nor score Thus the score
immediately preceding Copland's most popular score is one of his most
obscure

11 Apparently by telephone Spivacke sent a letter to Graham on
the %JIMe day he wrote Mrs Coolidge saving that he "enjoyed talking to
[Graham) the other day." giving her Copland's Hollywood address. and
saying that he looks forward to Graham's planned visit to the Library of
Congress presumably the visit she actually made on May 26

15 There is a piano, though no percussion, in the chamber version
of Appalat bran Spring

16 This letter is quoted at length in Martha Graham s letter to
I larold Spivacke of July 27, quoted in this article

17 The Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge medal for services to chamber
music

18 Ellipses in Graham's transcription of the letter.
19 Again, ellipses are '...haham.s
20 It wasn't
21 These are Martha Graham's ellipsis marks, not the present writer's
22 A carbon of a letter from Mrs Coolidge's secretary to Mr and

Mrs Wesselsold friends of Mrs Coolidgegives November 29 as
the date when Mrs Coolidge is to leave the hospital

23 That 1%. she is assuring Spivacke that she does not plan to do the
week of repertor she discusses in the previous paragraph until after
the Coolidge works have been performed at the Library of Congress

21 The Coo:idge Collection contains no note sent by Martha Gramm
to Mrs Coolidge during the latter.% stay in the hospital. But notes sent
to hospital patient% are notorious for disappearing amid the pressuros of
hospital housekeeping

25 .1 he Coolidge Foundation never did get the original manuscript
of the score To this day it owns photostats only

26 Martha Graham to Harold Spivacke, January 16, 1941

All ot tie illustrations are from the collections of the !Aran, .% Music
1)isision

WAYNI' I) SI URI UV is a referents librarian in the Librars.% Music
Dis mon I le has contributed articles on Victor Herbert. George Anthed.
and George Gershw in to the (lnar:er,11 of the I limn; of Con

and is turrenth editing the fourth movement of Charles Ives %
Fourth Ss millions.
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GEN. PANCHO VILLA, BETWEEN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

1914, preparing for the Beige of Torreon. His
uniform was probably given to him by Mutual Film.
Newsreel.

T ILIA

NORTH Of

THE DORI EH
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ON LOCATION
HE SPECTACULAR MOBILIZATION OF THE VILLIS-
ta army for its entry into Mexico City in December 1914,
together with the Zapatista troops after the expulsion of
President Carranza, was followed by internal dissension
among the revolutionaries, which weakened the Villistas.
This was the principal cause of their later defeats at the
hands of Alvaro ObregOn in Celaya during the first half
of 1915. That same year President Wilson's government
was being pressured to intervene in Mexico and put an
end to the disorder. According to author Berta Ulloa:

The North American government's attitude began
to change with the defeat of Celaya. Wilson confi-
dentially explained to Bryan: "there is a lot to think
about if it is certain that Carranza forces have defeated
Villa." And then the President and the Secretary of
State told the press that the "man in whom they had
placed their hopes for the pacification of Mexico could
no longer be considered as a decisive factor in the
revolutionary mo,ement."'

Ihis is a tommuation of the article With Villa in Moot o --On laxation
who h appeared in the 1986 Per looming Atli Annual and (mem! the esents
surrounding the Nleffitan Resolution from 1911 to 191 I a% they pertained
to the filming 01 the Battle of Ounaga, the taking of Gomei Palm in. the
siege ot 'Torreon. and the filming of The I fit 0 l'f/h,
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THE ROAD OF SORROW
From the Battle of Ojinaga period which
was described in the first part of this
article.

THE ROUTE OF THE ROAD OF SORROW FOLLOWED

by the Mexican refugees on their way to
Marfa, Texas, after the taking of Ojinaga.

126

"THE ROAD FROM HERE TO MARFA, THE NEAREST RAILROAD POINT,

is lined with federal deserters." Prints and Photographs
Division.

"THOSE WHO ESCAPED OVER THE RIVER LAST NIGHT ..." NEW YORK

Sun, January 12, 1914.
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MEXICAN REFUGEES TRAVELING THE SIXTY-SEVEN-MILE ROAD OF SORROW FROM PRESIDIO

to Marfa. This may be Charles Rosher photographing Federal prisoners. Reel
Life, May 9, 1914.

In April 1915. after the fighting in Celaya. John
Kenneth Turner. %/Ito had written Barbarous Mexico
in 1909 to denounce the injustices of the Porfirista
regime, published "Villa as a Statesman." in which he
accused the Caudillo of being ambitious and a mur-
derer. He compared him with Huerta for his dictato-
rial, repressive methods. In his eyes he was a corrupt
nepotist. He claimed that Villa had given haciendas to
his generals instead of distributing them among the
laborers, that he had given his brother the gambling
concessions in Juarez. Mexico's Monte Carlo, and a
meat packing plant in Chihuahua. He called him a
cattle rustler, a bad governor, a womaniser and many
other names:

My conclusion is that Francisco Villa. head of the
so-called Conventionist Party. is still Doroteo Arango.
alias Doroteo Castaneda. alias Pancho Villabandit.

Villa has developed neithu social ideas nor a social
conscience. His system is the system of Diaz.....
Robbery. terrortwo words spell it. The villa theory
is that the State exists for Villa and his friends.'

The film The Life of Villa. which just one year ear-
lier had flattered Villa, was reedited and distributed as
a four-reeler by Mutual Film Corporation under the
title The Outlaw's Revenge. The advertising explained
that it was the story of the famous Mexican rebel chief,
Francisco Villa"vividly portrayed among the hills and
valleys along the Rio Grande"whose sisters were
attacked by two federal officers.' As a result of this
attack one of the sisters committed suicide and the
other went out of her mind. The outlaw decided to
take his revenge in regular Monte Cristo style."4 The
producer did not give the names of any of the par-
ticipants.

To have worked with or for Villa was no longer a
matter in which one could take pride. In September
1916. Moving Picture World published a note on
William Christy Cabanne and the cinematographic dram-
atization of the life of Villa was not included among
the film titles which they considered to be the direc-
tor's most important.' One year later they published
another note on Raoul Walsh and omitted mentioning
that the actor had interpreted the part of Villa as a
young man in Cabanne's film(' They said, however.
that he became famous because of his interpretation
of John Wilkes Booth in The Birth of a Nation, a film

!
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"SOLDIERS,

camp
followers,
and women,
four thousand
souls, make
the three-day
journey as
prisoners of
U.S. troops on
the border."
PatheUWeekly,
January 29,
1914.
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directed by David Wark Griffith during the second half
of 1914 and :he beginning of 1915. A Villista past
was now a black mark on anyone's curriculum vitae.
Many years would go by before their work with Villa
would be considered again.

After Villa's battle against Obregon in June 1915
in Aguascalientes. which was the culmination of a series
of defeats which began in April in Celaya, Villa retired
to the north of the country in an attempt to regroup
his forces in the state of Chihuahua which was still
under the control of his partisans. In August he had
conversations with George Carothers, a special U.S.
representative, to talk over various matters. These
interviews

took place on the 10th and 11th. The Texans treated
the Villistas quite badly. and if it had not been for
Scott's chief of staff and a cavalry troop. the El Paso
mayor would have arrested Villa. All the problems
with the North Americans were solved during t:le
conversationsaccording to their calculations they
had nearly one hundred million dollars invested in
Mexicosince Arango agreed to suspend the meet-
ing with the miners (which he promised to provide
the trains necessary for transporting American prod-
ucts and to give them all the necessary guarantees).
As for the businessmen and foreigners.... Villa
accepted the return of their establishments and goods
as well as the installations of the Santa Rosalia Power
Company which had also been confiscated. He also
promised Scott not to apply the decree of 3 August
to the cotton companies in La Laguna which would
have implied a tax of 11 dollars per bale.

among other things! Carothers took the opportunity
to send Villa an invitation to unite the various fac-
tions and look for a solution to the problem of the
pacification of Mexico.

But there was no conciliation in spite of U.S. pres-
sure. Months later Villa, on the other side of the moun-
tain, made his way to Sonora to attack the remaining
Carrancista forces in the frontier area. Victory there
would provide him with an extensive border which would
be difficult for U.S. troops to patrol. and in turn this
would mean greater possibilities for arms trafficki
In Sonora he had numerous sympathizers, among them
the Yaqui Indians. His final objective was to make his
way south and reestablish contact with Zapata!'

THE ROAD OF SORROW
From the Battle of Ojinaga period which
was described in the first part of this
article (continued).
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"A STOP IN THE MARCHI" PRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS DIVISION.

"EL PASO, TEXAS-THE REFUGEES ARRIVE AT EL PASO AND ARE TAKEN TO FORT

Bliss, where they are provided with tents and food by the U.S.
Government." Pathi's Weekly, February 2, 1914.

c

a
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"SCENES ON THE BORDER-AFTER A MARCH OF FIVE DAYS MEXICAN

refugees are safely installed in their camps at Fort Bliss,
Texas." Universal's Animated Weekly, February 4, 1914.
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"THE STORY OF MATILDE MARTINEZ IS ONE WHICH WILL GO DOWN

in history. This woman had volunteered as a soldadera of
the Federal Army, partly because she wished to follow
her husband who was a Huertist lieutenant ..." Prints and
Photographs Division.

In October President Wilson recognized Carranza:
this annoyed Villa and he prepared to attack Agua Prieta
which was defenaed by Plutarco Elias Calles. In order
to increase the psychological impact of his triumph on
public opinion i: he won. he allowed two Pathe camer-
amen to film him for the news program. His struggle
was no longer supported by the U.S. press as it had
been a year and a half befor. One cameraman was
placed with the Carrancistas and the other with the
Villistas. Newsreels showed the Villistas on the march
without the uniforms and the spectacular manner of
earlier times and the Carrancistas marching towards
the encounter. They also showed poverty-striken Mexi-
cans fleeing towards the United States; the refugee
camp watched over by Uncle Sam's officials; the burial
of L. F. Taylor, a U.S. citizen who had been killed by a
stray bullet; and the arrival of reinforcements under the
command of General Funston to guard the frontier.'

The defeat precipitated Villa's downfall and the dis-
integration of his army. Along with the U.S. govern-
ment, several of Villa's closest collaborators abandoned
him: Gen. Juan N. Medina. who had ownized and

0.

disciplined his army; Rosalio Hernandez and ten other
generals who went to the United States; "the Peruvian
poet, Jose Santos Chocano, who had joined with Villa
at the beginning of 1914, the Madero brothers and
others." Gen. Felipe Angeles had left the Villa camp
as far back as September.

The following objective was Hermosillo, but (Villa]
first assured the rear guard and the reinforcements
by moving to the supposedly neutral village of Naco
... , to Cananea and to Nogales. He left some seven
thousand men in the first place under the command
of Jose Rodrguez, and in the second ordered Manuel
Medinaveytia, from Durango, to go towards Tecoripa.
Finally on 21 November he attacked Hermosillo with
some ten thousand men and 30 cannons in his usual
style. Manuel M. Dieguez's Carrancistas defended
themselves from behind the invulnerable adobe
walls and then fired shrapnel and the cannons
at the Villistas which caused them to flee in

disorder to El Alamito. They then continued to
La Colorada where Medinaveytia joined them,
to Tecoripa and Mazatlan ... and they finally
arrived at Vacadehuachi.'"

Villa returned to Chihuahua, accompanied by nearly
three thousand men. There he found out that the
Carrancistas controlled what had formerly been the cen-
ter of his domains." From then on. he adopted guer-
rilla war tactics. For that reason cameramen or jour-
nalists had difficulty following his secret movements.

In September 1915, Hearst-Selig News Pictorial
showed the "Mexican bandits who sacked Texas" being

:14



"MANY DAYS LATER A BEDRAGGLED MEXICAN WOMAN AND FIVE

children, one of them still a toddler, walked into a camp at
Juke:, 225 miles from Chihuahua, and asked for help and
food." Reel Life, May 16,1914.

taken prisoners by the Texas rangers and confined in a
military camp; exfederal Nafarrete, who lived in
Matamoros, offering his services "to go into the Mexican
interior and pursue the bandits who crossed the fron-
tier": the U.S. soldiers who had captured "the bandits
accused of setting fire to a railway bridge"; the arrest
of a Mexican held for sharpshooting; and the soldiers
who, helped by the rangers, explored "the territory which
had been the site of a battle" in Los Indios, Texas. The
following month, in October 1915, Pathes Weekly
included scenes of the burning "by Mexican bandits"
of a railway bridge on the Saint Louis. Missouri-Mexico
line. The attackers were accused of killing three peo-
ple and wounding five; an engineer died at his post.

B) January 1916, news broadcasters accused Villa
of having ordered the murder of eighteen or nineteen
Americans. Animated Weekly showed "Carranza's rab-
ble's joy at the order of the bandit's arrest," wnile the
Selig Tribune showed the burning of C. R. Watson's
body (Watson had been manager of Cusi Mining). This
aggression was linked with earlier hostile acts by groups
of cattle traffickers who operated in the frontier zone
and were attributed to Villa's followers. The same Jan-
uary, Pathes Weekly showed a picture of Villa and
notified the public that he had announced his policy of
"death to the `gringos'."

Violence increased on the frontier. J. H. Buff un, a
Pathe's Weekly employee, was sent to the El Paso area
to film the mobilization of the U.S. troops who patrolled
the frontier to put a stop to "Mexican bandits crossing
it" and the "groups of armed North Americans who
enter into Mexico to take vengeance." He also filmed
groups of Mexican refugees returning to their country
for fear of a vendetta.''

THE ATTACK ON COLUMBUS
Villa once again became a fugitive who was subjected

to all kinds of insults and lived a hand to mouth exist-
ence. Without having proposed to do so, he once more
became the defender of the losers. He no longer told
his battle plans to journalists, except to give misinfor-
mation and sow the seeds of disorder and confusion.
The most accurate information which appeared in the
papers was of his attacks on settlements or communi-
cation lines. The speed of his movements was amaz-
ing. No one ever knew where he would attack next.
Then the press began to speak of his spectacular attack

1 '

"AFTER A BATTLE ON FOOT WITH HER FIVE CHILDREN, MATILDE

Martinez started out into the desert and headed for the
north ..." Reel Life, May 9, 1914.

on Columbus New Mexico, and a swarm of camera-
men made their way there. A few days before the attack
took place, Universal cameraman Fred Granville who
had accompanied V. Stefanssen's expedition to the Arc-
tic, had made his way towards Villa's camp in the "hos-
tile territory of the Rio Grande" to film a series of
films showing "the real condit.ons of the nation b.,Lhed
in civil war, but it seems it was impossible for him to
contact Villa." In the U.S. Chases Villaa 1960 film
produced by Sherman Grinberg and housed in the
Library of Congress Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and
Recorded Sound Divisionthe recruitment of men for
the attack by the V illista forces can be seen, as can the
column of attackers and the men mounting their horses,
but it seems that they are scenes from other events
used by Grinberg to illustrate his text.

The Hearst-Vitagraph news program sent its camer-
amen after they found out about the attack. The film
they offered for sale on April 1 informed the public
that the armed incursion was on March 10 and that
the film of the results of the massacre would be shown
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THE ROAD OF
Sorrow from
the Battle of
()poop period
which was
described in
the first part of
this article
(concluded).
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THE LIFE OF

Villa, which
had presented
a flattering
view of the
general, was

eldited and
distributed by
Mutual Film
under the title
The Outlaw's
Revenge.
Moving Picture
World, April
10,1915.
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.... ,The Outlaw
Revenge
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MUTUAL MASTER-PICTURE
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isa stirring four-reel Reliance production
hat will draw crowds to your Theatre

recausethis Mutual Master-Picture is being advertised in full-pages
in The Saturday Evening Post and other magazines to
over 10,000,000 readers.

Because
General Villa is now almost constantly in the public
eye, and

3ecause
the cast of players, the beautiful scenery and the excellence
of the production will bring big business to your house.
Get this picture for "our theatreQUICK.

Released through THE MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

made by

be RELIANCE Motion Picture Corporation
29 Union Square, New York
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BY SEPTEMBER 1916 WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE SEEMED RELUCTANT

to cite nis work on the life of Villa among his screen credits.
Moving Picture "'odd, September 2, 1916.

in the projection room of their New York offices."
The Eagle Film Manufacturing and Producing Com-
pany of Chicago made it known that W. Kendall Evans.
a press photographer, had filmed scenes for the setting
of a photodrama on the Mexican frontier when Villa
attacked Columbus and his superiors immediately ordered
him to shoot the "interesting and authentic- sequences
of "hunting bandits in Mexico" which can be seen in
the film VillaDead or Alive, but the film only showed
U.S. troup activities along the frontier.'5 Following the
Flag in Mexico: Villa at any Cost by the Feinberg Amuse-
ment Corporation of New York began by showing a
poster offering $20,000 reward for Villa. dead or alive.
and continued with scenes of "Mexican Bandit Bands
in Action" and a confrontation between the rebels and
federal troops; and finished with scenes of Mexican
prisoners and refugees, hospitals, the daily life of the
Mexicans, Villa, Generals Funston and Pershing, Colo-
nel Dodd, "our OWN BOYS," and a forced march across
endless mountain stretches. They guaranteed that all

la

BY 1917 RAOUL A. WALSH WAS NOT EAGER TO ADVERTISE THAT HE

had played the part of Villa in William Christy Cabanne's
film of the general's life. Moving Picture World, December
1, 1917.

the scenes were real."
The Laemmle Company sent Beverly Griffith and

Gilbert Warrenton to Mexico to accompany Pershiug's
punitive expedition and film the impending fighting,
in spite of the fact that they had not been given per-
mission by the authorities. They were sure "That they
would get the photographs or not return to the U.S.
Army."'- They returned to tell the story of their failure
tb-y could not find Villa and had witnessed no fight-
ing. The "action" was conspicuous for its absence. It
all seemed like a joke in bad taste. The film compa-
nies' desire to shoot violent scenes to recall the fight-
ing during Villa's golden days was not fulfilled because
Villa fled from confrontation and publicity. Perhaps
he preferred the publicity engendered by his surprise
attacks. which continued to feed his legend.

THE INVASION OF THE JOURNALISTS
Columbus was invaded overnight by a crowd of jour-
nalists. curious spectators, photographers, government
agents, troops, and cameramen who had come from
New York. Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Chicago.
"If there were any woods here the woods would be full
of them. As it is. the desert is alive with them. They
overrun the military camp, they scamper over the sur-
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A COLUMBUS, NEW MEXICO, SCENE FOLLOWING VILLA'S RAID.

Newsreel.

rounding country like so many startled rabbits," accord-
ing to Moving Picture World.

If they wanted to cross the frontier they were con-
fronted with co many bureaucratic plob!ems that they
preferred tu in Columbus where the Hoover Hotel.
with rooms for fifteen guests, proved too small. But
somehow or other it managed to lodge more than fifty
people. (The Commercial Hotel, with more rooms, had
been "burned to the ground by Villa and his bandits.")
To kill time, the town's visitors went to the only thea-
ter at night, where they put up with the two holes in
the screen which were large enough for a man to put
his fist through, and which had been made by "Villa
and his murderous intruders." Food became scarce, and
Pathe's cameraman was the object of envy because he
ate the last slice of a pie: "The most popular restau-
rant is no larger than a flat parlor, but it feeds hun-
dreds in relays of ten and twelve, every day.' The waiting
induced the cameramen to film anything:

If a motor train is sighted on the horizon there is a

llo. Ala -

stampede of tripods and leather puttees: if a cavalry
horse stands up on its hind legs there is a fusillade
of rapid-fire film exposures shot at him. Perhaps one
of the numerous purps merely sits down on a cactus
and lets out a very justifiable yip. Presto he is sur-
rounded by a feverish circle of film makers. No fea-
ture is too insignificant to be overlooked.

... a few days ago a cowboy dashed down the main
street of the town as fast as his pony could gallop,
and kept a tin can rolling before him all the way by
shooting at with his gun.

They had to do these things to keep themselves amused
for there was neither sight nor sound of Villa."

Moving Picture World commented on the films
Following Villa in Mexico, a five-reeler by Tropical
Film, and Stars and Stripes in Mexico by Powers. The
first highlighted the "desolation of the country into
which our soldier boys have ridden in their search for
the bandit Villa." the Carrancista soldiers poorly equipped
and riding starving horses, and the Mexican refugees
in the land of Uncle Sam half dead from hunger and
der nding on the Americans for food and shelter, like
small children. There were scenes in the American
troops' barracks in Columbus before and after the attack
and "instances of Villa's cruelty, such as the bodies of
victims hanging by their necks from the limbs of trees."
For the commentator, the lack of vigor, and of defi-
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NEWSREEL OF CIVILIANS DESERTING THE VICINITY OF VILLAS RAIDS

on tho Unitod States.

nite purpose that has marked the Mexican struggle
from first to last" was evident.'"

The scenes from the film Stars and Stripes in Mexico
were, above all. about the U.S. troops preparing "to go
after the notorious bandit. Villa." There were photo-
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U.S. SOLDIERS WITH EQUIPMENT ABANDONED BY VILLA. NEWSREEL.
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graphs of houses destroyed by the attack on Columbus,
"of the ignorant young halfbreeds, treacherous and
vicious who supported Villa in his murderous cam-
paign- who had been taken prisoner and would be tried.
Finally, the trains and the expeditionary forces could

be seen, along with planes bombing Mexican territory,
the famous black cavalry regiment on the move, "and
the American supply base at El Paso, where thousands
of tons of supplies and ammunition for the expedi-
tionary force are stored.-2()
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Wins Again!
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On Friday, March sock, the front page of every
newspaper in the United 3tates carried headlines
similar to the above.

On March i4th the motion pictures of the Villa raid
on Columbus, New Mexico, were shown in the
Hearst-Vitsgraph Ne-...s Pictorial in New York City.

These pictures were made the morning following the
massacre and were taken fifty -four hours before any
other camera man was on the ground.

THIS HEARST-VITAGRAPH ADVERTISEMENT FOR FILM FOOTAGE OF

Villa's Columbus, New Mexico, raid appeared in Moving
Picture World, April 1, 1916.

It would seem that only two cameramen were author-
ized to go with the expeditionary column: L. J. Burrud
who worked for Gaumont, a subsidiary of Mutual Film,
and who was chosen because he knew General Villa
personally;2' and Tracy Mathewson who had been film-
ing the U.S. troop movements on the Mexican border
since 1913 and who went on behalf of Hearst Interna-
tional News Pictorial. It was said that he filmed the
soldiers in their khaki uniforms as they crossed the
frontier "into the land of manana." No important event
"escaped the eagle eye" of his camera.22

Beverly Griffith and Gilbert Warrenton, Laemmle's
cameramen, arrived in Columbus to be added to the
ranks of the competition, but they were also forbidden
entry into Mexico. As they had made up their minds
to go, they bought themselves beasts of burden and
contracted helpers and guides who would help them
find the punitive expedition. Aware that only author-
ized cameramen were allowed to film, Warrenton got
work as a truck driver and filmed some of the army's
maneuvers from the cab. He was discovered and ordered
to destroy the film but he took only the unexposed
film out of the camera, keeping the footage he had
shot which he sent back to New York. Scenes of the
U.S. army's activities in Mexico were included in sev-
eral news programs. One night he filmed an interview

between Generals ObregOn and Calks with the help of
magnesium lighting. He subsequently went with Calles,
who was at that time governor of the state of Sonora, to
film the orphans of the revolution being moved by train
from Cananea to Hermosillo; then he made his way to
Chihuahua where he shot many aspects of the city.23
Through this coverage and news programs created by
Animated Weekly, Americans saw the mobilization of
troops at the Mexican border and the political meas-
ures being taken to solve "the Mexican problem."24

They saw the soldiers chosen for the punk., e expe-
dition under the command of Pershing, the extremely
modern fleet of airplanes which would help in locat-
ing the fugitive, the enormous trains which transported
additional military equipment, the horses, the arms and
the supplies needed for subsistence, and the modern
machine guns which had been tested before being put
to action "because the dryness of the Chihuahua desert
might" make "their delicate mechanism" unusable. They
also saw the difficulties encountered in transporting
large quantities of heavy equipment across the deserted
wilderness of Chihuahua, and which was accomplished
by using thousands and thousands of mules; an extremely
powerful reflector which was used for the night watch
over the frontier; and the black troops of the proud
24th Infantry Regiment as they proved their "skill at
being capable fighters for Uncle Sam in this hot cli-
mate." They witnessed the constant flow of troops arriv-
ing at Columbus to reinforce the frontier posts. It was
suggested that elephants be used to transport the
machine guns across the Mexican deserts. The Amer-
icans got to know the "twenty Apache Indians who
had been with Jeronimo in 1886" who were used by
Pershing as guidesthey were seen receiving "their
guns and monitions before heading the cavalry squad-
rons which set off after Villa."

THE PUNITIVE EXPEDITION
Carranza sent forces to collaborate with the punitive
expedition that was hunting Villa, and for a time they
worked together more or less harmoniously. The Selig
Tribune included scenes of the Mexican army move-
ments. This joint cooperation came to an end when
Pershing penetrated into Mexico beyond his author-
ized limits. Carranza protested and withdrew his help.
In April talks were held in El Paso among representa-
tives of the Mexican and U.S. governments to decide
how long the punitive expedition should stay. Gener-
als Funston, Scott, and Obregon met in a railway car-
riage to try to reach an agreement; although one was
reached in principle, Carranza refused to sanction it.
The relations between both countries worsened. The
Villistas tried to sabotage the talks and made a violent
attack on Glen Springs, Texas, where they killed three
U.S. soldiers. Obregon simply apologized for the inci-
dent. Bcth countries got ready for war, and Wilson
appealed to the nation to find a hundred thousand
national guards to go straight to the frontier to "defend
the national honor"; inflammatory statements were made
on both sides. The 69th Regiment of the New York
National Guard was one of the first to respond to the
presidential call and paraded proudly down Fifth Ave-
nue the day it left for the frontier and perhaps for the
Mexican interior.
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RED HOT FROM THE FRONT!

"Villa-Dead or Alive"
WEEKLY RELEASES

First Release - - - One Reel
Now . Ready to Ship

It's a Corker
We have prepared some

wonderful paper
One and Three Sheets

TELEGRAPH QUICKLY!
How many prints you can use

Released in single and double reels
as soon as received from the front.

325

We happened to have a company looking
for "atmosphere" along the border when
Villa attacked Columbus. We decided to
back the daring press photographer, W. Ken-
dall Evans in securing these interesting and
authentic pictures of hunting bandits in
Mexico.

We stand behind these pictures and have
placed our enormous plant at Jacksonville,
Florida, and our organization throughout
the country behind his efforts.

Knowing the public will want to see these
pictures as quickly as possible, we have de-
cided to sell the pictures to first come
first served customers throughout the
country.

We own tb. negative (the asses is registered)
and am sffsr ran eve ,r protection.

EAGLE FILM MFG. & PRODUCING CO.
CHICAGO, ILLS. JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Tbs.. Films Will B. Distributed by

THE GEO. A. MAGIE DISTRIBUTING CO., 308 Wilms Bldg., CHICAGO, ILLS.

NOTE THE NEGATIVE REPRESENTATION OF VILLA ON FILM IN "VILLA-

Dead or Alive" after he fell from grace with the U.S. public
and government. Moving Picture World, April 8, 1916.
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ILA DEAD OR ALIVE"
MAIM* aft. U. S. Pat. Offiat ISIS)
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TO THE TRADE,
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We have received from W. Kendall Evans in Mexico some 4,000 feet
of scenes of activities with the United States troops along the Mexi-
can Border and in Mexico. Aftrr putting it on the screen we are not
satisfied with its "amusement value".

As a matter of fact nothing of a sensational character has as yet
happened in Mexico, nothing to thrill an audience - nothing to make
either of us a reputation.

Every day both shipments and telegrams from Mr. Evans promised
better results and we have delayed hoping to get you something really
worth while.

We have been too long in the business to try to Mal the public
with mediocre pictures. We would far rather lose all the money that
we have spent in sending Mr. Evans to Mexico than to release to you
anything that is mot creditable and worth while.

We have received hundreds of letters and telegrams asking about
these pictures and we ask you to be a little patient.

In oreer to secure quick distribution we propose selling these
pictures for cash, shipping 1,000 to 2,000 feet weekly releases in
serial form as they are received. We will fix the price per foot as
soon as they are made up and their value determined. Please accept
our assurance that whatever we ship you will be worth what we ask for
it.

Yours very truly,

EAGLE FILM MFG. & PRODUCING CO.

TFAJG

These Films Will Be Distributed by

THE GEO. A. MAGIE DISTRIBUTING CO., 308 Mailers Bldg., CHICAGO, Ill.
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IT WOULD SEEM THAT THE EAGLE COMPANY WAS PREMATURE IN ITS

offers of interesting footage from Mexico. The most exciting
thing about 'VillaDeed or Alive" may have been the title,
despite photographer W. Kendall Evans's efforts. Moving
Picture World, April 15, 1916.

The increase in the number of troops at the frontier
and the state of war increased the hostile feelings of
die Mexicans toward the Americans. and the camera-
men suffered as a result. Those who went to Mexico
believing they would encounter no obstacles were mis-
taken, and more than one of them was almost lynched
by angered Mexicans whose pride in their country had
been wounded.

Edward Sloman tried to film the setting for his five-
reel film Reclamation and penetrated twenty miles into
Mexican territory but was sent running back by furi-
ous and "dirty" Mexicans who ran after him as if they
were hunting him."

The owners of the movie houses in frontier towns
complained that the Mexicans no longer went to the
cinema "for racial reasons:* Some of the owners shut
down. and others opened only two nights a week: they
were convinced that they would all have to close down
completely within a few days.'`'

A. W.- Plues. a salesman for the Dallas branch of
V.L.S.E. made his way from Del Rio to Eagle Pass by
car together with some `ri!nds. They stopped in
Quemado to have lunch when some "Mexican ban-
dit* showered gun shots upon them. They ran to their
car and there was no doubt that if the driver had not
remained in his seat they would not have lived to tell
the tale.2-

There was a scuffle and some Mexicans were Pilled
and wounded. It was said that Villa was among the
dead. Burrud, who knew his face "even with his eves
closed" was called upon to identify him:

The appearance of the American photographer and
hi% camera started a %iolent demonstration. Ile was
pelted with decayed %getable% and other missiles.
and hooted through the streets. One of hi% party had
an ankle badly injured by a flying %tone. All is grist.
however, that conies b,fore a motion-picture cam-
era. and Burrud I took .d%antage of the opportunit%
by securing some very %pirited scenes. barely escap-
ing from the mob with hi% life and hi% films. As all
the world knows, he was able to decide that the dead
man was not Villa.'"

Burrud and Mathewson resigned themselves to shoot-
ing Pershing's column's pilgrimage through the Mexican
deserts, the daily life of the troops. and scenes of pov-
erty in the villages through which they passed.

Towards the end of 1916. the expedition\ failure
and the peace talks in Atlantic City contributed to a
decrease of tension along the frontier. Tracy Mathewson
mentioned little about the punitive expeditiorg's fail-
ure. Perhaps this was due to the fact that in 1917.
when he wrote his account. Pershing was command-
ing the U.S. army in Europe.

During the three years (1913-1916) that Mathewson
went from one end of the frontier to the other hoping

i
b 1

to film something worthwhile, he dragged his cine-
matographic equipment uselessly along the hazy deserts
with their enormous cacti. and with no positive results
crossed risers and mountains looking for "action.- lie
always missed it. The guerilla war tactics disconcerted
him. as they did the military:

I was at Noria% just %ix hour% after that gallant little
band of eight cavalr men and five citizens had held
ott and finally whipped a band of eighty-tive Mexican
bandits. I armed in a cloud of dust at the old illegal
terry at Progreso. where Lieutenant Henry was
wounded and Corporal Whelman wa:, killed. I galloped
into Lo% Indio:, just two hours after the treacherous
attack on the little outpost of cavalrymen. It was at
Los Indio~. you may recall. that Private Kraft added
a brilliant paragraph to the army's history and with
It gave his life.29

He joined the Second Punitive Expedition under the
command of Colonel Sibley of the 140th Cavalry Reg-
iment and of Major Lanhorne of the 8th but with the
same results. To punish the incursions at Boquillas
and Glen Springs two detachments were sent out along
two different routes. He went with the second uselessly,
because they lost the tracks and the soldiers had to
return empty-handed. Mathewson carried his equipment
on his shoulder and at first it did not bother him, but
later the pain produced by the straps which dug into his
skin was like torture. Then to cap it all, on his return
he saw the first detachment returning with carts
containing recovered booty and driven by U.S. soldiers
who were wearing Mexican hats belonging to the
wounded lying in the carts. an unequivocal sign of the
"action- Mathewson had missed. One of the "Mexican
bandits- had been shot with seven bullets. The camer-
aman resigned himself to shooting the picturesque car-
avan of beautiful Mexican saddled horses, each of which
carried a powerful 30-30 rifle.

Days later. a friend informed Mathewson in a tele-
gram of the attack by Chico Canoa in the Big Bend
region. He got a car and an extremely experienced driver
who was able to drive them across the roadless desert
by night:

We burned up the desert miles. keeping the great
dipper and its sentry. the North star, to our hacks. I
hoping and praying that nothing would happen to
the motor to prevent the fulfillment of my engage-
ment with the troopers ... All night we rode. Our
headlights were thrown on bunches of cattle. hud-
dled together for warmth. We ran around longeared
burros, who were always too interested in their mid-
night frolics to turn out for us. We sped by aban-
doned ranch houses. Occasionally, from under
fullbloomed Spanish bayonet plants. a big-eyed. long-
eared jack rabbit would scurry and fly across the desert
probably to gossip with the gophers and praire-dogs
about the thing he had seen flash by with eyes like
two suns.

They found the sold'_rs at dawn. He ordered the
driver to .1.,i back in the car while he mounted a horse
and left with the troops "after a pack of the most des-
perate bandits that ever rustled cattle along the bor-
der.- They crossed mountain paths. advanced single
file along steep slopes with deep ravines below them.
lie saw the most beautiful scenery of his life but did
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April 15, 1916 THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD 515

NOW REA Y
No waits nor delays, for OUR cameramen have been through the thick of
it and have come back with the REAL GOODS.
We consider this positively the greatest Mexican War Picture ever pro-
duced, and we call it

"FOLLOWING THE FLAG IN MEXICO"
VILLA AT ANY COST

$20,000 Reward, Dead or Alive,
The Mexican Swat Bands in Action

Federal and Rebel Troops in Action,
Mexican Prisoners and Refugees,

The Dead, Dying and Wounded,
Hospital Scenes, Treating the Wounded,

Mexican Life in every phase and condition,
Showing graphically what our OWN BOYS have to contend with as

Uncle Sam places h:s mighty heel of Military Efficiency
On the Serpent's Head Vile.

Gen. Feinstein and Pershing on the Border,
Col. Dodd and our own boys on the March.

The cruel Mexican Desert of Fever by day and chill by night,
The hardships of a forced march across the endless stretches

Of sand and mountains, and waterless wastes,

Portrayed with a vividness unusual even in this day of perfect pictures.
WE REPEAT

We have no apologies to make, for our film will stand the acid test of public
approval, both as to action and photography.

THE TRUTH
may SHOCK and the actual facts ASTOUND but the truth WILL OUT and it's high
time that the American Public know the real facts of the horrible conditions on
our Souther:' border.

We have faithfully recorded the actual happenings as they were. We have
made no attempt or effort to "dress" down the truth. Every scene is a REAL scene.
NO POSED PICTURES. Let the blame for conditions fall where it may. Let the
remedy be what it may, we have told the truth.

WE PREDICT
That while the truth may hurt, our pictures will ASTOUND and STUPEFY the
spectator.

DISPOSING OF STATE- RIGHTS
ATTRACTIVE LINE OF PAPER

FEINBERG AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
1482 Broadway New York City

"FOLLOWING THE FLAG IN MEXICO"APPEARS TO HAVE PROVIDED SOME ACTION FOOTAGE AND IMAGES OF NOTEWORTHY PARTICIPANTS IN
the punitive expedition, such as Generals Pershing and Funston. Moving Picture World, April 15, 1916.
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GENERAL PERSHING, IN COMMAND OF THE U.S.

forces in Mexico. Newsreel.

GENERAL FUNSTON, WHO ALONG WITH GENERAL

Pershing was in charge of the punitive
expedition to Mexico after the border raids
by Villa.

COLONEL DODD, COMMANDER OF THE U.S.

cavalry in pursuit of Villa.

1117

ACCORDING TO MOVING PICTURE %VORLD REPORTS,

the U.S. cameramen in Columbus, New
Mexico, were so desperate for action to
shoot that "if one of the numerous purps
merely sits down on a cactus and lets out a
yip, he is surrounded by filmmakers," as this
May 13, 1916, cartoon illustrates.



U.S. OFFICERS ON HOUSE TOPS IN COLUMBUS, NEW MEXICO,

viewing operations across the border (newsreel), and Unde
Sam reaching across the border to bring back Villa and
crush him (from The Long Arm of Law and Order, C. R.
Bray, cartoonist, Paramount Pictographs, in Moving Picture
World, Apr II 22, 1916).
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not film it as he wanted to keep the film to shoot the
longed for "action :" They finally caught sight of the
"bandits." Almost fifty of them were camped in a small
poplar wood. The horses and stolen cattle were found
in a corral. The officers decided to split the troopers
into two columns and attack at dawn. Mathewson joined
the second column. Early the following morning, the
sound of the bugle was heard, and the action began.
Our cameraman was happy to be able to turn the cam-
era's crank:

"Give 'cm hell. boys- I shouted, and all the oaths I
had el;1- learned came back to me ... I snatched up
my camerahow feathery light it wasand went for-
ward with our rifles. I timed my cursing to the turn
of the handle and it was very smooth.

"Action- I cried. This is what I've wanted. Give 'ern
hell, boys. Wipe out the blinkety, blank. da.;hed
greasers.-

All the oaths that men use were at my tongue's end.
I was in the midst of it. I learned the whistle of a
bullet. They tore up little jets of sands all around
me. All the time I turned the crank. One greaser
made a rush for my camera. As he swung his gun,
someone shot over my shoulder. The greaser threw
his hands high over his head and fell on his face.

"It's action.' I shouted.

"Next time let go that handle and duck-. called
Sergeant Noyes, as he passed me. "I was lucky to get
him. They think that thing is a machine gun. I guess.-

"To hell with them- I cried. "Let 'em come and die
in front of my camera. It's action.-

And the battle continued. There were dead and wounded.
Sergeant Noyes fell in front of the camera, with a bul-
let through his forehead. The troops herded the Mexirans
into a ravine:

"Action- I cried. as our boys cut them &m u.

"CARRANZA SENT

forces to
collaborate
with the
punitive
expedition
that was
hunting Villa.
For a time
they worked
together more
or less
harmoniously."
Prints and
Photographs
Division.



"THROUGH ... NEWS PROGRAMS, 1",,E AMERICANS SAW SCENES OF THE MOBILIZATION OF

the troops ..." Prints and Photographs Division.
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Then somewhere out of that tangle of guns a bullet
cut its was.

"Zz-zing-

I heard it whistle. The splinters cut my face as it hit
the camera. It ,ipped the side in and smashed the
little wooden magazine.

I sprang crazily to stop 't with my hands. But out of
the box uncoiled the precious film. Stretching and
glistening in the sun. it fell and died. I stood and
watched it dumbly.

Some time later. they found me sprawled face down-
ward under the tripod. They thought I had been killed.
until they heard me sob. And then they knew it was
only that my heart was broken."'

The difficulties in filming Villa continued. The cam-
eramen pursued him but he invariably escaped.

VILLA RETIRES
Finally, tired and defeated. in 1920 Villa gave him-
self up to Adolfo de la Huerta, the interim president
after the assassination of Carranza, and retired to pri-
vate life on a hacienda in Canutillo, but the camera-
men found him there. They returned to their own
country frustrated, however, because Villa was not the
same as before. His exhibitionism had turned into with-
drawal a.id he shunned all publicity.

Fox News asked C. J. Kaho to film Villa in his retire-
ment doing whatever he might be doing. The camera-
man made the most of the opportunity that arose when
Villa received a tractor he had bought from a Cleveland
company. Kaho convinced the company to let him pass
as a photographer sent to film the machine at work as
publicity for the company. He made his way to Canutillo
wish a mechanic. A pair of Villista guards were wait-
ing for them at the frontier and would not leave them

L50

alone, not even to eat. At the end of their railroad
journey they were picked up in Rosario by Villa's car
and driven to Canutlilo.

On their arrival, the caudillo was nowhere to be seen.
The cameraman filmed various aspects of the estate,
including the splendid tomb built for the general and
the monument erected to the memory of the soldiers
who had fought against Pershing. The guards were
ever ',resent and nothing escaped them:

At last the tractor was started, and Villa came out to
the wheat field to see it in operation. This was the
moment the photographer had been waiting for. Now
or never. Kaho began cranking away. making out as
if the only thing in the world that inter' sted him
was the binder, but ready to pan over to .ne general.
The general was coming up behind the hinder, but
he was too far behind. Kaho ordered the driver of
the tractor to stop, and that was where he made his
big mistake. With that the general began to blink
and asked. how come. No one on that ranch ever
gave crdcrs except himself. The tractor was started,
and with his heart in his mouth Kaho panned over
and began shooting the general. With that the guard
who had never believed that all was right with the
world piped up, and in a moment the general had
yanked the camera open.

Villa ordered the film to he removed. The guard snatched
the camera and gave it to the general who out
the film. He remained distrustful until he set fire to it



SCENES LIKE THIS

indicate. %hat

cameramen "Burrud
and Mathewson
resigned themselves
to shooting
Pershing's Column's
pilgrimage through
the Mexican deserts
..." Prints and
Photographs
Division.
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"TuwARD5 THE FRONTIER AND MEXICO" PRINTS AND

Photographs Division.



CHURCHMEN REVIEWING THE 69TH REGIMENT OF THE NEW YORK

National Guard, one of the first military units to respond
to President Wilson's call for volunteers to defend the U.S.
birder from Villa's raids. Prints and Photographs Division.

with a match: "In a moment it was all about him, and
back he st:-.ggered; gasping and sputtering. his musta-
chio a mere smoking .ragment of its former glory."

The cameraman was locked up and put under
twenty-four-hour surveillance until the mechanic fin-
ished his work. Kaho and the mechanic were taken to
the border where the camera was returned. Once safe
and sound, Kaho opened the receiver deposit and there
was the film intact. Villa had only destroyed the spare
film in the supply deposit. These were perhaps the
only scenes of Villa shot by a U.S. cameraman in
Canutillo as Villa was murdered two years later.41
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A thrilling story of a life's ambition realized,
told by a lens chronicler of border warfare.

"ACTION!"
HOW A GREAT BATTLE SCENE WAS
FILMED; AND WHAT HAPPENED THEN

By Tracy Mathewson

TRACY MATHEWSON WAS ONE OF THE TWO CAMERAMEN AUTHORIZED

to go with the expeditionary column to Mexico. He had
been filming U.S. troop movements on the border since
1913 and worked for Hearst International News Pictorial.
Here we see two samples of his wcrkan account of
General Villa's raid on Columbus, New Mexico (Photoplay,
March 1917); and Troops F and H, U.S. Cavalry, breaking
camp in Mexico (Moving Picture World, July 8, 1916).
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frame enlargements used in this arucle

The distoser of the photographs upon which this paper and the one
which appeared in the 1986 Annual arc based ssas quite accidental
While I was doing some nos %paper roe trth at the Library of Congress.
I also went to the Prints and Photographs Division. inhere I found
numerous images of the Mexican Revolution ulth no precise informa-
tioi on them as to the date and circumstances of their creation I guessed

that the ar they were taken %%a% 1914, that the photographs were
made b Mutu.,1 Film, and that the events depicted were those I was
imestigating I selected some of the photos because they dead% belonged
to the film comp in . others I those simply because I liked them After
returning to :mem I continued acing to identify the photographs and
it resulted that, to m% ',WM] Se, they were of Ognaga I reconstructed
the process of the march of the Opnaga refugees. toil and nulitan.
from Presidio to Marfa and from Marfa to Fort Bliss on the basis of
Mexican and US newspapers from the period and the photographs
themsel% es from geographic es ident t a-td the people s appar,21
Fortunatk. no reconstruction turned out to he 100 percent correct.
which I corroborated later %%hen I saw Charles Prsor's film materials on
the fall of Opnaga which were recentl% discovered M the American
Film Institute. %shoe ths arc being cataloged The photograph,
I studied came from the following sources a collection donated to
the [Aram of Congress in 1951 ho the heirs of Gen Hugh Lends
Scott, who knew Villa. Mutual Film s 191 i copyright deposits, and a
collection the labrar% of Congress purchased in 1918 of the photo-
graphic files of New York s Hain Nev s Sen Ile NI% reseal h is also
based Mein Franco A Collins% book. (irnrela Man as Well as
various publications dating from January to May 1,4 1911 the Neu
Yhri 'hint, the Neu Yot .4 Ann Kt.! hh. Mciwphltion Magaune
Aim mg Ph lure ll'urhl others
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OH TILL LRAM O THE BANDIT VILLA

"Good bye Dolly, I must
leave you

So Kers leaving El Paso,

Texas for the front
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not exist in any complete form today. The American Palm Institute
recently acquired five reels of film comprising segments from these
productions. Preservation copies have been made and are located in tile

:Ad Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division of the Library
and the National Archives and Records Service The nitrate originals
have been given to a film archice in Mexico Close analysis of this
collection %ill have to he made

AUKHIO D I OS RIYES was horn in 1942 in the Mexican city of
Aguascalientes For economic reasons. in 1949 he and his family moved
to a ranch near Frisnillo. in the shut of Zacatecas In 1957. they moved
to Mexico City

In 1972 he recened his degree in Mexican history from the Univer-
sity of Mexico based upon his thesis, The Ornmic of Cinema in Mean°,
1896-1900. which was i ublished by the university in the same year
He revised it in 1981 aad 1984 In 1976 he mounted a major exhibit
at the university on eighty Years of film in Mexico. which is the title of
his second book In 198(1 he 4%.1% awarded a doctorate in Mexican his-
tory for Cinema and Sociell rn Menn. 1896-1920 He revised and
expanded it in 1981. who, it µas published jointly by the university
and the Cmeteta Nacion.h. it %as recised in 198

In 1985 the university published Dr Rees's With Villa in itlenn
cifinnut of the 11.S Cinemaingrapherc lull, Villa. 1911 1923 upon

which these articles are based Ills next book will he on silent film in
Moot o from 1920 m 1910

Dr Hetes has Aso been ins olved in the it onographit mcestig.uio.i of
sect mem of tht twenty columes vial, Mtil

written be carious authors. edited tic the College of Mexico. and
01 lb, 111u,Ihand Meuitan Popular ,liner, Dr Rile, is also
working km ard a second dot (orate. in literature, and is commit on
tht staff of the Institut() de Inc es(igat iones 1.steticas of the Unit (Ism
of Nlexit 0
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AIITUEPRESI [ITS'

11B11,JIJINIA!

EFORE THE SILVER SCREEN PUT AN ACTOR
in the White House, the White Houseor the fasci-
nation with its occupantsput several presidential pro-
tagonists on display at the movies or in miniseries.
Although the Golden Age of Cinema saluted many
statesmen in what the film industry calls "prexy bi
pix," in recent years the format has changed to a lone ,

ostensibly more comprehensive form for sequential tel-
evision viewing. The characteristics of the genre have,
in fact, changed very little; they have merely acquired
a layer of soap opera psychology in order to lure his-
tory buffs to tune in again to popularized psychology-
history.

The terms Hollywood and history might seem incom-
patible, yet a faith in the power of the camera to repre-
sent reality and in the film artists themselves to delve

behind mere documentation and interpret that reality has encour-
aged filmmakers to play the role of popular historian with a wavering
devotion to credibility. Indeed, plausibility . ften becomes the prob-
lem, as it does with politicians, thereby c gendering delightful iro-
nies. When Woodrow Wilscn reportedly said of The Birth of a
Nation (1915), "It's like writing history with lightning," it was
possibly the historian in him who was speaking. Or perhaps it was
the president it him who feared being ',urned by that same
lightninga not unfounded anxiety.

Before the movies learned to speak, much less to orate, presi-
dential portraiture seems to have been a fairly common feature of
films, evidence of which can be found in the incomparable Paper
Print Collection in the Libra)), of Congress. A paper print was a
reproduction of a celli.loid strip from a film printed as frame-by-
frame photographs of images from the movie, used as copyright
deposits. On such paper prints as the 1911 His Clemency. Abraham
Lincoln paces the White House Library and ponders an appeal from

.10
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MONTAGUE LOVE AS THE VERY MODEL OF

George Washington in Sons of Liberty
(1939). Copyright c Vitaphone Corp.
1939 and United Artists Television, Inc.
1967.
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OF THE ACTORS WHO ACHIEVED THE LOOK OF

having been cast from the same mold,
Raymond Massey excelled as Lincoln. Here
we see him in the screen version of Robert
E. Sherwood's Pulitzer prize-winning play,
Abe Lincoln in Illinois. Copyright C' RKO
General Corporation 1939.

a mother for her coui tmartialed son. Such clemency
has been discouraged by Secretary Stanton, who fears
the breakdown in discipline which could result from
such a decision. Yet Lincoln argt:?s, "I need live sol-
diers more than dead ones.- A still of the soldier, one
Will Scott. shows him kissing the hem of Lincoln's
coat beneath the extended hand of presidential bene-
diction. Here one finds the image of Lincoln as savior
that made him, lather than the founding fathers, the
archetypal president to which all others aspire.

The most famous American silent. D. W. Griffith's
redoubtable Birth of a Nation, was possibly the first
film to be taken seriously by educated audiences. Made
to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the end of the Civil
War. its portrayal of Abraham Lincoln became the bed-
rock upon which a legendary Lincoln was developed to



the point of apotheosis. He is referred to as the "Great
Heart" and again is shown grantiig a pardon from
execution. The scene, incorporated within this some-
what racist film, shows Lincoln as the ,nly hope for
pr serving the nation and his assassination as the destruc-
tion of forgiveness.

The solemn suffering of Lincoln was portrayed by
actor Joseph Henabery, who was the first of a long
line of actors who would report on their experience
recreating presidents, "I had read many books about
him, and I knew his physical characteristics, his hab-
its, and everything else.' Like many classical actors,
Henabery insisted on a verisimilitude that required his
knees being propped up by boards in a document-signing
scene typical of historical "quill-pen flicks." as they
became known.

+ft

er.

IN HIS CLEMENCY (1911) ABRAHAM LINCOLN PONDERS AN t ?PEAL

from a mother for her court-martialed son and then grants
It.



DONALD MOFFAT AS VICE-PRES. LYNDON B. JOHNSON IN THE RIGHT STUFF. COPYRIGHT

c The Ladd Company 1983.

Abraham Lincoln has the dubious distinction of hav-
ing been portrayed more often than any other presi-
dent. although his memorial often serves as a stand-in,
a virtual altar to presidential dignity. authority. and
statesmanship. Who can forget the classic Hollywood
scene of the politico Mr. Smith in Washington re-
discovering his motivation for being there as he reviews
the truths we hold to be self-evident at the knee of the
Lincoln statue? Goldie i'awn recapped it in the 1984
Protocol. recapitulating the Capra-corn of the original
1939 Mr Smith Goes to Washington. Inevitably. it is
Lincoln who is used to rally the rabble. to remember
the Maine. In a recent subversion of thy genre. Secret

Honor Richard Nixon is made to say. "I always wanted
to grow up to be Abraham Lincoln."

Nixon may have been identifying with the man from
the play Abe Lincoln in Illinois by Robert E. Sherwood.
which opened in 1938 and reputedly inspired two bio-
pix that focus on the common virtues and uncommon
circumstances which conspired to put Lincoln in the
White House. Carl Sandberg's The Prairie Years in
1926 had been the predecessor of these paeans.
Sherwood adapted his own play for film director John
Cromwell and producer Max Gordon. who would take
more than a ;ear to get their product into the theaters.
while Darryl F. Zanuck and Kenneth Macgowen scooped
them with Twentieth Century-Fox's mythic Y. Ng Mr.
Lincoln, directed by John Ford. Ford's version has
become an over-analyzed locus classicus for European
structuralist film critics more interested in the dynam-
ics of mythology than in Henry Fonda's interpretation
of the self-effacing but preordained leader of the title
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role. The young man pines at the grave of Ann Rutledge
in tableau vivant style or. upon finding a volume of
Blackstent i a barrel. decides tc study law. This idea
of Lincoln had progressed little from the schematics of
the silent cinema. although more detailed slivers of
his life contribute to our understanding of why he has
become so wooden.

Raymond Massey's awkward but sympathetic portrayal
of Lincoln. a man tortured but obedient to his fate.
was an accomplished piece of acting that obscured the
schematic oppositions of Nature versus Culture by reduc-
ing the mans governmental achievements to minor inci-
dents in the life of a provincial messiah. Ann Rutledge
is made to say. ''This is the man we've been waiting
for. When the New Salem townfolk draft Lincoln to
tabulate votes, he takes the oath of .ffice as the cam-
era angle adopts the classical three-quarter profile of
inaugural portraits. Cinematography replaces psychol-
ogy. as the Canadian Massey immerses himself in the

JOHN GLENN (ED HARRIS) SPEAKS TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

after successfully orbiting the earth three times in The
Right Stuff. Behind him are the vice-president (Donald
Moffat) and the Speaker of the House (Jim Hendrickson).
Copyright c The Ladd Company 1983.

character of the pioneering American innocent with
an "aw shucks" sense of humor. a far more differenti-
ated portrait than that of Fonda. who seems rather
washed ashore on an isle of greatness. AI::ssev would
repeat his performance on radio and television in Nor-
man Corwin's play The Rini Irr and briefly in Mu the
West Was Wor (1963).

Seldom has subsequent presidential portraiture on
film apprcached the standard set ii the classical biog-
raphies of Lincoln. Certainly in the films made since
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DUSTIN HOFFMAN AS CARL BERNSTEIN AND ROBERT REDFORD AS

Bob Woodward in All the President's Men (1976). This
film was so much about the presidency that it needed no
president.

the debacle of Watergate presidents have emerg "warts
and all." On the yardstick of presidential dignity. Richard
M. Nixon was never deemed worth measuring until
quite recently. although the caricatures of him stretch
through several films. some of them "entertainment"
films compiled from documentary footage. such as Emile
de Antonio's Millhouse: A White Comedy, which
manipulates the footage of Nixon's career in order to
illustrate how he himself manipulated the media. A
little-known production was Woody Allen's half-hour
comedy for PBS. in which he projected himself as a
presidential adviser to Nixon in a thinly disguised ver-
sion of Kissinger (a finger exercise for Zelig), but PBS
has never aired it. Since the overt documentary appeal
encourages the audience to believe what they see, these
stylistically innovative films are of great interest in the
study ' how genres can be subverted.

Probably the most extreme case of subversion is the
recent presidential biography Secret Honor by Robert
Altman, in which Philip Baker Hall delivers an eighty-
five-minute monologue as a "fictional meditation" in
the absurdist tradition of Samuel Beckett's Krapp's Last
Tape which is reminiscent of all the scandalous tales
about Nixon's last hours in office. Its psychological
realism about the pessures brought to bear on the pres-
ident proposes that Nixon engineered Watergate in order
to preserve his "secret honor" rather than follow the
dictates of the Committee of 100. With a revolver on
his desk. Nixon seems to contemplate suicide but pre-
fers the narcissism of his own reflection in the video
monitors decorating the Oval Office. The film offers
such an in-depth profile of manic psychosis that the
effect is to absolve Nixon of whatever resentment
remains about his having dishonored the office.

What is remarkable about the film is that it comes
from the same director who made Buffalo Bill and the
Indians or Sitting Bull's History Lesson in 1976, when
it won the Golden Bear for Best Film at the 1976
Berlin Film Festival (much to the chagrin of State
Department officials there anticipating more positive
portrayals of the United States dur:ng the bicenten-
nial). In this black comic western about how Wild Bill
Cody (Paul Newman) marketed himself as Buffalo Bill
in a rodeo with Sitting Bull. the "history lesson" occurs
when Pres. Grover Cleveland (Pat McCormick) and
the First Lady (Shelley Duvall) attend and are subjected
to a dreadfully warbled version of the national anthem,
introduced as Buffalo Bills favorite song. A tragicomic
sce e ensues in which Sitting Bull is refused an audi-
ence with Cleveland, who explains, "I'm only 'Great
Father' four years at a time ... and facing a Republican
Congress:' Sitting Bull is dismissed and Cody praises
the president's style with, "The difference between pres-
idents and chiefs in a situation like this is a president
knows enough to retaliate beforc its his turn."

Similar in tone is the contribution of Toni Wolfe
and Philip Kaufman with The Right Stint. Their por-
trayal of the American space program and its astro-
nauts makes of Vice-Pres. Lyndon B. Johnson an
opportunist and of Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower an
indifferent dullard. In a central scene about exploita-
tion of the astronauts. Lyndon Johnson (Donald Moffat)
sits in a limousine, waiting for an audience on televi-
sion camera with Mrs. John Glenn. who ; lamantly
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IN BATTLE WITH THE MILITARY, ED FLANDERS AS HARRY S TRUMAN

tries to hold his own against Gregory Peck as Douglas
MacArthur in MacArthur (1977). Copyright Universal City
Studios, Inc. 1977.

CLIFF ROBERTSON GLOWS AS HE PORTRAYS JOHN F. KENNEDY IN

the role of a military hero in PT 109 (1963).

refuses for fear of stuttering. His fury is as much a
part of the caricature of this future president as the
film's grand finalethe Texas barbecue to welcome the
astronauts to Houston in 1962, meant to epitomize
American bad taste. Eisenhower is treated with slightly
more respecthe is photographed at a three-quarter
angle from the rear, a flattering device which can be
founu in several presidential films. The Right Stuff
betrays a post-Watergate cynicism founu in many of the
films about politics with generic presidents. Certainly
no president since Kennedy has Even portrayed posi-
tively in the cinema, and after Nixon very few presi-
dents transcended the legacy of the spirit of total
negative disclosure.

1!5



Since any films about actual presidents must con-
form. however roughly, to known facts and personalities,
the audience is presumed to trust what they see as
legitimate history sugar-coated with entertainment V a I
u e s . The phenomenon also infected journalism. en-
gendering the bizarre school of "gonio journalism" of
Rolling Slone impressario Dr. Hunter S. Thompson.
whose method was to offer a psychedelic report on the

act of reporting, never pretending to have any goal
other than ?ntertainment. In Where the Buffalo Roam
11976), an actor in an obvious latex Nixon mask meets
with hero Thompson (Bill Murray) in the men's room
in an almost libelous scene. Director Art Linson's con-
cerns in such a movie were obviously diametrically
opposed to those of Alan Pakula and Robert Redford,
who worked very hard to get All the President .'s. Men
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made. The timeliness of the film obviated the need to
portray Ni-.,n at all. although it has the distinction of
being the best researched film ever made about a pres-
ident Interestingly. one of the motivations for making
that film was another movie. The Cwu/idaie (1974).
which left its star Robert Redford eager to move away
from the fictive ascendancy of a merely generic presi-
dent to the real thing. The historical accuracy of All

RALPH BELLAMY AS FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT AND GREER GARSON

as his wife Eleanor in Sunrise at Campobello (1960). Copy-
right e Warner Brothers 1940.

the President's Men may not do credit to the presi-
dency. but it does bring credit to Redford and Pakula
for resisting the temptation to let someone mug Mr.
Nixon.

Richard Nixon was dealt his worst blow by actor
Rip Torn, who played him in Blind Ambition with
black hair combed back thug style and with a long.
ski-jump nose that looks more like Herblock's carica-
tures of Nixon than the ambitious eight-hour dramati-
zation of John Dean's book perhaps hoped for. "Filtered
through the consciousness of John Dean.- warns the
preface. and the "politi-scape"as these films were
becoming knownof the Time-Life production aired on
CBS in 1979. Blind Ambition is replete with Wat-_.6ate
episodes that perverted the constitutional system, with
blame placed squarely on the surly. saturnine presi-
dent. Perhaps the ridicule of reviewers at the time
left Time-Life with the impression that what a copy-
right might protect need not be protected. for which
reason it is not t- be found in the Library's collection.

Only John F Kennedy has emerged with his audi-
ence appeal intact. The Kennedy of PT 109 (1963).
with Cliff Robertson as the young lieutenant prepared
to risk his life for his men, is almost a throwback to
the pageantry of the biographies by the ambitious cro-
ducers of Hollywood's Golden Age. One soldier says.
"For a guy from Boston, you're putting up a hell of an
exhibit:' The melting pot from which the Kennedy
ore was dredged is depicted in this Inspiring "barracks"
movie. Kennedy glows in scenes mat look based upon
the painting "The Raft of tl.e Medusa: 1-1e apologizes
once for his optimism: "Ifs a flaw in my character."
And it is his only flaw. enabling him to rally his fol-
lowers and prove his innate presidential fiber.

The admiring lights are also focused on the Kennedy
portrayed by Martin Sheen in a 1983 British produc-
tion for television. Kenthdy. Director Jim Goddard made
the film out of an admiration for Kennedy and in the
belief that the Kennedy assassination was a scrupulously
organized plot. "The film's main purpose,- he claims.
"is to ask what actually happened. To claim that Lee
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Harvey Oswald shot JFK is a ballistic impossibility:
Thus. the film begins with the much-exposed assassi-
nation, "which everybody says we're exploiting." admits
Goddard. "and to some extent its true." The subse-
quent scenes flash back to Kennedy's election and his
tenure in office. which is all rather official and un-
sensational. rendering it the stuff of nostalgia for the
most part. Kennedy's private life and the seamier rumors
are omitted. because were not interested in sensa-
tionalizing the history." explains Goddard. who also
pointed out that there was no interference from A mer-
ican authorities on the project. After all the documen-
taries and filmed adaptations of the Kennedys have run.
this British-made Kennedy will be the widest seen and,
thus. most authoritative in the popular mind, because
it is true to the "men, v** of Kennedy rather than
being a venture into revisionist history. It is reckoned
that the 6.7 million British pound telefeature will have
been seen by 350 million viewers.

A less popular American telefeature was made in
1977 as the ABC Sunday Night Movie. Young Joe:
The FolKotten Kennedy, about JFK's older brother who
was killed in World War II. This movie revolves around
the oldest Kennedy's vow to his father to be the first
Irish Catholic president and his sibling rivalry with Jack
in both war and women. Flashbacks of Harvard days
explain the family pressure to succeed and to risk every-
thing for glory. The coclusion of the movie has Joe.

standing at the mantelpiece at Hyannisport mourn-
ing beside Joe, Jr :s photo. 'ben squarely moving it aside.
as he focuses on Jack. whose heroism in the Pacific
has been cele1,-ated earlier in the film to illustrate that
necessary step in the curcus honorum of political life.

Seeing a president in battle seems to promise the
kind of drama thIG reassures moviegoers that chiefs of
state deserve the title Commander-in-Chief. Early
nineteenth-century presidents are portrayed fighting
Indians: Lincoln copes with the decisions of the Civil
War. as did FDR with World War II. Eisenhower seems
to have resisted movie mythification. while Truman
has been shown to be stymied by MacArthur, patently
a great military leader made all the more forceful by
Grego.y Peck's portrayal opposite Ed Flanders as
Truman. Truman's flat Midwestern uninflected person-
ality could present a great challenge to an actor. and
after successfully portraying him once. in MacArthur
(1977). Flanders was drafted to play him again in
the telefeature Judgment at Pollsdam oppos;te John

MAN Ktll PI AS IPIEVUVIRt

Roosevelt in The Wind and
the Lion (1975). Copyright
4 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.
1975.

AILEEN OUINN, AS THE WARD OF

Daddy Warbucks (Albert
Finney), not only gets to
visit the White House in Annie
(1982), but also leads
President Roosevelt (Edward
Herrmann) and his wife
Eleanor (Lois DeBanzie) in
singing "Tomorrow."
Copyright c Columbia
Pictures Industries 1932.

Houseman as as Churchill and Jose Ferrer as Stalin. It
takes a au:). great actor to portray a historical figure
of any degree of greatness with a modicum of credibil-
ity. and although these stars try their best, their imper-
sonations give a pop-art quality to presidential portraiture
and become virtual masquerades of greatness. These
television dramas are probably targeted at an audience
of veterans, who now appreciate heroism with a cath-
ode glow and welcome this relief from prime-time fare.

Thirty years earlier. those veterans perhaps witnessed
The Beginning or the End, an MGM production about
the development of the atomic bomb. Written by Robert
Considine. it opens with a speech by J. Robes
Oppenheimer. explaining to the camera its "rearrange-
ment and fiction. necessary for security reasons and
dramatic license." which soon has Einstein reluctantly
dictating a letter to Roosevelt, because the secrets of
science must be shared with the president." Soon a
jowly FDR (Godfrey Tearle) is whistling at the price
tag on the bomb and talking to his dog Falla about
Congress possibly impeaching him if science fails. The
film grinds on. with the scientists of the Manhattan
Project portraying a cross section of American types.

The Beginning or the End reflects the convenient
dichotomies of popular art in its portrayal of two pres-
idents. FDR's last bit of dialogue is drawn from a speech
about "enduring peace. more than an end to war ...
this inhuman and impractical way of settling differ-
ences between governments." and then he moves toward
the shadowy figure. a painter, who will not have time
to immortalize him on canvas. The second half shows
President Truman (Art Baker), whose pragmatism is a
shocking contra ;t. when he asks about phrases such as
"utter destruction." Roosevelt had posed incisive ques-
tions about it being a "decisive weapon" and reigned
over policy decisions, but Truman is shown to be the
kind of American to preside over practical applications
of the most fearful weapon ever forged by man." To
seal presidential judgments. whatever they may be. the
final scene is in the shadow of the Lincoln Memorial.
where a young widow must be told of her husband's
death in the service of atomic science.

As America was thrust into the nuclear age. it seemed
to cope with the sudden transition by developing a crav-
ing for historical films, a phenomenon of nostalgia
described by political sciet List Richard Hofstadter as
coinciding with the first disintegration of America's
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FATHER OF AMERICAN FILM EDWIN S. PORTER PORTRAYS TEDDY ROOSEVELT HUNTING BEARS TO SAVE GOLDILOCKS.

belief in progress. "This quest for the American past.-
he wrote in the preface to American Political Tradi-
tion, is carried on in a spirit of sentimental apprecia-
tion rather than of critical analysi,,.- Hofstadter's own
critical analysis of popular culture seems to ignore the
prime motive for producing any entertainmentbox
office sales. The sentimental quality, therefore, of most
historical films aceJunts for their commercial spirit
rather than their creative spirit.

The president who has been subjected in the extreme
to this dubious but lucrative sentimentality is Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. in films made about him. for him.
and in his name for his successors to the New Deal.
Herein lies a principle that Hofstadter's theory of nos-
talgia overlooks. namely, that a movie about a particular
president may carry messages aimed at current affairs
rather than history, which also accounts for frequent
distortions, but still speaks for a motive more complex
than "Fentimental appreciation:.

The film adaptation of Dore Schary's Sunrise at
Campobello (1960) is an interesting mixture of enter-
tainment, preservation of liberal values by Schary (who
had been outspoken about the blacklisting of the
McCarthy era, and a kind of celebration of the new
Jeffersonian Democrats determined to take over the
White House. (Although the film was made before
JFK's election, the Democratic push for the presidency
commanded the attention of many celebrities such as
Schary.) The opening lines of Sunrise refer to Presi-
dent Harding "playing his tuba" with six million unem-
ployed, and another citation from Woodrow Wilson
declares "Wall Street hardly a dignified place for a dedi-
cated progressive,- ringing the clarion call of partisan
politics. Ralph Bellamy plays Roosevelt and Greer Garson
a toothsome Eleanor.

One established formula of presidential biography
involves the triumph of a president in battle, and in
this case it is Roosevelt's battle with infantile paralysis
which acquires the metaphoric dimensions of total ded-
ication required to measure up to the voters' trust. He
explains, "I felt I had to go through this for some
reasonto learn humility.- FDR's adviser I !owe (1 lume

Cronvn remarks. "I've heard Mr. Roosevelt say that
in public life, a man must be prepared to spend and be
spent.- Roosevelt's infirmity seems also to give him a
cause greater than himself, to battle for he points out,
"Either we develop some plan for world peace and order,
or the world will chop itself into bits.-

FDR's fondness for the poem "Invictus- (Tennyse
"I am the master of my fate/I am the captain of my
soul ") provides a clear indication that he is able to
steer the ship of state. Indeed. "Invictus" figures
prominently in a scene where FDR. in a noble three-
quarter profile. wonders, "Would my dreams of public
service disappear in the hard light of pra( tical poli-
tics ?' When Howe opines that God seems to have an
eye ca FDR's future, Roosevelt notes. "Gods not avail-
able as a campaign manager making that easy transi-
tion from dreaming to practical politics. There follows
a tellingly honest exchange about the manipulation of
other politicians in order to get a chance to deliver the
nomination speech for Gov. Al Smith's presidential race.
The film ends with Roosevelt's triumphant ten steps
to the lectern without the aid of his braces. An awed
silence prefaces the roar of the crowd as the camera
pulls back, and FDR's own triumphant presidential hid
is foreshadowed by the placards of states that will sup-
port him when his turn comes.

Robert Vaughn tried unsuccessfully for the same
cheers in his performance of F.D.R. at the National
Theatre in 1977. which was filmed with the addition
of archival footage to his one-man recitations. Televi-
sion audiences were never enthusiastic about one-man
shows, but Dore Schary's script for the play reflects
the new mode of digging into personal details, as FDR
hints at a had marriage with Eleanor, which was to
become the subject of another portrait of the time.

FDR's film image had revolved around his eccen-
tricities and intellectuality even before Sunrise at
Campobello. and actors before Vaughn had studic illy
cultivated the art of the' cigarette holder and pince-
nez, as well as his upper-class accent. avoiding stories
about his flaws. For example. he figures as an authori-
tative but ghostly presence in Beau James (1956). in
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WOODROW WILSON (ALEXANDER KNOX) IS NEW JERSEY'S FAVORITE

son when the Democratic Convention of 1912 convenes
in Baltimore in this scene from Wilson (1944).

which Boll Hope plays Jimmy Walker. with its impi-
ous tag line. Who wants to be president. when you
can be the mayor of New York?" This is the first film
to draw the direct corelation bemeen show business
and politics, as part of its humor of course. but the

movie's cynicism about honesty in politics was pro-
phetic of a later iconoclasm. The line that drew laughs
in 1956"Maybe it sounds like fantasy to call your-
self a politician and an honest man. hut" has become
a cliché of silver screen politicians.

By the time the miniseries Eleanor and Franklin found
its way to the cathode tubes of post-Watergate view-
ers. even Roosevelt's reputation was ready for sonic
muckraking. Eleanor ( Jane Alexander) is shown to have
provided more than half the power that motivated his
career and to have been a martyr to his ambitions.
13ecause the story is constructed of flashbacks recalling

17i
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ANDREW JOHNSON (VAN HEFLIN) APPEALS TO CONGRESS AND THE

people filling the gallery at his impeachment proceedings
in Tennessee Johnson (1942). Copyright C Loew's Inc.
1942 and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc. 1970.
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their friendship and lovefrom which he strayed even
in his hour of deathaudience sympathy is reserved
for the First Lady. while every wart of the president is
made visible. Actor Edward Herrmann plays the man
with a strong superstructure of good intentions softened
by an inner weakness. His private life is balanced against
the many wise career moves, behind which he is often
a cranky, careless and petulant figure. In fact. the Lin-



coin Memorial, usually the symbol of the president's
place in history, is used for one of Eleanor's big scenes,
after her resignation from the DAR for their refusing
Marion Anderson access to their premises for a concert.

The film's respect for the Roosevelt administration's
accomplishments is achieved through a brilliant mon-
tage of documentary footage from the era. Through
such newsreel material. rather than throLgh dramatic

action. MR is shown developing the powers that will
make him an international statesman. Yet, that too is
undercut in a scene shcwing unstatesmanlike Ir, ita-
tion at the war. when he confesses. "I cannot remem-
ber when I've been more battered.- Coupled with his
jealousy of Eleanor's free-floating ambassadorial stele
(when she travels to California to sneak out on behalf
of Japanese-Americans. he says he envies her "sailing
away" from the stress of wan. 1-.e does not compare
favorably with his family's previous president. "Uncle
Ted.' The benevolent patriarch in this film. Teddy gives
Eleanor to Franklin in marriage and hosts the young
couple's first visit to the White House.

This three-part series was made in 1976-77. only a
year or so after the release of Columbia Pictures' The
Wind and the Lion, which slightly ruffles the canon-
ized image of Theodore Roosevelt in an attempt to
show what Teddy would have done about Arab imper-
tinence. The avuncular. diplomatic Teddy of Eleanor
and Franklin is a far cry from the blustering but canny
Roosevelt exploiting a kidnapping incident in exotic
Tangier. Since the kidnapping never took place and
has been inflated in a fit of nostalgia for the unwavering
power Roosevelt represented. the film seen-is to have
been made primarily to contrast the national charac-
ters of Arabs and Americans. a subject of some inter-
est after the development of the Arab oil cartel.

One could speculate on the reasons Hollywood reached
back as far as the turn of the century to find a presi-
dent to balance ageinst a pack of barbaric Berbers led
by Sean Connery as a cultivated rogue. Perhaps the
Ford administration had revived interest in the presi-
dent as sportsman. however facetiously: perhaps the
grizzly character of Teddy seemed to represent the appro-
priate stance against the Arab threat: perhaps the
increase of kidnappings revived a dormant script whose
time seemed to have come. Perhaps all these arguments
were made in launching the project, but the final prod-
uct does seem to offer Teddy Roosevelt as a Hamletesque
figure in a post-Watergate era when Americans were
looking for their lost innocence.

On the 1904 whistle-stop campaign trail, this presi-
dent is shown saying, "It is my policy to protect Amer-
ican citizens and American interests wherever they are
threatened.- But what is American? Actor Brian Keith
defines the American in a worthy monologue, as he
leans against a tree in the dawn after a bear has attacked
his hunting camp. Comparing grizzly bears to Ameri-
cans. he notes their "strength, intelligence ferocity.
blind and reckless at times. but courageous beyond all
doubt ... and loneliness. He has no real allies. only
enemies. The world will never low us. They may grow
to respect us.- This leads to a suggestion that the "griz-
zly should be our symbol, not that ridiculous eagle.-
while the film cuts abruptly to lions being presented
to a sultan by some unmanly diplomats.

The Wind and the Lion spends dramatically un-
justifiable time with scenes such as Roosevelt and John
Hay ( John Huston swaggering) exchanging advice on
eating cake and staying fit, and Teddy dictating a letter
to tit._ Winchester Company pointing out the flaws in
its rifles. Ample time is given to Roosevelt miming
his struggle with a grizzly. with the camera angle catch-
ing him from beneath as he growls. Target shooting at
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CHARLTON HESTON AS ANDREW JACKSON IN THE PRESIDENTS LADY

(1952). Copyright c Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
1 ?52.
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drawing of the Czar. Roosevelt's idea of a joke. elic-
its from Hay the observation. -He's gone cowboy again.-
The plot develops a romantic subplot with Candice
Bergen portraying American womanhood as infinitely
resourceful and Sean Connery trying to translate Arab
wisdom for her. their situation prompting a wild-eyed
invasion of Morocco by American troops. In the final
sequence. an adviser whispers to Roosevelt that they
can do anything in Morocco now. and background bab-
ble about the most popular president in history- precedes
an unveiling of his stuffed grizzly.

Roosevelt becomes soulful and distant for the first
time. adopting a statesmanlike mien as he advises the
crowd that "Nothing is certain.- then contradicts him-
self with. -The fate of the nation will be decided by
tne American peoplc in November. and the fate of
Morocco will he decided tomorrow lw me. I'd like to
be alone with my bear:' Western Uric; delivers the
message from the Mouli Achmed Mohammed El Raizuli
the Magnificent. Lord o' he Rif. Sultan to the Berbers.
to the American President: -1 like the lion must remain
in my place. wh.;le You like the wind will nTer know
yours.

This paradoxical portraiture was not the first of its
kind about Roosevelt. el'he father of American cinema

: 4

Edwin S. Porter made a perplexing little movie in 1907,
The "Teddy" Bears. which begins with the tale of Gold-
ilocks visiting the house of the three bears and being
rescued when Teddy intervenes, killing the Mama Bear
and Papa Bear and capturing the "Teddy" bear. Even
in this early silent. the American Goldilocks did not
know her place and brought out Teddy. guns ablating.

Whenever Hollywood presumes to educate the nation,
the result seems to be an unabashed apologia pro vita
sua. such as the empirical Augustus I delivered to the
Romans. In short. we need great presidents to offset
our own shortcomings. to intercede for us in history.
But actual educational films seldom carry the pre-
tentiousness of entertainment films about the sane sub-
ject. For example. director Richard Marquana. whose
career subsequently carried him into neighborhood the-
aters, made in 1977 A Cowboy in the [Vide House:
Theodore Roosevelt 1858-1919. a competent and
informative view of the young TR (William Hootkins)
as a am boy at the Elk Horn Ranch. as a police com-
missioner. and as the youngest president ever in 1906.
TR is shown to have brought an unprecedented life
force into that office. but as tradition demands. he
declares in stentorian tones. "Abraham Lincoln's my
hero." This little movie's heavy emphasis on TR's Nobel
Peme Prize and strong desire for peace with a high
pr:ority pliced on peacemaking conferences pegs it to
the values of the 1970F. when American presidents
worked hard to bring others to the peace table.

None of these secondary influences on presidential
portraiture can compare. however. to the propaganda



launched by Darryl F. Zanuck with Wilson in 1944,
which drew charges of fourth term propaganda for Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt and turned everybody from the
U.S. Army to the Senate into -, iiim critic. The actor
who gave life to this U.S. president was again a Cana-
dian, Alexander Knox. whose resonant elocution and
studious movements drew praise from both film buffs
and Wilson fans and family. Because Wilson was the
first American feature film to assay the deeds of actual
politicians still living or of recent memory, it was sub-
ject to the kind of quibbling over historical accuracy
usually reserved for news features. Saturday Review
said, "this picture is a document of the first impor-
tance," while Time claimed it was the product of
"Hollywood at the crossroads ... of mature responsi-
bilities," and the New York Times dubbed it "The Movie
to Prevent World War Three."

The two-and-a-half-hour film begins with Wilson as
president of Princeton University. quickly sketches his
move to Pennsylvania Avenue, the death of his wife,
his happy remarriage, and the debates over American
neutrality in the wake of the sinking of the Lusitania.
It may have erred in crediting William Jennings Bryan
with securing Wilson's nomination at the Baltimore
convention, but its purpose was undoubtedly not to
examine a plitical career but rather to review Wilson's
struggle for the League of Nations, whose ideals will
never die he assures his Cabinet in the closing sequence.
conceding defeat but optimistic that it may come about
in a better way than we proposed."

The subsequent debate over the film's right to con-
duct its own peace march through America's movie
palaces led to its being banned from military bases
not so much for its history lesson. as for its influence
in the reelection of Wilson's former Assistant Secre-
tary of the Navy. FDR. Its alleged partisan political
content and context was denied by Zanuck, who insisted
it was "damned nonpartisan." The partisan politicking
around it prompted some swift amendments to the Sol-
diers' Voting Act and attracted record-breaking crowds
just as World War II was pushing the country into
negotiations such as those at Dumbarton Oaks. where
Secretary of State Cordell Hull invoked the film's les-
son during an impasse.

Because the motion picture became the most widely
circulated and single most effective piece of propaganda
on behalf of the United Nations, its heroic image of
Wilson was arguably more effective than any image
Wilson himself could have projected. Ironically, the mov-
ie's enlightened vision of the power of the mass
medium ultimately failed, much as did its subject. A
two-million-dollar loss coupled with the indifference it
encountered in rural America recalled the failure of
President Wilson's own promotion of noble experiments.
As might be expected, its story actually addressed the
problems of the conclusion of World War II rather
than those of the War to End All Wars.

Among the many causes the Wilson administration
has served, the most unlikely is that of feminism. The
pandering title of The F:rst Woman President, a
telefeature made by Delbert Mann in 1974. promises
more than it delivers. Eva Marie Saint plays Wilson's
second wife, who is called "Edith the First. Edith Rex"
in anger by unworthy politicos when she becomes the

sole channel of communication to the president, who
is presumed to be dying or even dead, and allegedly
forges his signature on controversial congressional bills.
Edith is accused of "petticoat government." until the
recovered president rises to the occasion to pronounce,
"Unlike some of our senators, the people always listen
to the voice of sanity." This appeal to he people is a
characteristic of presidential biographies, but to make
sure the people listen to the sane voice of authority.
the film invokes Wilson's Nobel Peace Prize in the con-
clusion as proof of the injustice delivered upon him in
his own time.

A similar attempt to revise popular opinion occurs
in Tennessee Johnson, released in England as The Man
on America.'s Conscience (1943). The seventeenth pres-
ident is shown making a long address at his own
impeachment hearings which wins for him that single
decisive vote. although in fact he never appeared. The
picture also eagerly corrects the record on his alleged
drunken delivery of his vice-presidential address. Una-
ble to resist the temptation to embroider, director William
Dieter le shows the august Lincoln entering the cham-
bers to silence the restless and scandalized public.
although Lincoln would never have been able to do
such a thing. These are the more notorious historical
bloopers of a film whose aim is to restore the reputa-
tion of its subject, made, interestingly, just as revisionist
history was beginning to reverse the standard history
of the Civil War and Recor truction Era. James Agee's
review in The Nation dared to propose that its
"daguerrotype" characters made it "as sincere as Henry
Wallace. whom it is perhaps prenominating, and now
and then, helped usually by Van Heflin as Johnson.
the sincerity breaks loose ... and becomes vigorous
and warming for a minute." A minute is not long in a
movie, and the film hd.; been all but forgetten. as has
its immigrant director, whose contributions to Ameri-
can history now seem unwieldy.

Cut from the Hollywood mold and distinguished by
a succession of roles larger than life or history. Charleton
Heston satisfied public expectations of historical presi-
dents perhaps better than any other actor, although
his rugged. uncompromising individualism has surely
become a cliche by present standards. He played Andrew
Jackson twice, first in 1950 in Twentieth Century-Fox's
The President's Lady and again in 1958 in Paramount's
swashbuckling The Buccaneer.

The President's Lady stars Susan Hayward as Rachel
and shifts the focus of his political ambition to her.
After dueling over her, his promise to "lift you up so
high that nobody will dare say anything about you"
becomes the sole motivation for his presidential bid.
Their great romance feeds Heston's heroics. He fights
Indians, wears a general's epaulets in a battle tent, goes
to Washington City against his will. builds Rachel a
refuge from her social rebuffs. and plays on certain
abiding American prejudices in the voice-over narra-
tive. When he wasn't fighting Indians. he was fight-
ing Congress."

In a rather pointed parallel with the political forces
building up around Eisenhow7r, the film features Jackson
with his thumbs on his lapels on the campaign trail
saying, It has been said that I've had more experience

4. I I v i



in uniform tnan in government. I nat 1.- true. It was
also true of General Washington." Heston suffers a
metamorphosis from the coonskin-capped trapper who
married pioneering Susan Hayward to the silver-haired
statesman seen before the quickly rebuilt columns of
the recently burned Capitol delivering his inaugural
address after Rachel's death.

When I ieston reappears in the battle with the British
at the opening of The Buccaneer six years later. he
still has his silver hair and the moniker "Old Hawk
Face." The picture brandished the guarantee "super-
-ised by Cecil B. de Mille and was a remake of the
1938 story of Jean Lafitte's comirg to the rescue of
the backwoods general to fend off the British. Lafitte
(Yul Brynner) runs a duty-free market in the Delta,
where he defends laissez-faire economics with such
phrases as "We take the risks. You take the bargains."

Lafitte's swashbucklers deride the Constitution as
"American rules:' although they clearly would like to
join its prosperous society. They make a bargain with
Jackson to help him in exchange for citizenship. But
because they are pirates, and therefore undesirables,
they are cruelly betrayed. Betraying one's erstwhile
allies and challenging another's worth as an American
are not surprising themes for the late 1950s, but the
melodramatic chords here drown out stray political
notes.

A forebear of these two Stonewall Jackson films can
be found in the Library's Paper Print Collection. The
1913 Andrew Jackson paints with a broad brush the
wooing and wedding of Rachel, including the scandal
of her previous husband's challenge to Jackson, as well
as Jackson's exploits with Lafitte in New Orleans. The
archaeoiogy of the visual prototypes of Jackson reveal
the buckskin-clad youth developing into the lion -manes
general in full command of himself and the nation.

Interest in presidents such as Lincoln and Jackson
as representatives of the American dream of rising out
of humble origins and achieving the ultimate power
America could offer must have appealed both to the
men who made the movies and their largely immi-
grant audiences. The progress of these heroes from
out of the untamed West and into the s,..ry ice and
rewards of civilization corresponds to th, archetypal

tpattern of heroes anywhere. Apost coltures, however.
can find these exemplary herots among their founding
fathers, while in America the huthor; of our Constitu-
tion were generally patricians ii.nd not available as heroic
models for a working class aid agrarian society. A fas-
cinating study, however, of 'effective dispiaLement of
the heroic dimensions of tie founders of our nation
occurs in a 1940 movie in which Thomas Jefferson is
a secondary advisory figure to a buckskin-clad, wilderness-
bred Cary Grant.

The Howards of Virginia is about the revolutionary
war in Virginia getting its start when Colonel Jefferson
saves young Tom and the Howard boy from the dandified
and unprogressi-.e study of the classics under a school-
master still loyal to the Crown. Years later in Wil-
liamsburg, Thomas Jefferson (Richard Carlson) and
Howard (Cary Grant) meet again, and the dapper
Jefferson induces him to throw away his buckskins.
Thomas Jefferson is shown to be capable of white lies
to help his friend find work among the foppish landed

FROM THE HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA (1940): A TYPICAL SCENE FROM

quill-pen movies reenacting deeds of the founding fathers,
with Cary Grant as the common man among Virginia aris-
tocracy; and Thomas Jefferson (Richard Carlson) oversee-
ing his friend Howard's bath.

gentry. where he also helps find him a wife. Jefferson
is used in this film as a patron and foil for the working
class (in another country. it would be the peasantry).
exposing them to the machinery and lessons in com-
promise that American politics requires. (The issue of
a unified stance after the Boston Tea Party must have
resonated in the debate over America's entering World
War II.) Jefferson is sent to Philadelphia to "be a brain"
for Congress. while Howard is clearly the "heart- of
colonial America. laboring to defend it. As governor.
Jefferson lodges his thumbs in his lapels, one of those
thespian gestures meant to indicate his touch is not on
the pulse of the nation.

To perfect the portrait of a hero, a noble General
Washington (George Houston) displaces Jefferson in
the affections of Howard's sons. who serve the general
selflessly. Shown in profile in the film %vitt- the care of
iconography. Washington is bewigged, immaculately uni-
formed, and in council with Lafayette and von Steuben.
reflecting on his international savoir faire. The Revo-
lutionary Army may he saftcring greatly. but they are
led by people who can deliver well-wrought oratory
about what they fight for. One of the I loward boys
tells his isolationist uncle. "We all believe in liberty.
And I believe in Jefferson's kind." By implication.
Jeffersonian democracy waF as debated in 1940 as dur-
ing the American Revolution. Historical recreations
such as The Howards of Virginia may appear to he
merely toney entertainment. like The Bucaineer of the
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waning 1950s. but a particular political context raises
questions about the motives behind their production.

The depiction of the Father of Our Country, George
Washington, has resisted most attempts to dramatize
his life, primarily because the famous Gilbert Stuart
portrait promised so little drama and was so revered
that Hollywood felt the necessity to render the first
president as Stuart hadimmobilizedwhich is diffi-
cult in a moving picture. In most films, Washington
appears only briefly and, oddly. in profile. The great
act ,r Montague Love assayed the general in Warner
Brothers' Sons of Liberty, in which Claude Rains as
Haym Solomon rescues the colonial effort with his
personal fortune. Although Sons of Liberty is not in
the Library's collection, an equally libera. iducational
film from the early 1970s tells the tale of George
Washingtm: The Making of a Revolutionary. addressing
the very definition of revolutionary. It shows Wash-
ington's resistance to the idea of resolution, as he paces
a room and debates with various interlocutors the issues
of freedom that preoccupied the early 1970s.

In 1983 producer David Gerber and MGM joined
the historical cavalcade with a miniseries. George Wash-
ington, which was seen by millions when it aired on
CBS. Quite possibly it changed the popular view of
Washington's life from that of a man v. ho could not
be motivated to tell a lie to that of a man who couldn't
help but chop down the cherry tree. A soap operatic
tale of Washington's barely concealed love for his best
friend's wife kept in check by the self-effacing devo-
tion of Martha (Patty Duke Astin) hints broadly at
some sexual disturbance between Martha and George
that is never satisfactorily developed. This potentially
scandalous expose of Washington the man is bal-
ancedor contradicted, depending on the degree of
one's resignation before the television medium's abil-
ity to make almost anything scandalousby a sober if
tedious attempt to show how reluctantly Washington

went to war. Having been appointed, he then finds
himself sounding like Caspar Weinberger pleading for
arms appropriations from the Continental Congress.

Having begun with statements such as "I can ignore
history. if only it will ignore me," actor Barry Bostwick
provides a self-fulfilling prophecy. As a man trying to
escape his destiny, Washington fits into a more mod-
ern concept of the burdens of leadership than that of
earliei celluloid leaders as stalwart heroes. Bostwick
fails utterly to achieve that impenetrable authority found
in Gilbert Stuart's painting, probably to the credit of
the production. It was the apparent purpose of the series
to strip the myth from Washington's life and make him
a manor less. Bostwick never dons a wig and remains
youthful unri: the tearful farewell of his loyal officers
in the final scene. Portentous chords seem to announce
that, as it was in the beginning and ever shall be, old
soldiers never die, they just become president.

An interesting deflection of purpose occurs when
the Declaration of Independence is read aloud and
painstakingly, as if each and every word is to be renewed
in the cathode glow; but after the passage about inal-
ienable rights, the voice dies away and at "to secure
these rights" it lops off the part most often ignored.
Nevertheless, George Washing 'on is a profound hom-
age to the American tradition o ntinuously reshaping
our presidents in the images necessary to maintain
respect for the current administration. It is neither bet-
ter nor worse than the rest, because there can be no
absolute scale of values for movies portraying presi-
dents without a complete investigation into the his-
tory it served, the politics motivating it, and even the
money it needed to generate in a business as expensive
as filmmaking.

The most salient characteristic of movie biographies
of these presumably extraordinary men is the way the
script and camera work oppose each other. The script
tries to emphasize the common touch that makes the
president a man of the people, while the cinematogra-
phy reinforces the heroic stance, the superhuman ges-
ture. Perhaps the best portraits have been accomplished
in series from the great age of television, such as Pro-

files in Courage and Omnibus, where neither budgets
nor ideology were inflated. Furthermore, these series
quite probably set an unconscious standard for presi-
dential biographies that has made subsequent produc-
tions pale in comparison, at least in comparison with
our own nostalgic memories of television watching for
history lessons. Also important to their own claim on
authoritative history is the dignity they lent the sub-
ject. The public's self-respect is challenged by movies
showing their leaders to be rogues and fools. The cur-
rent political climate seems to be restoring the Amer-
ican dream, which is summed up by Richard Nixon in
Secret Honor as "Anyone can be president." But not
every president can make his mark on the movies.

Copmght ' Karen Lichnu 198'
KARFN JAFFINP has written for tarn publications including Film Quar-
terly. An.. man Film. Variety. and Cineaste and has worked for the
Library's Motion Picture. Broadcasting. and Recorded Sound Division
She is now the Director of Acquisitions and Development in New York
for International Spectrafilm She is an editor for Cmeacte maganne
and Director of Programming for -women Mak.: Movies.- the Wash
ington, D.0 . women's film festival
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MUSIC
David Raksin Composes
New Work for Founder's
Day Concert

ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING EVENTS
of the 1986-1987 concert season at the
Library of Congress was the exciting pre-
miere performance of David Raksin's
Oedipus Memneitai (Oedipus Remem-
bers), the featured work of the Founder's
Day Concert on October 30, 1986. Eliza-
beth Sprague Coolidge was born on Octo-
ber 30, 1864, and the foundation bearing
her name observes her birthday regularly
by presenting a special concert on that
day at the Library.

David Raksin's impressive work, com-
missioned by the Elizabeth Sprague Coo-
lidge Foundation, was for bass-baritone,
six-part mixed chorus, and seventeen-piece
chamber orchestra. It was performed by
Thomas Beveridge in the role of Oedi-
pus, the Norman Scribner Choir, and the
Music Crafters ensemble. Mr. Rak-An also
wrote the libretto and conducted the choir
and ensemble. The concert. which was
,,resented to an enthusiastic and completely
fil'A house, was also heard on various
dates in cities throughout the country over
American Public Radio.

David Raksin is best known as the com-
poser of the title songs and scores for
Laura and The Bad and the Beautiful and
has composed music for more than a hun-
dred other films, including Forever Amber
Force of Evil, Carrie, Separate Tables, Al
Capone, The Redeemer, The Unicorn in
the Garden, and Madeline (the last two
animated). "Laura" has become one of the
most often recorded pieces. there beir,,4
more than three hundred i'ferent ver-
sions.

Upon graduation from the University
of Pennsylvania, Mr. Raksin went to New
York City, where he played and sang with
various bands. George Gershwin heard
his arrangement of "I Got Rhythm" and
recommended him to the famous Harms-
Chappell team that arranged the music

SOUND ENGINEER JOHN HOWELL AND ACTING

Chief of the Music Division Jon Newsom,
working on part of the set for Oedipus
Memneitai.

DAVID RAKSIN, COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR, AND

bas--baritone Thomas Beveridge looking
over the score for Oedipus MemneltaL

for nearly every Broadway show of that
time. This led to a call to Hollywood to
assist Charlie Chaplin on the score of his
film Modern Times Thus David Raksin
began his career in Hollywood at the age
of twenty-three.

His stage works include several musi-
cals (If the Shoe Fits, Feather in Your
Hat, and Wind in the Willows) and bal-
lets, incidental music for many plays
(including Volpone, The Prodigal, and
Mother Courage), and the original instru-
mentation for band of Igor Stravinsky's
Circus Polka. as staged by George Balan-
chine for the Ringling Brothers Barnum
& Bailey Circus

Mr Raksin's television credits include
themes and scores for "Ben Casey," "Life
with Father," "Breaking Point," and more
than three hundred individual television
programs; acting on "Beacon Hill"; and
numerous interviews.

In addition to being a composer, con-
ductor. author, lecturer, and teacher, David
Raksin is one of this century's preemi-
nent masters of orchestration. His con-
cert pieces have been performed in the
United States and abroad by the Phila-
delphia Orchestra, the New York Phil-
harmonic, the Boston Pops, the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, the BBC Orches-
tra, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and
many others

1 7
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THOMAS BEVERIDGE (WITHOUT HIS OEDIPUS

costume and makeup), David Raksin, and
the MusicCrafters rehearsing Oedipus
Memneitai.



DAVID PAKSIM CONDUCTING THE MUSICCRAFTERS,

Thomas Beveridge, and the Norman Scrib-
ner Choir during a rehearsal for the pre-
miere performance of Oedipus Memnsital.

,
THE COMPOSER (DAVID RAKSIN), Ti'E SOUND ENGI-

neer ac.hn Howell), and the performers
preparing for the premiere of Oedipus
Memneltal.

N r 1 7r,.,: 4.. lur
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TW MAS BEVERIDGE ATTIRED AS OEDIPUS AND

composer David Raksin taking a break
during rehearsals for Oedipus Memnettai.
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The Juilliard String
Quartet Performs
The Art of the Fugue

IN OCTOBER OF 1986 THE JUILLIARD
String Quartet celebrated both its fortieth
anniversary and the official debut of its
new second violinist Joel Sniiinoff. The
need for a new violinist arose when Earl
Carlyss, who had been with the group
since 1966, resigned to become tne co-
ordintor of the string chamber music
department Pt the Peabody Institute.

Mr. Smirnoff, a native of 1\4t w York
City, studied hist,,ry at the University of
Chicago before earning his bachelor's and
master's degrees from the Juilliard School
of Music. He was a member of the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra for five years
and made his New York recital debut at
Carnegie Recital Hall in 1985.

On the eveniigs of October 23 and 24
the audience at he filled-to-capacity Coo-
lidge Auditorium of the Library of Con-
gress was treated to a dazzling performance
of Bach's The Art of the Fugue by the
Juilliard Quartet. Bach composed this
extraordinary work during the last fie
years of his life to set down the total sL-ri
of his knowledge of the technique and
expression cf fugal counterpoint. The Art
of the Fugue. has been transcribed for
almost every possiile combination rang-
ing from one keyboard inst'iment to ful!
orchestra and concert band, although the
wo... was written for four abstract voices
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. It would
seem, then, that it would be performed
regularly 'ay quartets. Among the reasons
that it is not is the fact that the alto and
tenor lines go below the range of the vio-
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THE FOYER OF THE MARY PICKFORD THEATER.

lin and viola a significant number of times
throughout the work. Some have coped
with this problem by either transposing
those passages one octave higher or hav-
ing the alto voice shift from the second
violin to the viola. The Juilliard Quartet
has found another solution as explained
by viJlist Samuel Rhodes in the program
notes for the Quartet's Library perform-
ance:

"It is a shame to thus distort a work
whose life blood depends upon the pure
progression of the voices. It is possible to
solve the problem another way: by adapt-
ing the instruments to accommodate
Bach's counterpoint rather than adapting
Bach's counterpoint to accommodate the
instruments. In the case of the Alto voice
this is easily soluble by hr.'ing the sec-
ond violinist ploy viola in the places that
are too low. We have come up with a very
interesting solution for the Tenor voice.
I have asked the master luthier Marten
Cornelissen to make an instrument large
enough so that it can extend the normal
viola range downward by a fourth. Mr.
Cornelissen has produced an instrument
that is not only designed to function won-
derfully in this altered way. but also when
normally strung, is one of he finest vio-
las my colleagues and I have ever heard.
For these rusons, what you will,hear this
evening is not an arrangement or a tran-
scription, but simply a faithful reproduc-
tion of ever/ note that Bach wrote:' From
the exuberant audience reaction, the per-
formence was a great deal more than Mr.
Rhodes promised.

FILM
The Mary Pickford Theater

IN JUST FOUR YEARS THE MARY
Pickford Theater in the Library of Con-
gress has become a popular center for
viewing and discussion of the motion pic-
ture a, ts. The 1986 Pickford calendar held
a wide variety of events devoted to every-
thing from Japanese film treasures of the
thirties and forties to Washington pre-
mieres of films that were underappreciated
when they were first released. from Shake-
speare. through Dickens, to American
satire.

One of the year's highlights was a three-
month series mounted by the Library and
its next-door neighbor on Capitol Hill.
the Folger Shakespeare Library. "Acting
It Many Ways-: Shakespeare on Film and
Tel:vision which took its title from
Macbethfeatured fifty titles and included
not only major productions but rare silents
and some very odd Shakespearean off-
shoots as well. Laurence Olivier in Henry



THE JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET (LEFT TO RIGHT)

Robert Mann and Joel Smirnoff, Violins;
Samuel Rhodes, Viola; and Joel Krosnick,
Violoncello.

V Orson Welles in Othello. Derek Jacobi
in Richard II were joined hy Jack Benny
in To Be or Not 7o Be, Natalie Wood in
West Side Story, and Paul Douglas in Joe
Macbeth. Viewers were informed. through
the medium of a 1920 German silent,
that the true reason behind Hamlet's
brooding ar 1 rejection of Ophelia was that
Hamlet was actually a woman who for
reasons of state was compelled to assume
the guise of a man." Hamlet and Eggs, a
1937 two-reeler fi, in a very low-budget
studio. the story of a Shakespearean actor
vacationing out west. featured Irene Ryan.
best remembered as Granny on The Bev-
erh llillbillies.

At various points during this series
scholars, performers. and archivists dis-
cussed the comprom;ses and ciiallenges

w

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S CLASSIC WORKSAND

some amazing offshootswere the subject
of a three-month series "Acting It Many
Ways."

of filming Shakespeare. And the series
included an evening's exploration of the
"Changing Styles of Shakespearean Film
Acting."

A month-long series held in conjunc-
tion with an exhibit on "Charles Dick-
ens and the Performing Arts" featured
films and television programs adapted from
Dickens's fiction. The David Lean pro-
duction of Great Expectations, two silent
film versions of The Cricket on the
Hearth, A Christmas Carol starring
Alastair Sim, the 1958 production of A
Tale of Two Cities starring Dirk Bogarde,
The Mystery of Edwin Drood, and the
musicals Scrooge and Oliver! were among
the films shown.

As the year progressed. film in the
Pickford Theater delved into "Real-Life
America" with samples of the most
pointed nonfiction film and television of
the l'ast twenty years; "American Satire,"
featuring a range of films made from 1904
to 1984; and "Music and Movies," which
included nearly a hundred features, shorts,
and excerpts covering a wide range of
filmmaking and music. From 'lb p Hat to
No Maps on My Taps, "Music and Mov-
ies" provided a splendid series of grace
notes to conclude the Pickford Theater's
fourth year of programs.

POETRY AND
LITERATURE
"I r DOES THE CONSULTANT
in roetry ao?"

The question is accompanied by a smile.

IRI

CHARLES DICKENS'S FLAIR WITH A

pen, the basis of a Pickford
Theater film series, was closely
rivaled by his dash at, an actor.
This sketch by Kenny Meadows
shows Dickens playing Captain
Bobadil in Ben Jonson's Every
Man in His Humour.
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The general understanding is that the Con-
sultant in Poetry does nothing.

Well, I have never worked so hard in
my life. I have been exhausted, but glori-
ously exhausted, at the end of each day.
Or, at the end of a night, since same days
were nine A.M to eleven-thirty PM. "days":
some Mondays and Tuesdays I stayed in
my office on the third floor of the Thomas
Jefferson Building until time for the Coo-
lidge Auditorium esentation, meanwhile
answering letters, planning programs, sort-
ing files, etc. After a reading or lecture
there was always a reception, from which
Poetry Associates Nancy Galbraith and
Jenny Rutland, Security and the servers,
and I were the last to leave.

I mentioned Mondays and Tuesdays
those were the days I was required to work
in my office in Washington. I myself threw
in Wednesdays, nine A M to three-thirty
P M (three-thirty necessarily, so I could
get the afternoon train to Chicago)be-
cause otherwise I could not have "handled"
the enormous amounts of mail that had
to be answered, or the many many many
visitors, local, foreign, I was please, to
receive.

A Consultant is left pretty much alone
is encouraged to develop a personal
direction. You enter with a reding of your
poetry. You close with a goodbye lecture.
Between those involvements, I behaved
as follows

I introduced the impressive writers who
came to speak in the Coolidge Audito-
rium, those / invited and those invited
by Dr. John Broderick, the Assistant
Librarian for Research Se, vices. I enjoyed
concocting those introductions. I had the
privilege of introducing, among others,
such sigilificance. as Doris Grumbach,
William Golding, Keri Hulme, Les Mur-
ray, Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Haki, Sonia
Sanchez, Grace Schulman, Barbara Guest,

e, 4

Michael Harper, Galway Kinnell, Joyce
Carol Oates, David Ignatow, Mari Evan,
Mark Perlberg, Michael Anania, Sandra
Cisneros, Garrison Keillor, Louis Simp-
son, James Baldwin (who closed my sea-
son), Luis Omar Salinas, Alberto Rios,
Lorna Dee Cervantes, Etheridge Knight,
Donald Hall, John Tagliabu, and Michael
Benedikt.

I was taped and televised "galore:'
I visited and was war 'y welcomed by

innumerable area scho,,iseiementary
schools, high schools, sometimes two or
three in a day (MANY times, two or
three in a day!)and such institutions
as Georgetown University, the University
of Virginia, James Madison University,
SUNY in Albany, the Community Col-
lege of Baltimore, and the Enoch Pratt
Library of Baltimore. George Washing-
ton University gave me an honorary doc-
torate in the spring of 1986 (as did the
University of Vermont, Seattle Univer-
sity, and Spelman College in Atlanta).

I visited prisons: Jessup Prison (the
Maryland Cerrectional 7acility) and Lor-
ton, reading to inmates. enlisting inmates
in poetry reading, giving them books of
poetrymine and othersand joining in
free discussion. I spoke to the "family,"
as it was called and regarded, at a drug
rehabilitation center. I spoke to and exer-
cised with the Washington senior Wom-
en's Wellness Center community and
started a five-year poetry competition there
( the first five hundred dollars in prizes
was awarded that spring).

I created my Lunchtime Reading Series,
a bright success: from twelve to presum-
ably two, in the Poetry Room, poets read,
received and enjoyed comment on their
works, will, and temperament. Then I took
them, the Poetry Squad Nancy's name
for the Nancy-Jenny-Gwen working trio
with twenty or so audience members, to

L2
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jagusch joins teachers and students of
Washington's Cathedral School in listening
to Gwendolyn Brooks reading.

lunch at Toscanini's or the Monocle,
where the spirited inquisition continued.
I managed three of the lunchtime meet-
ings. Then, on April 23rd(!), I had a
minifestival, with twenty-nine poets read-
ing; local poets and poets who had some
from many parts of the country, hono-
rariumless and paying their own expenses
absolutely. (These people obliged us only
because they love me! Do not expect fur-
ther graciousness of that dimension.)

I'm glad I came! I believe I "did some
good"! I managed, for instance, to excite
many youngsters toward a realization that
poetry can be nourishing and enhancing,
and extending. I have not told these young-
:;ters that the mere handling of paper and
pencil will guarantee a Pulitzer Prize.
(ALTHOUGH I have been proud, re-
cently, to tell them that Henry Taylor,
the 1985 Pulitzer poetry winner, was an
uncertain student of mine at Indiana Uni-
versity twenty years ago, glorifying his
class, and glorying in the gift of a twenty-
five-dollai prize. Incidentally, he has kept
his little certificateframed!all these
years.) I tell them, chiefly, that poetry,
read or written, can enrich and deepen
and strengthen their lives. I tell that to
cther sizes of people too.

I salute myself for accepting the chal-
lenge that enabled me to grow. I grew in
the job, assisted by the fine people I
worked with. I have, now. more confi-
dence that I can cope with challenge, with
further challenge.

And indeed, working as Consultant in
Poetry is challenging, is difficult, is requir-
ing. A Consultant who does not find it
so is not answering the needs of the job.

Gwendolyn Brooks
Poetry Consultant 1985-86

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
A MONTHLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS
which describes the concerts, films, poetry
and literature readings, and other perform-
ing arts events at the Library is available
without charge, upon request, from:

The Library of Congress
Information Office
Washington, D.C. 20540
202-287-5108
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MB Ell
FACILITIES

AT THE
LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS

The Performing Arts
Reading Room
LOCATED ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF
the James Madison Memorial Building,
this reading room provides access, in one
location, to music manuscripts, videotapes,
and recorded discs ane cassettes. as well
as to reference specialists in music and
broadcasting.

Researchers here have available to them
books about music, nearly six million
pieces of sheet music spannieg the his-
tory of music in America from the eigh-
teenth century to yesterday's copyright
deposits, complete individual collections
like 12,500 opera librettos colleaed by
si 'le man, and, of course, the rarities
of manuscript materials and musical in-
strument,.

The recorded sound collectionsome
1.3 million itemscovers the whole his-
tory of sound recordings, from wax cyl-
inders to compact audio discs. It, too,
encompasses a number of individual col-
lections, like the Museum of Broadcasting-
National Broadcasting Compa:ly Collec-
tion, which covers t:ie period from 1933
to 1970.
Hours: 8:30 A M to 5:00 P M Monday
through Saturday.

Motion Picture and
Television Reading Room
RESEARCHERS HAVE ACCESS TO
the film and television collections of the
Library of Congress through the Motion
Picture and Television Reading Room on
the third floor of the James Madison
Memorial Building.

The Library has an unusually strong
collection of films produced before 1915,

IMO

,

including the Paper Print Collection
films originally deposited for copyright as
photographs printed on rolls of paper and
later reconverted to film. The Theodore
Roosevelt Collection of 380 titles, which
is especially valuable for revealing the polit-
ical and social history of the early twen-
tieth century, and the more than seven
hundred early titles in the American Film
Institute Collection are also among these
early films.

The motion picture collections also
include several thousand films produced
in Germany, Japan. and Italy between
1930 and 1945. and, of course, films
by all American studios.

F(

In 1949. the Library began to collect
films made for television as part of its
motion picture collections. Many copy-
righte l television programs are now being
deposited on film and videotape. In com-
bination 'ith gifts. purchases. and ex-
changes. these deposits increase the Li-
brary's film and television collections by
several thousand new titles each year.

There are some restrictions on the use
of the film and television collections. They
are not available for public projection, loan.
or rental. although copies of individual
items may he made under certain cir-
cumstances.
Hours: 8:30 ,' M to 5:00 P Monday



through Friday.

Performing Arts Libruy
the Kennedy Center
LOCATED 1N. AND A JOINT PROJECT
with, the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in Washington. the Per-
forming Arts Library is a 'nail reference
facility linked to the Library 'Jt Congres.;
Computerised Catalog. It houses a six
thousand-%olume reference collection on
music, dance, theater. film, and broad-
casting, as well as over three hundred cur-
rentperiodicals. the 2.800-disc White
House Record Library, videotapes, post-

ers, and an extensive vertical file. A remote
audio link provides access to sound record-
ings in the Library's collections. The Per-
forming Arts Library provides artists and
designers working at the Kennedy Cen-
ter access to the basic research tools of
their craft, and it offers performers and
visitcrs alike a window into the much
more extensive collections in the perform-
ing arts located at the Library of Con-
gress. The reading room is open to the
public and can accommodate forty-four
readers
limn: 11:00 AM to 8:30 PM . Thesday
through Friday: 1V:00 A At to 6:00 Pm
Saturday.

) 1k.:1
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Three Decades of
Television:
A Catalog of Television
Programs Acquired by the
Library of Congress
1949-1979
Compiled by Sarah Rouse and
Katharine Loughney

Although in Amer:ea television is only
some forty years old. it has become such
a vital part of our live. that we can barely
conceive of a pretelevision world. Now,
with the publication of this unique cata-
log describing the Library's television hold
it gs acquired from 1949-1979, readers
have not only a valuable reference tool,
but an evocative compendium of what tele-
vision offered during those years.

The almost 20.000 entries provide syn-
opses of fiction and nonfiction programs,
genre and broad subject terms, cast and
production credits, and copyright and tele-
cast information. An extensive name and
subject index, as well as over forty illus-
trations further enhance the usefulness
of this guide.

This catalog shows how the TV col-
lection of the Literary eganslowly build-
ing into a solid foundation for the study
of American television programming.
"Meet the Press,- "Original Amateur
Hour.- "All in the Family." documenta-
ries on myriad topics. including Watergate
and the Vietnam War, movies made for
telex ision. and entertainment specialsall
are included among the entries hi this
hard-cover "ublicatior

Three Decades of Television will be
of particular interest and use to interna-
tional archives, broadcasting networks, his-
torians. librarians, mass communication
scholars. sociologists. political scientists.
educators. biographers. and sc iolars study-
ing popular culture.
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1986 Performing Arts
Annual
Edited by Iris Newsom

With articles on such diverse topics as
American diva Geraldine Farrar's "retire-
ment- from the Metropolitan Opera, the
influence of German industrial art on Fritz
Lang's Nibelungen, performing with a the-
atrical stock company in the twenties, and
film companies' coverage of Pancho Villa
and the Mexican Revolution. the Perform-
ing Arts Annual got off to a lively start
in 1986.

Copits of the premiere volume in this
series are still available. Hardbound. 180
pages of informatioi. and entertainment,
copiously illustrated. the 1986 Perform-
ing Arts Annual contains anecdotes as
well as analyses, photo essays as well as
carefully documented research. A stellar
addition to the libraries of all those inter-
ested in the performing arts.
Stock Number: S/N 030-001-00115-6
Price: S18

Wonderful Inventions
Motion Pictures,
Broadcasting, and
Recorded Sound at the
Library of Congress
Edited by Iris Newsom. with an
hamduction by Erik Barnouu'

The Library of Congress presents a col-
lection of twenty-five fascinating essays
on film. radio, television, mud related -won-
derful inventions.- Enhanced by 400 pic-
tures, more than sixty prints, musical
examples. and an accompanying album
of two 12-inch records. Wonderful In-
ventions: Motion Pictures, Broadcasting.
and Recorded Sound at the !Awry of an-
grecs- draws on the Library's vas( multi-
media collections in its lively consideration
of virtually eery phase of the capricious
and turbulent history of these media.

Writing from a variety of perspectives,
the essays authors draw us through time
from the silent film era and ea days of

1 \i1 I\ II r,1
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the recording and television industries to
the present age of highly sophisticated
techniques, such as those employed by
the Disney Studios and the makers of Star
Trek. The beginnings of conscious art-
istry are reflected, and eruptions of genius
by directors, cameramen, actors, and com-
posers are illuminated. The contributions
of D.W. Griffith, Victor Sjostrom, Satyajit
Ray. Andre Malraux. Emile Berliner,
Charlie Chaplin. Laurence Olivier.
Luciano Pavarotti. Victor Herbert. David
Raksin, Fred Steiner. and Walt Disney
are among the many discussed in this
volume.

Reminiscences are juxtaposed with
in-depth analyses in articles which con-
sider not only the entertainment aspects
of these mediaand chronicle events such
as the dicovery of lost films hut their

political influence as well. The two records
accompanying the book provide selections
from David Raksin's scores for the films
Separate Tables. Girlie, Force of Evil The
Redeemer; Unicorn in the Garden,
Giddvap, and Madeline and excerpts from
Scott Bradley's music for a Tom and Jerry
short all of which are discussed in the
book's two essays on Hollywood film
music.

Wonderful Inventions is introduced by
Erik Barnouw. Professor Emeritus of Dra-
matic Arts at Columbia University and
author of many books on the mass media.
Mr. Barnonw was chief of the Library's
Motion Picture. Proadcasting, and Re-
corded Sound Division from 1978 to
1981. Also included arc biographies of
the twenty-one authors and an extensive
index.

w () N, I) 41
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Here is a grand book: 384 pages filled
with information and atmosphere, a valu-
able resource for all those interested in
the wonderful inventions that have come
to loom so large in our lives.
Stock Number: S/N 030-001-00109-1
Price: $40.00

Perspectives on
John Philip Sousa
Edited and with an
Introduction oy Jon Newsom

Fascinating views of John Philip Sousa
quintessential American composer and cul-
tural statesman of international im-
portarceare provided in this collection
of seven essays.

The subjects are as diverse as the ac-
complishments of America's March King.
William Schuman provides an apprecia-
tion of Sousa's compositional genius, while
John Philip Sousa III makes some lively
personal observations, arguing persuasivety
that his legendary grandfather actually did
exist. Historian Nei; Harris and Marga-
ret L. Brown each consider Sousa's criti-
cal relationship with his first manager.
David Blakely. Pauline Norton discusses
the march tradition to which Sousa was
heir. Frederick Fennell presents an expe-
rienced conductor's view of the most
important marches. And James R. Smart
examines Sousa's composing method with
respect to what is probably his greatest
piece, The Stars and Stripes Forever.

The Sousa Band's appeal to the eye as
well as the ear is amply illustrated by over
forty contemporary photographs in a photo
essay amplified with pictures of various
documents that illuminate the story of
Sousa's success. "Ibgether with the forty-
six musical examples also included in the
volume. these illustrations provide a sense
of the time, place. and style that were
the milieu in which Sousa worked and



thiived and to which he made a unique
contribution.

As Neil Harris writes in his essay.
John Philip Sousa and the Culture of

Reassurance." "John Philip Sousa and his
America seemed made for each other. To
later generations ne continues to epito-
mic a whole way of lifestrutting drum
majors. hand concerts on soft summer
nights, strolling couples. playing children.
tranquil and .:assuriag evocations of a
time of well-ordered pleasures.**

'Perspectwes on John Philip Soma
may not change your life but it will
certainly enhance it. . . . The book
displays a quality of content and
workmanship whicn is first-raw.-
College Band Directors. N. thnhil
A ssociaiion Journal
'Perrpectwes on John Philip Soma
is a marvelous book.... It is a feast
for the eye and for the imagination:
and at SI 7.00. it is an irresistible
bargain.-

Frank Byrne. chief librarian of the
U.S. Marine Band. The Instru-
mentalist

Stock Number: S/N 030-001-00103-2
Price: S/ 7.00

Early Motion Pictures
The Paper Prim
Collection in the
Library of Congress
13v Kemp R. iViper
Edited l)1, Bebe Beigsten, with an
Introduction by Erik Barnouu.

A comprehensive. annotated catalog of
over three thousand films made between
1895 and 1915. Eadi, Motion Maurer
reveals to the reader a primary source for
the study of motion picture photograph
in America. England. France. and Den-
mark.

The films described in detail in this

)0V-page. clothbound book cover a vast
%arietv of people. plac,. and objects.

tints coy tired range front America's Cup
races. baseball games. parades. battleship
launchings. and Bengal Lancer charges
to political rallies and conferences. and
dance and theater performances. The geo-
graphical and architectural range of the
rn tcrial is astonishing.

Early Motion Pictures was written by
film technician Kemp R. Niver. who was
given an Oscar in 1954 for developing
ways to recreate these priceless old films
from their only surviving manifestation
paper contact prints submitted to the Copy-
right Office in the Library of Congress
at a time when the copyright law cov-
ered photographs but not motion pictures.
Completely familiar with all the cataloged
films. Mr. Niver gives the reader a syn-
opsis of the plot and information on locale.
sets. and costumes for each. Forty-five
of his favorite stills are included in the
book, as are an exhaustive name and sub-
ject index and a credit list of actors and
actresses, cameran- IL directors. scriptwrit-
ers. and authors.

This important hook on a unique col-
lection belongs in the library of all those
interested in film and social history.
Stock Number: S/N 030-001-00110-5
Price. S24.00

ORDERING
INFORMATION

All hooks advertised in this section can
be ordered from:

The Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Stock number (S/N) and payment
must accompany each order.

Checks or money orders should he pay-
able to Superintendent of Documents.
Payment may also be made by MasterCard.
VISA, or Choice credit cards. If this
method is used. inc!ude the credit card
number and expiration date on the order.

In Person: Books may be purchased at
Government Printing Office bookstores
ill: Atlanta. Birmingham. Boston. Chi-
cago. Cleveland. Columbus. Dallas. Der.
%.er. Detroit. Houston. Jacksonville.
Kansas City. I.os Angeles. Milwaukee.
New York. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh.
Pueblo San Francisco. Seattle. and Wash-
ington. D.C.

Telephone orders may be placed at any

UFO bookstote or by calling the order
desk in Washington. D.C. at 202 -783-
3238.

Discounts. A discount of 25 percent is
allowe'i on purchases of 100 or more cop-
ies of a single title. The same discount
applies to an order of any quantity from
a bookdealer so long as it is sent to the
dealer s normal place of business.

DO NOT send your order to the Li-
brary of Congress. The Library i not
permitted to handle mail orders for
these publications.

Compact Disc Recording
Our Musical Past, Vol. 2:
Two Silent Film Scores

The first compact disc recording issued
by the Library of Congress, Our Musical
Past, Vol. 2: Two Silent Film Scores, con-
tains excerpts from two 1916 film scores
Jerome Kern's score for Gloria's Romance
and Victor Herbert's score for The Fall
of a Nation. The works are recorded
digitally and feature Frederick Fennell con-
ducting the MusicCrafters.

Although no print of either film is
known to survive today. the music remains
fresh and delightful. For Gloria's Ro-
mance, a serial starring Billie Burke in a
tale of love and society in Palm Beach,
Jerome Kern wrote a nostalgic score for
small orchestra. music which often sug-
gests the "Society Music" which might
have been heard at a Florida resort. For
The Fall of a Nation, Victor Herbert
called for an orchestra of about forty
playersall that could be fitted into the
pit of a large movie theater. The Far of
a Nation was a blood-and-thunder f
about the invasion of America by an
unspecified European power: although
some of the music suggests better-known
works by Victor Herbert. much of it
reflects the grim subject matter of the
film.

The price for the compact disc record-
ing is $14.95: it is also available on cas-
sette for $8.95.

PLEASE NOTE: SPECIAL OR-
DERING INFORMATION FOR
THIS ITEM ONLY: To place an order
for Our Musical Past. Vol. 2, contact the
Public Services Office. Motion Picture.
Broadcasting. and Recorded Sound Divi-
sion. Libr ,ry of Congress. Washington.
D.C. 20540. Fourth class mail is postpaid.
Any other postal rate must be prepaid by
the customer.


